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THE FOURTH ANNUAL MONTANA SYMPOSIUM'ON EARLY EDUCATION AND THE

EXCEPTIONAL CHILD was held on April 27-2: 1983 in Billings, Montana'

Approximately 225 persons attended the three day confeienee hosted by

EastellEn Montana College, the Office of Public Instration and'Montana

Affiliated Programs. The theme of this year's conference was"Early

Impact and Long Term Gains". Dr. Marci Hanson from the San Francisco

Infant Program, Dr. James Tiwney from Pennsylvania State University and

Dr. Eugene Edgar from the University of Washington gave keynote addresses.

.

Dr. Tawney opened the conference Wednesday night..with an address which

focused upon his predictions for economic and soci&al conditions by

the year 2100: Dr.°Tawney predicted that education as we know it today

will no longer exist and that microcomputers and home instruction will

ir""

.1 4

replace classrooms. Dr. Tawney based his predictions on a,recent report

by a commission on education which pointed out the faildres of public

school education, the num1er of studitts now placed.kn'private schools,

and the predictions of Alvin Toffler in his book,'THE THIRD WAVE.

Dr. Tawney brought up the, issues of cost efficiency of public education,
Ar

the dissa.tisfaction of parents, and the failure of the public to 'support

reasonable teacher's salaries. Dr. Tawney, .a full professor at Fennsyl-

vania State University, taught previously and conduCted research grants

at the University of Kentucky. He has written articles.oncomputer tech-

nologies and the future of education and recently was invited to write

,a chapter for a test on his predictions for education in the future.

)

Monitoring IEP goals and objectives was the subject of a.mini-session.

Dr. Tawney has been heavily involved this past year in training parent

teams to evaluate and monitor implementation o F.L. 94-142.

r .



The second day"of the conference began with a welcome by Dr. Bene
:.

.dia J. Surwill,'Dean; School of Education, and a general address by

,

.Dr. Marci. Hanson,. Dr.' Hanson presented a slide show and described the

San Francisco's Infant Program, a program which involves parentd and

r.

infants from a wide variety of cultural backgrounds. The program cur71

ently serves twenty youngsters and their families. Previously funded

a special project, the an Francisco Infant Program is one of many

ograms throughout the country-which is hOping to survive recent cut7.,

'backs in funding of,early childhood education. Dr. Hansdn stressed

the absolute need to work diligently to create positive interactions

between parents and their roung children. The San.Francisco Infant

'Program involves parents through parent support group meetings, .weeklP
,

home visits, and parent instrubtionvin the classroom. Dr. Hanson'also

.
presented a miniSession on adaptiveldevices and contingent feedback.

On Thursday evening three keynote speakers, Dr. Dale Gentry from

the University ofIdaho, Dr. Ron Sexton and Dr..Chris Mason from Eastern

V.

Montana College presented a crackerbarrel discussion on "Research,

0-3, and Mandated ProgrAls". Theldiscussants addressed questions pre

sented by the audience related to the topics: Microcomputer -use with

0-3 aged populations, the pros and cons of direct instruction with in

fants, and appropriate assessment devices for handicapped preschoolers.

Dr. Hanson suggested that, at the present time, most school districts

would be better iff spending what little'money they have on personnel

and equipment other than computer's. She stressed that facilitating

positive parentAild interactions and teaching many of the necessary

skills,to preschoolers cankinow be accomplished much more cost efficiently

ti



than by using computers. Dr. Mason addressed some of the probly_DO

with direct instruction and highly structured instruction. withyreschool-

lairrs with shoi-t attention spans. .Dr. Mson.sUggested that creation of

arfifiCial teaching situations may not be,the most effective 'means of
-, '

instruction and may,.in fact, be counterproductive to the intent of
.

normalization". :'Dr. Mason fu4pher suggested that educators carefully

observe'children.-to, see.if skills being taught are generalizing to every

day situations. Problems with the use of .tests baSed upon normal'

developmental models were stressed by both Dr. Mason and Dr.,'Geritry..,t -

k With handicapped individuals, development often proceed's differently

than through the normal developmental sequence, tests which assess
.*

functional, needed skills and tests which are criterion referenced are

911

most appropriate for handpapped youngsters. Dr.. Gentry mentio ed that

the U-PASS, atest deVetoped at the University of Washington; is an

example of a device,which is-appropriate for many handicapped Preschool-

ers.' A cocktail hour following the crackerbarrel allowed conference

participants to meei"and interabi=with many of thid years' presenters.
1. ..

.

,
. ,

The final day of the conference started-with a welcome by Dr.

Bruce Carpenter, gzesident of Eastern'Montans College: Dr. Eugene Edgar

then addressed'tHe problems of "EARLY CHILDHOOD TRANSITIONS." Dr. Edgar

f

stressed" that many problems arise out of lack of communications between .

thes"sdnders of and the receivers of children" that schoOls which send
i

children'on to new environments are often frustrated by the lack of,

standards, appropriate assessment, communication wi h parents and pro-

!gramming at the new sites. Similatly, the receive s of children, the

children's next edhcational environMents, often express concern over
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the quality of programs, assessment etc., at the preschool sites._ Dr.

4-7 .

Edgar mentioned possible solutions to these dilemmas. These suggestions,
t.

based upon 'research being conducted at the University of Washington,

include using. the.same assessment devices at both sites,- standardizing

the format for educatio nal reports?"and reciprocal visits by staff to

ft
each site so that the preschool agencies and public school personnel

have more first hand knowledge of each site.

41e

Dr. Edgar stated that to achieve some of these goals it is often

easiest for the preschool site to use the same instruments and formats

for reports that are used in the public school setting. Dr. Edgar has

6
a lso aworked with a system whereby

a
parents expecting transition for

their children are matched with a parent who has undergone the transi-

tion, The experienced parent then serves as a guide, assisting the other

parent through the experience.
1

Dr. .Edgar stressed that transition times ten difficult times

for the adults involved-in the transition processr that parents and

preschool teachers often face separation anxiety and that parents need

supp ort through this' ditficult time. Dr. Edgar further .addre.Q.sed sugles-

tions for providing this support in a mini-session he preserved entitled

"Parent Involvement: Stress and Peer Support".

14\

"1,h addition to the keynote presentations, approximately 40 of the

presenters from various parts of the United States addressed such topics

as "environmental control of behavior") "infant stimulation", Piagetian

based interve- ntion models, social play, direct instruction, and e arly

educational research. Participants also'had many opportunities for

hands-on experiences with microcomputers. Special prpjects such as the

v
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Early Intervention Research Institute from Logan, Utah; the Macomb

0-3 Outreach Project from Macomb, Illinois; INREAL/OUTREACH from the

University of Colorado; the Portage Project from,Portage, WiicOnsin;

Teaching Research from Monmouth, Oregon; and Project Upstart from Wash-
.

ington, D.C. were represented at the symposium.

Next year's conference will be held on April 11-13, 1984. Pre-

liminark wo c has already-begun and we are looking forward to another
4

excellent conference.

Christine MasOn;
Conferende Cotainator

)1(40,frJ

4/Y4.4} jift-i-giL_
Elena Korsmoe
Assistant Coordinator
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Education: A Look to the Future

James 14. Tawney

Professor of-Special Education

Division of Special Education and Communication

The. Pennsylvania State, University

219 More Building

University Park, PA 16802

er
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*

'Note: Portions of this presentation are drawn from Tw:iney, J.W. The
future., In P. Cegelka and H. Trehm (ids.), Mental retardation:
From categoriet to people. Columbus, OH: Charles E:.Merrill,
1982. Also, Chapter 20, Futurism. In J.W. Tatiney (Ed,),
Public education for the severely-developmentally retarded: A
contemporary history (in preparation):



It's always a pleasure to talk:about the future; computers and

the eduCation of handicapped *students. I look forward 'to such op-
.

portunities with a degree of enthusiasm that is tempered only 'by the
,

reality that fu ure events will probably discredit much of what I have

to say. Nevert eess, since accouiftability comes very far down the

.road--particularly if one's projections are cast into the,21st cen- .

tury--my enthusiasm is not unduly diminished.
4

Today; I will address three topics:

(a) the status of public education in contemporary society;

(b) the status of microcomputer uses in special education; and

(c) potential uses o technology in a future society.

14ou mayjnotlike some of what I have to say. In' fact, you may

take great exception to the asspmptions I've made,' and thus to some o
ito

my projections. So, before I address the first of the topics, let

explain briefly how those were developed.

First, 1 have been confronting the topics since 1980, when Pat

Cegelka and Herb Prehm asked me to write a chapter op futurism for

their new text on Mental Retardation (Cegelka and Prehth, 1982), At

the same time, I was developing a aidilar manuscript for a text-in

severe mental retardation. Both were based on work which had recently

been completed at the University of KentuckY7-developini d,protOtype

telecommunication; system, to control learning devices (teaching machines

placed in'the homes of handicapped 'Children 'but controlled from a

.
microcomputer in a cenyeal location--our Programmed. Environments

1-

preschool. That system'was described earlier (Tay, 1977), in an

attempt to show how education, health, and social service delivery



could be improved through new models designed around telecompunicatit

technology. Thus, it appeared that Lhad a good start on the writing

tasks at hand. However, about this time Arvin Tofflees book The.

Third Wave was published. I attained a copy, and read it quickly, fi

cover to cover, That experience was both a blessing and a curse.

On one hand, it was highly' reinforcing to read about an "electronic

cottage" after our experience with home-placed teaching machines. 01

the other; when talking about prosumerism, Toffler made the point

clearly that the technology revolution would have major impact on th(

torld economy - -a factor I had ignored in my telecommunications based

novel.

Reading The Third Wave actually forced my attention to two prob.

Loma: our troublesome economy and, given what the future may hold

for us, the place that the mentally retarded have in a radically

changed society. My task became, then, to create my own scenario, o

view, of the future, and then to explore ways the retarded may becom

functional contributing members in that future, culture. I should te

your up front, that the professional "literature" in special educati

has played no phrt at all in the design of a future culture. Inatea

I have looked elsewhere. I looked to the new releases in our local

bookstore--to see what economists were writing fbr the general publi

I have carefully observed my middle class, middle income friends and

colleagues trying to deal with inflation and then deep recession.

During this' time I've criss-crossed the country by car, from Penn-

sylvania toCalifornia by the southern route, then back home,across

Interstate 80; then from Pennsylvania to Michigan to Nebraska, and
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through the gain belt - -all the while asking myself "Will- advanced

technology really transform this cultdre or that geographical region?"

4. I've read or reread other's visions of Utopia. In Arizona ;
I've stopped

to visit ikr.Cosanti, Paulo Solerit s vision. of a city of the future.
v.

It is, as some of you May know, a rather humble begihning,,a small

enclave located on the edge of-la mesa.

It is clear to me now, that we are experiencing the transfoi26--
t

tion to,a high technology society--as Alvin Toffler proposes.. It is

less clear that this technology explogion will impact on a high percent,,

of the population of the United Stateaa. For; while technology develop-

ment proceeds at-a rapid pace on the East and West coasts, and thus

creates ademand for even more. technology development, .life proceeds,

differently in other parts of the country, and in other economies.

i
It is clear to me at least that technology will have majorimpact on

the lives of handicapped persons, but, in order to see that potential,

it is necessary to kook beyond the trivial uses that "are", the tech- °

nology of today. After all, the wprld may be ready for a new car that

tells you "all monitored systems are operational" but do we really

need one? And, does anyone but Pacman.really need Ms. Pacman, the

newest yid%) game?

I believe that our society is undergoing major transformation,

that this transformation will radically alter public education, and

that this revolution will have positive and negative effects on the

handicapped. The task thA confronts educators and social planners

is to insure that the balance is tipped in a positive direction.

5
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PUBLIC EDUCATION IN CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY

I believe, we are'Witnetsiilgthe beginning of the end of public .

education.' Those of you who are undergraduates are probably hat the

last genqration to be trained, but you maybe the next-to.-last

generation. Those of you who are mid-caper'may look fprward to con-

tinued employment until retirement. But, by the year 2100, Public edu-

cation as we know it now may hate disappeared--except for services

to children who are difficult to teach-or difficult to manage.

if there is no-system of public education, what will-tAke its

place? How will children be educated? Briefly, for now, children

will be educated at home, by their parents% CompuEers and tele-
,

communications
systems will play a large part in the educational

process.

Now , you, may be asking, "Do I really believe
elE*

or am I.just trying to get your attention?" I am

I observe the world around me, this seems

this will occur,

quite aariaus. As

be a- very real possibilitll

But why? What 'could possibly detitroy a major social institution?

There are perhaps many reasons; I will briefly list a few. First,

there is already a trend fram.public to pri'lle education, in Urban'

areas where the issues'of race, or great differences in economic

status trigger such movement. Enrollments in prep schaols are, on the

upswing. Those who value education, and who can afford it, are aban-

cloning the public education system in increasing bers.

The major reason, as I see it, is that our c`Gttiean no longer

-,afford a public education system. If nothing else, we are a' society

that expects something for nothing. I point to the size of o growin
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,

. federi deficits to,document thatbassumption. During our last rdsi-
.

\ . I'

dential election the message from the vaters\, Was cleat "We can't affor

to pay any more taxes.'.' As we watch the current budget fights, we wil
.

see if= that messagellas beeri for otten.

My objective here'is not to shift into a discutvion of economic
04.01

poliCy,,but to focus on the tealities of our econ6mic crises. To do.

,

stillthat, and still be tmebrief. let m tell you about a little game-We play,
.

.\j0

in one of my courses. It's called "What ever heppened to the Great
0

American Dream?" Generally, the "Dteam"\,is defined as ownicg a mildest

though comfortable home and two:cars; having money for leisut8 time

activities, and enough put by for a college education for the two

children in the "average" family. Once we define it, then we guess at

the annual income needed to sustain the dream. We ge)t same 'good

IP guesses--first in the $20,000-30,000 a year range - -buttemy best guess,

in,1983, is that it requires about $65,000 a year, for an average
/ b

family in an urban area. Now, that May seem high to you, if you've

had a home for 10 years or so and think you will reasonably be ably tc

send your two childreNto college. But, think of the cost to a young

411

couple, attempting to buy a house in today's market. Then, realize

that at current interest rates, onj.y 1 out of, 104eople can afford a

)I
Then, compare that annual income

4
to4the percent of people in .home.

the country who actually earn that amount of money. Then, compare

the $65,000 to the salary for a beginning teacher. Now, as a

'society, we can't afford to pay more j but that teacher can't afford to

live on less--achieve som& semblance of the dream. That's the Catch-

'22. Earlier this year, when we talk of a trillion dollar deficit,
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and a massive defense budget, it was clear we had not come to terms

with economic reality Or social priorities. For the mpment, we can
Y

only wait and selle.

, Next, public education suffers,from.an image problem. No matter

. how proud a local community may be ofits schools,on a national leve

there is a general attitude that public education is an ineffective

institution. Those of us in special education who work in colleges

and universities are experiencing a reordering of federal priorities,

to define, then increase the quality of our training programs. At

the state level, one can look around the country and point to the

. competency testing movement as a reaction to the belief that our hie

school graduates lack basic:ski. ls. The "back to basics" movement,

too, is an effort to define and then teach something concrete. Can

public education solve its image problem? Possibly; but I doubt that

it will. Perhaps we can look to the auto i4iustry for some directioi

Let me explain. Recently, a colleague and I were discussing Chrysle,

tCorporatidhLs turnaround, after the announcement of its first recent

profitable quarter. My colleague made two coma ts "I never thought

they'd make it,. I wonder how they did.".'My tesponse to his second

-

'rstatement went something like this. "There are two reasons; contrast

the-message implied in their five year, 50,000 mile warranty to the

number of recalls that Ford and GM have experienced." Interestingly

last Monday's Washington Post (April 18, 1983, Ilashington Business

Section) had a; article on that very topic. Did you know the reasdn

why yoU don't see many of the new Mustang convertibles in that they'

being recalled almost as fast, as they're being made. The top rips w

8

18
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you put it down. Did you know that.federal agerNies have' issued '

2,395,000 recall notices gosfar%this year? 'Or 'that one of the twb major

companies has issued as many as 5,000,000 recall notices because the. '

rear axle may fall off elf one of its models. Or, that nearly a half

millio hevettes apd similar series cars have been recalled because -

of a fule line problem that causes engine fires. Or that there aren't

enough of the parts (which cost a dollar). to fix the p'oblem. It seems

that the automobile industry
1

has not yet come to grips with a strategy

to counter'foreign competition, Will Ford and GM look to Chrysler as

a model for success? Will our national automobile industry survive/

Will pUblic education survive? 6Weldon'tface foreign competition. But,

perhaps, we face a new attitude from parents--"If I can't afford i ,

4s(
,

I'll do it myself." That's what Alvin Toffler Means whenhe talks

about prosumerism. In the face of economic adversity, we can prvive

...

by producing and consuming our twn proddcts; or by doing for ourselves
.

those things we once paid otters to do.

To summarize this analysis of the status of contemporary public

.. 1
education: /

,

Al (1) the profession faces some diffiCat:ft:prOblems;

public education, _as we know it, maYi:nOt urviVe;

(3) the alternative form of education which may, emerge will be

centered in thejhome; microconiptiters and telirommunication

systems may play a major role in this new fo f education;

(4) there are powerful factors working toward a transformation

f public education; transformation to a,high techdoiogv,
k

society; world wide, as well as national economic crisis;

9



inability, as a society, to come to grips with economic

realities and social.priorities.

Before I go on, let me share Oome observations - -in the form of,

- . .

answers to questions you may have First, do I think 'this shOuld

happen? My answer, from the perspective of: an, observer of eveas, is

"This is what I believe will happen. " Then, this transformat

be good or bad for children?" 'My response,,"It will be both, but

mainly, it will just be different."

THE STATUS OF MICROCOMPUTERS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION

This status report is actually divided into two parts: (1)

what's happening now and (2) what you could do with a microcomputer,

it you have only limited access to one.

Once again, the car will serve as an analogy. Going back to my,

youth, the tmOact of microcomputers today is much li;te Saturday night

in the ,back Seat of a '55 Chevy--lots of-talk-and* very little action..

.

that
)

If here is oiWword
t

that best describes our view of microcomputer

elin edu ation, that word is hesitant. There are many reasons for this

hesitancy. Some are:

1. We, know a computer when we see one, bUr,, tt we don's know what
\

it can do.,

2. Cost -- while today, with a manufacturer's rebate, you can

buy one "real" computer for under $50.00; a functional home

educational systein (computer, monitor, 2-disk drives and

miscellaneous connectors) will cos just under $3,000.

3. Immediate obsolescence - - advances are occurring "Std rapidly
0.0

that the computer you.buy today will be obsolete tdmorrow.-L

10
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., The cost of placing enqugh. computers in the dchool a, that
\-

every .child has adequate access to one.,

51'.',,The discrepancy between hardware and software deveiopment.

6. The drill and practice mentality of software developers.

Given that; despite the fanfare, computer usage is developing slowly,

exactly what is happening--now. To answer that, shoulefell you

that my associates at Pena State and I are just initiating a project

to demelop a computer assisted 4nstruction program titled "Technology

Applications for Handicapped Perions." That project is in its initial

stages, and my impredsions are very general at the moment. However,-

by September we should have an extensive information ks . So, this

is what I think is happening; or will happen soon.

1. Over the next five years, public schools will purchase

computers, to the maximum extent that their budgets will

al'ow.

2. Since anyone with a compuier,,twodiscdrives, and an author

program can create "software," many people will. However,

99% of that software will only be distributed locally, in

the same way that most teacher-made curriculum guides are used

locally, and not distributed commerically, on a national

basis.

3. There area few little known but-majbr collaborative efforts

between curriculum publishers and computer coanies to

translate the regular elementary and secondary curriculum to

computer assisted instruction programs.

4. There are a few national projects, e.g., the Microsift

11
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project at the-Northw st Regional Lab; that are attempting

to identify and eva uate the 'current explosion of software.

5. .There area limited number of federally funded projects that

act as information coljection/and distribution centers; for

k.

computer usage. For example, our university.pd 0.cipates in

an electronic mail system called Special Net. It contains

many unique information bulletin boards, including a ney one

called SLATE, which is managed by a DC area consulting' firm,

Education Turnkey Systems. It collects and "publishes" in-

formation on a variety of topics related to the use of micro-

computers, in the _schools'.
A ar

There are currently a few, low budget technology assessment

projects funded by the Department of Education--Special,

Education Programs. These projects have just been funded,

and most will start on July 1.

These are fairly broad scale efforts. You will note that none

of them address the potential of computers with specific handicapped

groups. For example, it might be interesting to determine if "EMR"

students learn to program a computer in BASIC or L 0 any slower or

faster than so-called normal students. Such an effot, may be underwa

somewhere in the Country,, but it hanot yet come to:my attention. A

the same time, to the best of my knowledge, there has yet been zoo con.

certed effort' to bring together experts in learning, in curriculum

develrment, and computers, to explore novel ways t develop interest.

ing programs.

What could you do if you were given a computer- for your special

12
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1/44.

class or resource room? My fir t miority would be to use it as a

data storage System for my'stude ' individual(daily performance

records. Tomorrow, .I will describe a system for parents to use, to

analgtr the instructional process. A key 'component of th-a-f- system

l_
'focused on thet question,

e
where are the data? Or, new me that My child

t

7
G

is learning. As you are aware, one of the unique problems, of special

education is its inability to document that it is effe4ive. Not That

it isn't, its just that the field has not developed an effective way

to (a) teach precisely, on an individualized basis, (b) document the
.0.

effects of instruction, anka (c) make' data based curriculum changes.

,$O, I would set up, a data file on each studerita I would encourage

kstudents to enter their own data, and help other students who may not

initially have that skill. I would iodic for a software program that

displays c ild performance daily, and using a system of decision rule4 s

such as those incorporated in precision teaching and direct instruction

techniques, I would consult with the student when there is no progress

0
for three days.

This strategy may seem quite mundane to you, but it has these

benefits:

1. may create a data base where none now exists;

2. it provides adept students the opportunity to manage part

of their instructional program;
t.

it creates an opportunity for students to learn new skills',

then teach them to others;

4. it involves the student and teacher in a unique form of

dialogue, as they cooperatively plan 'and modify the instructional

13,'
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program;

5: it may.accelerate student performance, if the. data show.pro-
q

gress and a high degree of success;

6. it frees the teacher from one management task; or it,adds
4

an element to the instructional process at little response

cost to the teacher;

. to the extent that students show they are learning, individual

parents may become.stiong supporters of the teacher and the

instructional program; and

8. to the extent that the teacher, student, and parents use

the data as a basis for program change, 'Arent involvement
o

in the IEP process will reach the,level that Congress intended

when P.L. 94-142 was passed.

The next thing I would do. is buy some computer games and use

the computers as a contingent reinforcer. I might also buy a copy of

Home's book "How to Use Contingency Contracting in the Classroom and

use it to develop a systematic plan for using access to the computer
9

.to increase'students' performance in the school subjects that are

least reinforcing for them.

'Next, Iswould look for the computer wizards among the elementary,

and secondary students, and'I would offer them some type of iincentive

to work with my student'sto teach them hOw to prograf*the computer.

Then I would sit back and watch what they produce.

Next, I would look very carefully at any existing software

courses or lessons being considered for purchase. Of the many ques-

tions one might ask,these would guide my decisionmaking:

14
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1. Has the develo foffned the same material from print

tct screen? If there,any fundamental difference be-

tweentween the b-...rm and thesoftware package?

2. Will the program, do something different than you as al.teacher

might do? If not,'is it worth the price? If so, what are the

critical features that might enhance learning?

I hope you understand that these mundane uses and basic questions

are presented ina way that is intended to encourage` you to look"at'

the microcomputer as another instructional tool.. While I believe it,

to be a powerful and potentially effective 061, there-are many problems
.

yet to be.solved. There is a great deal of,research that needs .to be

conducted, and most of all, there must be a major development thrust

-to decrease the discrepancy'between hardware and software development,

Having said that, I will move on to the4next telecommunication systems

in a future society.

2100 AND BEYOND -

This view of the, future is based on two major sources: (1) my

previous work with home based, computer-controlled telecammunicatiori

systems and (2) concepts from Alving Toffler's book The Third Wave.

This view is a variation of other, published versions, and is oneof

a series of constantly changing scenarios that, time and resources

4' A

permitting, will evolve into a book length manuscrilot.l'-

LIFE IN A FUTURE CULTURE

My objective is to describe life for an individual family in

the yeai 2160, synthesizing Toffler's concepts to create a scenario

which is, in my Sicw, feasible. Elsewhere, I have elaborated on the

15
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rationale for this and not another-view. -Here ar4 in brief, the most

-critical factors: (1). "prosumerism" semi; the most likely excape from-
.

an inflation trap that has operated to strip' the. facade ofd affluence

from a credit-dependent and,oash-poor.middle -class; (2) the energy 'crisis

has already altered the 'travel 'patv,rns of. Aiericans and it appears

that two-way video and computer communication systems'iave the potential

to reduce the need-to travel and thereby sharply reduce petroleum:

consumption;- (3) home construction already reflects a shift to active

and pa-Solve solar systems and tosome extent, homes are designed to

include greenhouses. The trend toward developing energy independent

and food producing home environments' has begun,
rT

The major premise underlying this view of a future culture is-

.

that geographig0/1 redistribution of the p4ulation 11 occur. Liipies

and suburbs will be abandoned and people will move to (currently) less

expensive areas where they may produce their own food. In-the same

_way\that many small manufacturers have relocated in the midwest, new

communities may emerge with general Proximity to new versions of

industrial plants. In other locales, professionals with similar interest

may create communities' where they enjoy the climate or Scenery, in

the same way that, now, Santa Fe, and Taos have developed as artist

...i

colonies. These communties will be electronically linked to businesses

(- - N.
located throughout the country; Words and daEa will be transmitted

between home and office by cablesatellite systems and, in return, pay

for work will be similarly transmitted. Homes in these communities

will be dispersed on enough land to grow foods. Homes may contain

greenhouses so that year-round production is possible. There may

'16.



be.communal developmeut projects, i. . -shrimp or fish farms that are /,

maintained by shared labor. There may be shared systems that comprise

ecological cycles, i.e., dairy farms, manned'by'sbared labor, providing

food for the community,. farms that process manure into methane gas in a

simple-converter that then generates electricity sufficient for coin

munity needs.

Home deaign will evolve naturally from current innovations, new

roof design to support active solar panels, modularized interconnected
. .

living spaces for extended family clusters, containing work and living

, Areas. Computer control centers will monitor, the environment to

minimize, energy use and 'to automatically carry out mundane tasks on

preprogrammed schedules. A variety of remote computer terminals will

perform several functions: 'learning for ildren, work 'for adults,

. and ,So on. Home entertainment centers using l ser/holograph imagery

lay bring Broadway, plays into the'home, transmitted byaC'able and

1 satellite from'Broadway, or froma'rtist centered-communities,,which

evolve in- 4arious parte of' the country.'

Family life,in this setting will be geared to the individual

(patterns of members". One may wprk,for;p"ay early in the

morning, transmit this product electronically, spend a few hours at

work or consumption: (gardening) -arid: then enjoy leisure.tilne. Another

may work on quite the'opposite scheaoie, a ,pattern that will permit

_shared parenting. "Where there is a severely develcipmentally retarded

faiily member, this more casual life style may ease -the task. of child

rearing in many ways; described in the'next section.



HOME INTERVENTION FORA SEVERELY HANDICAPPED INFANT

Thila scenario begins with the birth offan infant who manifests

severe and multiple handicapping conditions, although advances in

pregnancy monitoring make it likely that these problems are known and

advance preparation has begun before birth. A, central agency will be

informed of the birth of and a worldwide'planning effort will be set

Diagnostic information will be gathered and worldwideinto motion.

teams of specialists will be identified from a resource file. Cleft

palate information may go to Paris, heart data may go toiNew York, and

so on, transmitted by satelliteWITnNurs of birth. -Critical

information on the Want will enter several data banks 'simultaneously.

A lifelong, longitudinal research and intervention process will have

begun.

While the -infant is still in the hospital it will be possible,

through twoway video and satellite communication, to conduct a tele

conference with a world body of experts Who will develop a comprehe4sive

interventi/Ln plan for-the first few months of life. This'plan witl,

'through constant feedback, undergo modification and will form the basis

of a longrange intervention plan. The first teleconference will provide

experts with a comprehensive set of data on the infant's physical state,

and will elicit recommendations from experts for specific diagnostic

testing. Should the infant manifest .a rare, syndrome, the central coor

dination agency will have retrieved, from several computer library

storagesystems, all that is currently known about the syndrome. When

this data is compiled, when'altdiagnostic tests have been-given atd

the results Are obtained, the data will be 5Rensmitted to each team of

experts, .

47'
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While the infant is in the hospital, representatives fromc:a
;

coordinating agency will meet with the parents. Their basic objectives

will's-be to present information, to link parents with support groups, and _- _

to obtain information about thg_physical properties of the .home.

The outcomes of the first'meeting: liarents will hale complete informa-

tion about their child; they wilVhave the opportunity to, talk with the

other parents via teleconference and in person, at a time when they most

need information and support; a range of educational intervention ser-

vices will be described; and for the intervention team, general speci-

fications for the design of the infant's home living/learning environ-

ment will be proposed.

The central service coordination agency, before the child leaves

the hospital, will'develop.and install aft " electronic crib" in the

family home. To accompl h this, it may arrange,for the loan or lease

of data transmission systems for families that lack them, may install

two-way communication systems, arrange for the loan of electronic toys,"

learning devices, and health monitoring systems. Based on the'dkten-.

sive diagnostic procedure, appropriate response recording systems will

be selected.

When the electric crib is installed in the home, it will be linked

to the family's home computer control system, as well as to external'

communications'systems. If, for example, the infant requires a tempera-

ture and air controlled environment because its natural immunity system
r.

is impa red, the family' omputer control system can be reprogrammed to

ensure that temperature remains within 1 degree of thezde.cined setting.

The electronic crib uu 1=1 contain multiple channel electronic cable

s
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connectors, so that several types of data be recorded simultaneously.,

The criVWill be spring loaded, so that it is motion sensitive, enabling

continuous recording of the infant's activity cycles. Electronic sensors,

e:g., a thin temperature tape, will provige data on fluctuations in the

infants temperature. Other channels will record the infant's responses,

to crib-placed.learning deviceS which are changed rapidly as the infant
.

matu(es. These data producing systems may be linked to the family

computer storage system, or mini-memory systems may be installed so

that data is recorded, compressed, or transmitted in high speed bursts,

permitting a full days data to be transmitted to anothe location-it)

milliseconds.

While the infant leaves the hospital for home, the structure for

an extensive support system will be in place. It may be possible to

avoid .a prolonged hospital stay since environmental control and health
,

monitoring systems can be transferred\to the home. A fundamental

. i/concept in Toffler's view of the future, prosumerlsm, s than one

learns to do things for him or herself. In the'late 70' , home preg-

nancy testing kits enabled women to assume the function, that had

untilthen, been the domain of the medical profession; and, similarly,

blood pressure self-test kitswerepintroduced into the mass market.

In the same way, it will be possible for parents to monitor their

infant's critical health functions. They may .be taught certain tasks

and observed directly in the hospital. Then,,when the infant moves'to

r.

the home, they may administer tests or take observations under the

watchful eye of. their pediatrician who observes for a minute or two via

two-way video, gives feedback, and verifies that accurate data is

20
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being collected. This rapid transfer to the home will have several

benefits for infant and family; it will reduce medical costs, and

increase bonding between infant and family. During this time period,
1111

the family may receive itinerant services from regional or community

based nursing personnel, if there are health problems'that are not

manageable by the family. The quantity, nature, cost, and outcome of

these services will become Part of the data bank.

Once the infant's health problems are stabilized (or immediately.

if there are nonp...a infant education program can begin. This program

will take many forms. "Crib toys" may present sequences of increasingly

more complex visual stimu\li and the infant may be reinforced for orienting

responses, tracking, and then discrimination tasks. Response contingent.

toys, e.g., mobiles, will tea h the child the relationship between a

response and a preferred event.\ Gentle vibration on the spring loaded
4\

crib, soft music, mother's tape recorded voice and othfir events will

bring the child into interaction with the environment. Continuous

jidata monitoring ill document the extent to which the infant responds

to various stimuli. These data, overlaid on an activity cycle graph

may show patterns of maximal learning time. Parents will be taught

specific infant handling and instructional tasks. They may receive

direct instruction in the home from an itinerant specialist whose visits,

once initial training has occurred, are greatly reduced in frquency and'

are replaced by video monitored. sessions which provide two -way communi-

cation (feedback). A team of interventionists will teach the infant,

teach-the parent to teach the infant, and then withdraw to a monitor

role. Obviously, training may extend to,other chi/dren, and members



of an extended family, unit, or to neighbors who wish to support the

family.

1

Computer technology will change to match the child's needs through

the developmental years, Wheh crib- toys have been outgrown, they will

he replaced by simple response panels, e.g., the match to sample panels.

Later,. simplified computer terminals may be used, and finally the young

child will interact with standard terminals, however they are designed

. in-the 22nd century.. Thus, compAter-child interattion will be a.central

,and continuous part of the child's education. At certain stages,.,

Computers may perform functions that are possible now in only a rudimen-

tary form. It is now possible Ir computers to`talk and listen'to
0 ;

humans. Research and development efforts in speech synthesis, computer

grammats, and Voice recognition will make it possible for computers to

-play a significant role in the infant/toddlers speech and language

development. Computers will voice print emergent speech sounds, recreate

those sounds as digited signals on tape, reproduce those sounds from

memory, "model next appropriations to words" and'shapesspeech sound pro-

duction into meaningful utterances. In some cases, the computer and

infant may interact in a rudimentary grammar which' is then translated

into the standard language of the culture, 'so that the computer functioAs

As an interpreter. At later stages in the child's develoPmen't

puter may give directions, listen to vocal responses, and guide th

through beginning reading exercises.

Throughout the child's educational career

will occur. An extensive longitudinal profile

severely developmentally retarded individual..

the coin-
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will exist for each

child
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will be recorded, it will be possible to immediately determine the

effect of ono intervent n upon another. It should be possible'to deter-

mine the effect of one intervention upon another. It should be possible

to determine the rate of concept acquisition and observe changes in

acquisition patterns over, time. Then, when other interventions occur,

their effect on the acquisition _slope will be noted. Suppose that a

child is administered a drug which alters seizure activity, but also

reduces concept acquisition. Such an effect will be noted immediately

and most probably, decision rules will be developed to determine when

to change the intervention. Or, assuming pdrents will be taught the.

errorless learning instructional technologies now developed in rudimen-

tary form, it will be possible to determine the extent.to which they

can assist their 'children to learn at high and errorc7free rates. If

correct responding drops, and errors occur in those tasks outside the do-

main of computers, the change in performance will show up immediately.

This change will signal the central monitoring agency to contact the

appropriate interventionist, who may first observe parent-child inter-

action from a remote location, suggest remedial strategies, monitor

data;'and if no change occurs, visit the home for a closer analysis of

the Problem.

SUMMARY

In this future view, education is considered a lifelong experience;

again, providing data to research teams who work coAttantly to increase

the effectiveness of procedures; In the culture of the future the home

centered "electronic" cottage, located in communities where high tec

nology information management, cooperative home and child management,

and individual and group manual labor are carried out within the rhythm
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of an individual living,unit, the.life chances of the severely develop-

mentally retarded infant should be greatly inc/eased. The immediate,

intensive, and sophigticated intervention systems should enhance or

elaborate the person's response repertoire to a level only dreamed of

today. As the child grows in the community of the future, he should

experience support from a "family" that extends into,the community.

Some of that family maTcare for him for'short periods, atvoluntary

"respite" Contribution to assist the natural parents. In some'instances,

the child may require such intensive intervention that long-term

tutorial support is, provided in the/are, but only rarely would a "school"

-1

program e necessary. Similarly, for severely handicapped adults, the

extended family unit may provide independent living at home-or in future
f .

.

versions of Coday's group homes. Nowhere, in this future view is there

a vestige of the warehousing institutions which manage to perpetuate

themselves today. In this future culture, where there is both humble

and highly sophisticated work, there will surely be work opportunities

for the severely developmentally retarded which are meaningful, satis-

fying and which contribute to individual and community sustenance.

Though this culture may be very different from the culture of the 20th

century, the potential for a normalized productive life style appears

,without question for those who today would be,called developmentally

retarded - -and for the Kest of Liti as well.

\\,
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Moving from a program in one agency to a program in another agency

is a time of stress and uncertainty for the families of young handi-

capped children. That children will move (or transition) from one

agency to another is. a certainty. These periods of transition, times

of change, times of stress, times of conflict, need to be handled with

care and pre-planning in order to insure appropriate programming for

the child as well as stabilit)4 for the family.

There are numerous issues,and problems in the transition of children

(between agencies. These include; who will be involved in the,planning,

how the planning will occur, when activities will take place, as well

as what needs to be planned. The Early Childhood Interagency Transition

Model was developed to address these issues.

How the model was developed

The-Early Childhodd Interagency Transition Model, a a product of

the Single Portal Intake,Ptoject, a Handicapped Children's Model

.g
Project funded through Special Education Programs, U.S. Department of

Education. Additional support comes through the Regional Interagency.

Center which is funded by the Washington Office of the Superintendent

of'Public Instruction, under the.State Implementation Grant. The

Early Childhood Transition Model was developed in cooperation with

parents, administrators, assessment personnel, and direct service staff.

The first step in developing the model was to interview .personnel

that participate in interagency transitions. Existing procedures,



problems, and suggested strategies for improving the process were iden-

tified. Interviews were conducted with administrative, assessment and

direct service personnel from school districts, Head Start programs,

Early Childhood Developmental Centers, Neuromusdular Centers, and

/ other'contractual agencies in Washington and Idaho.

Parents of children who had been through a transition were inter-

viewed about, their role in the transition process and their satisfaction.

Parents "of children-whb were.gOing through a transition were interviewed.-.

over:a 6 -month period at regular 6- to 8Thweeleintetvals in-order to

ascertain their concefAregarding the transition process and their

recommendations for iMprovemepts.

The Early'Childhood,:InterdgenCy Transition Model was'field tested:

in urban, suburban, and rural communities-1n eastern and western

Washington. 'Parents and administrators, assessment personnel and direct

service staff from public schools, Early Chifdhood Developmental.CenterS,

Head Start programs and a contractual'agencypartiCipated irithe field
,

%sting of the model. Children served by the transition field tests

were from 3 fol years. old. The model was revised based on the field

test evaluation results.

Purpose 'of the Model

The focus of this model is. the transition of handicapped aildren',

ages three to eight from Early Chil, dhood4)evelOpmental Centers,

...
Neuromuscular Centers,. Head Start programb, and other contractual

agencies into pUblic school ptogramS. The model may also.be used for

children moving out of school district programs and into a contractual
^N
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agency. The model will improve the transition process for the children

and their parents, and for administrative, assessment and direct

service personnel of both agencies.

The model was designed to ensure a successful transition for young

handicapped children which includes the active participation of the

primary individuals involved.. Who is involved with such a transition?

.Major participants include: the'child, his or her family, and adminis-

trative, assessment-, and direct services personnel from both agencies.

Indicators of a successful transition include:

understanding by everyOne.ofthe what, Who, how, when 'and where

Of the move

- the timely transfer of records which are useful to the receiving

agency

- minimal disruption in prOgrams or services

-14he adjustment of the child to the new program.

,

The model procedures provide directionto administrators? assess--

ment,-and direct service. personnel as well'asto.parents in planning

and carrying-out the transition. The strategies' do not fOdus on activi-.<

which directly involve the child, but rather? on the activities

of the adults working on behalf of the child.

The Model. hes beenorganizeaintd.six issue areas.. Each iSSue area

includes: 1) a set of strategies, 2) required'a-CtiOns, 3) who is

involved, 4) statement of purpfte, 5) expected OUtCotes, 6) time required

and 7) additional costs. All of the materials required for implementa-

tion, as well as methods for evaluating the model procedures are provided
r

intlie model. Strategies are presented for:

28



. A) Transfer of Records
r

D) Parent-Involvement

B) Timing E) Decision Making Process

C) Awareness of Programs -Post:PlaCeMent Communication

Explanations, guidelines and forms

Each may be modified to fit.indiVi4UaLneeds.

ed with each strategy.

1

.Eachstrategy can be used in ,isolation or inconjuctioh'with other

strategies, depending on the needs of the transition partners. The

foiling list identifies the. 6 issue areas by capital letters (e.g.,

A, B, C). Thstrategies that 'accompany each issue are listedder

issue and are labeled with the issue letter"and numberneath the

.g., Al, Bl, C1).

Issue Areas and Strategies.
0

A. TRANSFER OF RECORDS
.."

Al: Rieceivers specify type of informatiowand desired format they need,

theninegotiate;Information exchange:-.With Senders.

.

*: ::.,!' . 4

2:' ..;:SenderSdevelop a list of current assed#Oeut data which is available

and negotiate ,information exchange with receivers.
a.

-A3: Feedbackfrom receivers to senders as to the use of information for

'determining eligibility, deciding on place#00ts. and for planning.

'B. .:TIMING-

,
31: Receivers specify desired timelines 'for transition. ( Based on

propOsed timeline, due dates are mutually agreet on. These due

dateS'should include ones for notification of 7whO is'leaving;

tinsition conferences, exchange of records and other pertinent

::trahsition events.



AWARENESS OF PROGRAMS

Cl: Joint Awareness of.Pregrams-insepace staff training fOr senders

and receivers.

C2: Reciprocal visits to programs by-sending and receiving staffs'.

Receiversdeveloli'a criterion t-referencentry level generic skills

checklist based on'the

V,

ability levels. Off'children.currentlY enrolled:

in the program to assist with pre-planning for the transition.

1544 ENT INVOLVEMENT'

Dl: Written guidelines' are

the transition.

D2: Written guidelines

children with the

provided to parents..to'aSsist parents with

are provided to staff to assist parents and

transition.

E. DECISION MAKING PROCESS

El: Parent transition group meeting:is held,. co-sponsored by both

,Agencies.

E2: and patents complete.a :Child Summity Form. The Child

Summary .Forms are reviewed by receivers as they prepare for

placement decision meetings:

E3: ForMal Transition confereOceS'are held with receivers, senders

and parents in attendance.

. POST PLACEMENT COMMUNICATION

,Senders call receivers 2 weeks following placement to -talk about

specific children and to check that records were transfefred.
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'"these procedures have been tieletestein.tbtea'.aepaTate sites

,
and final _revisions t0: ard.a1MOstiC0601:ete. The overall

findings of the field testing indicat'epositiveoutcomes. Staffs:of

',the agencies have come to respect and.better,undgrstand each other Who

thereAs systematic planning and discusSion'mtoUn& transition issues.'

Awareness of each other's program leads'iO tindersiandingand coOPeratio

Parents feel more in control and 'as a leSitit:thate,:pn'aitiveaboui the no

program. The "match" between individual chilokprOgrapacroas agenciel
,.

higher after the use of the model. This incltidei.earlier implement;

,,.tion of programs in the receving site as well as continuity of,goals,

objectives and instructional procedures.

We believe simple, straightforward procedures such as those found

in the Early Childhood

impact on the lives of

Because

.
. .

Interagency Transition,Model will have a major
.

yoyng handicapped children and their families.
40

the.activitieS:reqpired to execute a successful transitione
4

simple, and logical,' they are often overlooked or initiated too late

-ttObeOffeCtiVe. Successful transitions require careful planning whiz]

staffs. Thisbeging entll'atid involves- parents, 'sending And receiving

model prOVides-a'forrt for that planning.
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Unquestionably, the:hirth7:0f,a. child*th.a:disibility is a

cause;,

some stress

stress among family members. '40piy having a child produces

.
:

Manderetan ,

for parents (McGuive and Gottlieb, 1979; Wandersmat,

and Kuhn, 1980); if the child tide a.handicaO4'theYttress

increases (Birenbaum, 1971; Friedrich and Friedrich, 1981; Hannon,

1974; Holroyd and Guthrie, 1979.;;IHolroyd-and McArthur, 1976; Howard,

1978; Olshensky, 1962) for the parents and other family members

who were expecting the arrival of'a healthy baby'The.shock of-a '!not
:

perfect' baby" is deVastating. The gradual suspicion thaesomething.

is wrong" (as' in the case of the first. few monthsof life with a child

with cerebral palsy) can also lead to tension, depression and the

general responses to depression and stress.

Although the stages may vary, the Family's acceptance of a child

with a disability follows a somewhat predictable course. There is

shock and disbelief, lowed by an overwhelming desire to "know why"

(HatriOi 1974). " did this. happen ?" "Am I to blame?". Who-is to

blame?" What is to blame?" How did this happen?" This p4 hase of oftel

-follOwed by anger, especially when there are to clear cut answers to

the previoUs questions (as in the great majority of the cases).

Discomfort /follows, often caused by the social pressures of the

tion. "What will I tell my mother-in-law?" "How dopsinteract with

the neighbors?" "What-will the older child tell his playmates?"

Uncertainty due to the demands of the child disability often adds

both physical. and emotional stress. A child, who is difficult to

-4-feed increases a mother's fatigue. Medically fragile children are a
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,constant source of anxiety for the parents, and keep them, in a sta

100 uncertainty - about the life of the child and about their own a

gametes. Frustration,, follows. The pressures mount with the need

locate medical, educational, and therapeutic services for the chil

to interact with a variety of professionals, and to deal with the

financial strain of acquiring these services. 'The journey -is a lo

one before the family resolves the issues involved in caring for a

child with a disability.

Too much stress impairs function. While the exact amount of

Stress which is "too mach", may be variable for. different family un

there can be little doubt that the introduction of a child with a

disability into 'a family is,"tob much stress," at leat at first.

The feelings of grief, sadness, anger, 'frustration, helplea. mess,

often incompetence lead to a sense of lack of self-worth. Interie

relations among family memrs often deteriorate. Relatives, fries

and neighbors_ often -simply do not know how to respond to the situa

and.withdraw. The f ily isolates itself from its support system.

Daily routines suffer, s family members who can escape usually do

4
Often the father spends more time at work, and older children more

time in school, lea4ing the mother in still greater isolation. In

.dividual reactions to the grief and anger may be.misunderstood by

in the family as placing blame. The vicious cycle of negative int

tions feeds on' itself. ti

How any single family unit responds to stress produced by a c

with a disability Will vary greatly according to the individuals,

educational levels,,the religious beliefs ,past experiences with di

34



ability, ethnic background, socio-economic status, and total family

make -up. All families, however, will experience increased stress.

The issue, then, becomes how to best reduce (mediate) the stress.

There appear to be fpur (4) major types of support that can

serve to alleviate the negative aspects of, stress in families: 1)

the presence of a significant other;/) pee/support; 3)_timely e d

accurate information; 4) specific skills related to immediate iss es.

The research literature clArly indicates that the presence of another

individual who unconditionally loves the person under stress (signifi-

z, cant other) serves to significantly decrease the negative effects of

,

stress. Outside intervention that provides people with "significant

others" is. usually (understandably) not a major function of social

service systems. Peers (in this case other families with handicapped

children)' provide family members with realistic empathy, an extremely

important ingredient ih reducing stress(McGuire and:Gottlieb, 1979;

Wandersman, Wandersman, and Kuhn, 1980),. Peers may also be the sources

of information. Timely and accurate information Can be used by trIL

families to acquire services, adjust to social 'situations, respond to

Specific child needs, and plan for potentially troublesoMe future

OP
events. ,The'emphasis must be on timeliness (information when there is

a perceived need ,by the, family) and accuracy. ,When supplied by peers

the information is often viewed as' more believable thari when supplied .

by another source. Finally, the most crucial skills are those for

managing specific child behaviors that are of immediate concern to
0

the family, and those required to adequately interact with the .untold
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numbers of professionals in the.maze of social services in which

parents killrfind themselves.

The remainder of this manuscript will focus On the role of peer

?

support in mediating stress for families of children with disabilities. .

Peer support has been discussed in detail by a

(Caplan, 1974; McGuire and Gottlieb, 19

Wandesman,

which peer.

an1..Kuhn, 1980). SOcial support

support falls) is defindd as

number of authors

anifer1964; Wandesman,

(t 'e bri4der:conCept under '

ition in which an individ-

ual be13eves he or she Is cared for, held in positive regard 133 others

and, ig part of a network of like individuals. Thdre\is also. th iie.ed

to explore socially accepted norms around a common event, provide

skills Iliinformation, share common experiences and feelings, and

develop a feeling of "we'n

I

perience, come together at deep remeitional.10e1 ifthe foCus is

,,

confined to this common experience. Thus, individuals Who are not

peers according to many iariables can relate on the one specific issue

,ndividUals.Satha'ComMon ex-
.0.,

which has defined them as peers. Contact with similar others (McGuire

4I
and Gottlieb, 1979) allows for the exploration of social comparison

throughthe sharing of common experiences, feelings, and information.

Families during the-transition into parenthcod 4te4- is lose con-

tact with their social support system. When the new child is handi-

capped the social isolation often increases. The need for peer sup-

'port dramatkally increases at the exact time when isolation from

e .

cial contacts occurs. .Parents of young handicapped children seldom

4
come together without assistance from an outside agent., Thus, even

36
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though peer support is a (if not the) crucial service fq parents of

young handicapped children, special procedures must be developed to

9.

,facilitate the "coming together" of parents.

Needs met by peer support groups. The activities of a parent' to

parent support group for parents of young handicapped children must

be directly related to the-needsof the parents: inf.ormation, emotional

support, connections with system components.'

There are at least three classes of information often requested by

parents of young handicapped children who ask.the following questions:

what is the nature-of the disability and what does this mean for the

future of my child? How do I (we) respond to others in informing them

about my child's handicap? What should I do next? These questions are

persistent and enduring regardless of the ansfr given at any one

time.' Thus, even if medigal personnel provide extensive information to

the parents at the initial informing session and even if adequate

written materials are made available, the parents will continue to

l\have questions about the nature, cause, and outcomes of the disability.

. This is only natural as time is required to develop questions, and to

assimilate answers; as noted byHannon (1974), it doesn't matter what

parents are told, what they he) is wIllipters. Ongoing contact with

another parent of a handicapped child'offers the new parent. opportunity,

over time, to think about questions', askthem and listen. Additionally,

the answers from a peer tend to be believable-.,

New parents face a social' situation which is very difficult to

understand unless they experienced a .4milar event; how do you inform

relatives, friends, and neighbors about your child's disability?

. 37
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Many professionals (myself included) do not feel comfortable in advising

people on this. Having the opportunity to discuss this situation with

another person who hasbeen through'it before can greatly reduce the

stress and anxiety of the task of telling mother-in-laws, work col-

leagues, and neighbors about the child.

How to access "the system", where to go for.services, who are
41!

smpathetic professionals, what to expect from a teachet or a physician

:aA3hysicaltherapist, how. to fill out forms --- theseare questiofis

that cannot be answered at one time. They produce stress unless' there

is a*method to get them answered (or at least someone to listen). No .

one (or even two or.ihtee) professionals can fill this role. What is

needed is an empathetic, available "ear" who has information tc share ---

. - ,

a peer.',.. .

f:,' '
. _

EpoW101 support. Empathy, the projection of one's consciolsness

into another being (Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary)', isobaW upon
,'.-'%.- .

; .

the-aiiaten S' Of having unUrgo beriences. I.truly e 'li eve-

,....0; -v1- 4Y -'N','.
-7' t

0
i.'

'Ailat I ca *pathize; total ith a parent of a childA4tft
.. ,,,....

,_ k )1P" parent but my children.are not disable& I have
,

ApTMan).r:_parents of children with. disabilities, I have tealla44,

.

iiitabticiOli'0.!sues but I have not felt the feelings. IOa1 Al#07-

, .

?Aill.OPPoKiu.domeafrom empathetic "peers ---people nowhere too

4

faidiiYf4i0Obk*411.01r eyelb and find yourself" Willie. gelson, Red

He401W8ttOOtfeers are able to allow one to cry, to say awful

thijr$47°WbeottOpf.:6ontrol --- because they have been there. The

message thaitaSgeg between two individuals who share a common exper-.

ien0 '..aip.idirare4.ile)4sage outsiders cannot understand. To have a peer

38
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availableis to have emotional-support.

Connection with system components. Hooking into the system is a

complex process. Information must be made available in a timely

manner (what services are needed, what programs are available, how to

"get intei)tograms). However, the parents. often need a "guide" to

assist them-in-the routines if neeessary to efficiently-locate and

enter programs. Professionals, with turf issues and their own ideas

as'to what is needed and what is best, are seldot the appropriate.

persons to assist parents in ldcating all the needed prograts. Peers,

parent have recently been through the identical process, are

the logical guides.

Recommended Components of a Peer Support System

Peer support systems db not just occur; they need to be planned,

supported by a formal agency, and maintained over time: There are

several components that were importanti,in developing and maintaining

the King County Advocates for Retarded Citizens Parent to Parent Support

.Program which I will'summarize here (see reference. note foKing County

ARC contact).

Parent leadership. Te.leadership in the prog41is.best facili-
.

tamed by parents. Professionals have role's (see next section) but parents

need to have the leadership: A peer support program needs a peer as

the leader. A small group of. parents who have the skills, time .and

energy to serve as an advisory board is absolutely crucial.

Professional support. Professionals are important as ongbing-

consultants to the program The role of the professionalis to consult

, 39
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(when asked), recommend, and provideAnformation. Decisions, however,-

must be left to the parent advisory board.

Parent educatign. Special skills are required to be a supportive

A

peer (a helping parent). Most important are the skills associated in

listening Without "telling" reflection or active listening. Information

referral and Crisis referral are also important.. Part of parent educa-

tion for thehelping parents consists of ongoing peer support from

other helping! parents - parents getting'together and reflecting on

their own experiences.
Ned

Medical community sanction. Most referrals of newparents to the

program probably originate in the'medical community. Therefore,he

-sanction of the peer support program by the medical community is essen-

tial. A medical advisory board is a possible strategy for meeting this

concern.'

Paid-staff. Peer Support programs' that endure are dependent on

paid staff. at all possible the paid staff should be parents. There,

(

certainly is ample room for volunteets, but peer support is so impor

tant that society needs, to value the activity by paying the staff.

Mother agency. 4eer support program needi an umbrella agency

host the program. This agency provides space, backup support, and

.41

a focal point for outside support. AlthOugh any community agency may

serve this role, a logical agency is an Association for Retarded Citi-

zens or other parent support organization.
S.

In.conclusion,'peer sUpport.is absolutely cralal for faMilies with

disabled children. Peers, other parents of handicapped children, can

best supply new parents with information and assistance. More important;

peer's provide empathy. All of these are important stress mediators.
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Reference Notes

1.- Helen Pym, Coordinator; King County Advocates for Retarded Citizens

Parent to Parent Support Program,,King County ARC, Seattle, Washing-

ton, (29t) '622-9242.
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aMiles is a 2 1/2 year old., Born at k9 weeks gentational age, and

weighing
:--, -

two pounds, Miles chances of survival were uncertain. More
e 4

>
.

uncertain was. his future development given the complications surrounding

his birth.- Today St 2 1/2 years Miles dah walk and talk and is
_

I

. learni ng to toilet independently. 4Iii shori; he olosely resembles

V P

his playmates.and his parents are seeking aoreschool. program for him

:.:in an integrated setting with normal peers. ,Ifunigh iittellectualr

1.1

tests on Miles reveal normal cognitive development,,MiletAas

0.
cant motor and speech developmental delays r.- The road from his birth

. . J.

to a preschool program has been an arduous and joyful one for his

parenti,- Consider his'mother's description of the events after his

.. 6 . 1 .

Like every eMpectant parent I had aAtiten,tal,image of

what ouuchild would look li4e andOol hit'ar *idle would

resemble most. ,''He" (I had *heady decided it was

a boy.1)--46uld be Et chubby healthy baby,.and the envy oi

'.all the new parentkon the mat4rnity ward. As it

.
happened, I couldn't%have been further from the truth.

When Miles made his appearance nearly three months
premature and 'weighing only two pounds, I cried at my .;. -s

first glimpse of him. He was so incredibly tiny and

so pathetic.. I was remindeVofkhe detailed pictures of
a develiopng fetus in Nilsah'stl'amous book., "A Child

is Born".. His head was the size' of an orange and his
skin wdeatransparent.' He was cUered with a dam)?
hair, "lanugo"' whidh hsually'disappears-in the last few
Sieeke.of pregnanOy., His movements, were jerky ana dis-
jpinted, and he Seemed confused and upset by his new
surroundings.

I-was filled with emotion. One =sett I'd want to.t

gather him up ,in my arms and,reassure him that everythihg

0 would be fine and the nextstovent I was afraielto touch

him or get too close to him for :fear he'd die and I
woulda't be able to cope.

When T leit the hoipital a few days later, I was
no longer pregnant yet,I had no baby to carry home with

me. At times it seemed like Idled imagined Milds's birth.
rfelt empty and sad. Each day that ; visited Miles I

.
never knew what to expect:- Ioften" wondered if he'd still,

he there' when I arrived.
...

/4 14
ip 5 5
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Since Miles.' lungs were not fully-developed at
birth,,he needed a respirator to help him breathe.- Witt
the'respirator and a multitude ofeEher paraphernilia
attached-to his fragile body' I was unable to hdld him.
I tried to compensate for thisbby stroking hts thin little
body and talking to him. I remember distinctly asking

a nuse, "Do you think he hears me talking to himir An0

Over and over again I would ask, "Do you think he knows,'.

'who I am?"
. '..Aa the chances of. Miles' survival' increased withetath,

tapsing day, so did my confidence at mothering him. ,

'Tovould stand for hours at the 'side of hii'inipubatdr

v reaching through- the portholes, and Massaging'him.
would always begin by rubbing his temples and saying,

,

1°, "Miles, it's your Ma Ma here." I.became convinced that

he would come to know mi through my touch.
To,help insure a healthy weight gain forkfiles I

rented an electric breast pump and faithfully used it
every few hours. My, milk-was given 40 Mile!! through a

tube inserted,in his mouth and leading directly to his
,stomach. It gave me a deep sense of satisfaction to.
see him grow and thrive on my breastmilk. I knew it

was something I alone could give him and it helped,

reassure me that I was important to Miles.
Three weeks after his birth, when Miles was no

lOnge.rbn the respirator i held hill for the first time.
He was bundled up tightly and wore a stocking cap. 'I

kissed his'tiny face and put my'cheek against his. I

winted so much to take him. home.
-SeVen,weeks later when Miles finally did go home I

was koth'xtremely happy and frightened; I had come to

rely,on the hoOpital for Miles! care and now, suddenly,
Icwould be 'his primary 'caregiver. To my reliefl the
transition from part -tme Mom to full-time mom .was much
smoother than I had e isioned, apd Miles and couldn't

have been happier.

Kathy,Reed
Parent

(Hanson, 1983)

This description of Miles raises many issues with respect to early

a

, .

0*

intervention. I would like to discuss tie of these issues with you

today:

1) ,the goals of early intervention;

2) the effects of Nulty intervention.

,

4..
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.
s Intervention Goals

eet me begin with the topic of goals. A major, goal of all educational

: or411,

therapeutic interventions is,to facilitate the child's development.

In early intervention this may mean teaching the child.,-new skills or

.-4010
preventing a_condition from becomjng more severe'. Since most of us are

1,

professionally linked to education, these goal represent cbmmon -prac-
40 ,I164

' tice in the, field, albeit not necessarily with infants. To this important.

goalof facilitating the child's development, let me add a second --

the goal of supporting early positiye plfent=infant interacticin: In

dm quest to "treat"' the child we have often failed to consider this

crucial issue. Failure in this area may actually undermine our attempts

to help the child. If we.return to the case of Katp and Miles we witness

a very frSgile beginning -- a child bbrn too early and unable to interact

with his Mother, a mother's expectations of the baby she Would dcliVer_

violated.. Yet it-is evident from Observing Miles and Kathy today that

'A s
a healthy attachment ekists between the two. The great developmental

trides made by Miles can be attributed largely to the effort of his

,

mother and fa r. In this case even though the ifitant was born at .

significanCrisk, a supportive and nurturing family ensured a positive

developmental'outCame. The child'at risk born:into a family which fails

to suppot early development is atdouble jeopardy for achieving a

positive outcome. Likewioe the child born without ris,k but living, in an

'at-:risk situation may or may not develop optimally. .Envision foUrZ

a

po$sible beginning scenarios for any child:
s "

1). the at i'isk child in a'nurturing enviornment

2) the at risk child in an-at risk environment

a



3) the typical child in an at risk environment

4) the typical child in a nurturing environment.

It is evident that at least three of these children may be at signifi-

cant risk for' developmental problems.

Early intervention prograas'fbr disadvantaged children have been

.aided at'the third group listed and have shown great promise at preventing

developmental delays. However this early intervention approach must be,

expanded to include other types of parental or family risk, such as

mental illness, to ensure that these babies to develop optimally.

. r

The major concern for most of us in sOcial eaucation is the'latkisk

or atypical infant; this infant may'or may not be raised in a sup rtive

environment. Only through active intervention and support of positive

_ .

parent-infant interaction can We hope to effectivdry achieve optimal

results with these babies. Programs geared toward this population of

children haire been available for over a decade on an experimental,or

limited basis. However, the results of these programs and needs expressed

by parents have'ntributed to their expansion around,the country.

An example of.one such program is our San Francisco Infant Program.

Let me briefly describe this program's components which include:

1) services to children.

2) parent involvement;

3) a transdisciplinary team approach;

4) a research-based model.

San Francisco Infant Program

- NOTE: This program description is proyided in the journal article

cl-;

appended to this paper:

0
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Hanson, M.J. A model for,earlintervention with culturally
diverse single and multiparent families. Topics in Early
Childhood Special 'Education, 1981, 1, (3) 37-44.

, .

Intervention Effectiveness

The second major issue I would,like to discuss today is that of

early intervention effectiveness. For years a debate has raged'in various

professional circles overihether or not early intervention for at risk

1
anddisabled infants "make a difference". This debate is likely to,

at.

continue given-thescarcity of resources to support health and social

services. At the-center of this debate is a handful of studies, most

ofWhich proiride.evidence supporting the provision of early services.

However,the experimental rigor of many of these studies has been

questioned. Scientific inquiry in the medical and social sciences

typically demands the use of experimental design which compare an

,experimental or "treated" group with a group whi does not receive the

treatment. Due to ethical and practical cdnsiderations most interven-.

-tion studies cannot epploy this type of research design. Therefore,

the research in this area often has focused on comparing experimental

w subjects' gains, to typical developmental expectations for the-group in
0

que -tidn or to some predetermined rate'of development. Further, this

wo5y,,almost exclusively has centered orlutesting for main effects --

the effectd on the children's developpqnt utilizing, standardized

4 developmental scales such as the BayleyeScsles of In4Int Development.

With the use of these methods, positive Prgram effefts have been

demonstrated. However, if we continue teconfine oulexamination of

Vit

early intervention effectiveness to child: change only as measure by these
iy
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tests I think we are "barking up the wrong tree." Fir-s-t;',developmental

scales are not necessarily appropriate instruments for evaluating.pro-

gram effects. Most were not developed forhis ptrpose and insuf-
,

e . ."

ficiently tap the treament-effects. An item,-or-example, may test for

whether or not a child'walkSIUt may fail to-consider how well, how

long or under what conditions. the child walks. 'Further, the potential

broader range of treatment effects -- the effects on the family-and

community and the child's interactions within those units -- are not

considered. The-effects albeit difficult to systematically'measUre

may be tremendous. Take the case of the child with Down's syndrome.In

the past the* children typically were institutionalized or at best

labeled as trainable. Today most children with Down's syndrome receive

early intervention and most go on to learn skills and participate in

programs for mildly disabled youngsters.Down's syndrome did not change

but our expectations and methods of treating these children did largely

as an outcome of our educational buccesses.

The/challenge,before us now is not to.argue whether early interven-

tion is or is not effective (much. like ehe naturecnurture debate) but

to'determine the broad range o'f effects and identify thosetmodels which,

are most effective in assisting chil.dren and their families: That
. .

challenge does not end until this information is translated at the policy

making level to the identification of quality standards for programs

and the assurance of 4 range and continuum of adequate services for

disabled and at risk infants and their families.
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a -month old infant, was referred to an early 410

inte*entiOnc program at 7 months of age becau4 she was

exhibiting muscle' stiffness and developmental delay probably

11:012.d,,tiy,birth:oomplicationg. At the urging of .the family

Teai atrician' and because of Maria's extreme irritability,

ther'..Patenteagreed to consider pursuing intervention services.

! Finding ;appropriate services Wasa difficult task, since
I,

Theral)ef4;;of,;..0ia Latin family speak only Spanish and because
,

iOth;''Parenta are unemployed and limited financial

.tesaurceei The :pare4te also haveo otIler_ young children

n the home, .-one of WhoM141)4atiO. twin.;', A program wae

,located that offered service no cost' to the family in

teir'natiVe language.- Thongh Maria :a;!thottier .shows a desire

o Participate in the\ early.t:Inte0en4dii-OXV0am: and; gxpresses

thanks for the assistancesOhe frequently

to be involved because:. Of

her by her husband. (*le ej.sed,fia,81!1?repdrted

verbally land physically abused by her.lnieband.4.±;

the -early intervention program is workini:Wiithl:a.nitii.131et o

service agencies in the city to secure,app'Oprigte

and comprehensive services for Maria and hrtfamily

Shurell is a 21/2-year-old toddler. in \the ,early inter:yen!,
'

Lion prdgram. Her happy disposiltion ac id w -developed 'soF,

ftskills ensure positive interact' _ionsiv h peers andteat

ti



k

Shurell has been diagnosed as hemiplegic and shows a definite

need for therapy And training, particularly in motor and

language development. Her father, an unemployed disabled

Vietnam veteran, is a single parent. As her priMary care

giver, he brings her to school three times a week and Per--
:forms training activities with her at home on a dailY.'gasis.

Shurell appears to be benefiting from hei father's teaching,

and their.diiivOiVe4eht in the early education- program as

indicated by her developmental gains.,

HUMberto and Shirley were-required by a court'order to

enroll their son. Frankie, in an intervention program.

Frankie is a seVerely multiply handicapped 2-year-old, 'whose
,

disabilitiet Are linked to a head injury at .4 monthsof. age

due to alleged child abuse. Frankie's heAlth is good, and

no ()trier accidents or injuries have-occurred:. Frankie ater

tends the program with one or.both parents. However, parti-

cipation,is somewhat irregular, reportedly owing to faMily

difficulties. The family lives in'the home-cf Humberto's

mother, who is Latin and Spanish-speaking. ''Shirley has be

come proficient in Spanish, since the language is spoken

at h6me. Humberto and Shirley'report.,marital difficulties,

and Shirley periodically leaves the home, Frankie's grand-

41
m er assumes major responsiblity for basic caregiving tasks

(e.g., feeding, bathing). Shirley indidates that she.is.

excluded from care-giving respontibilities; Humberto reports

53



that she is incompetent and unwilling to perform theqe res-

ponsibilities. Given the voiatile nature of the family

structure, the'interventIon staff wcitka Closely with all
ryl

family members and with other agencies serving this family

AO'ensure comprehensiVei,and consistent' care for Frankle.

Amy's established, middle- class family boasts that all

members of the:immediate family live close by. Amy wasj)orn

prematurely .3 yeara:aWatapproximXlY:201Fweeks gestation-

age. birthWAS:iiiirtOunded by -severe complications

.

neces.sitaring:hoSpitaliz4rionduring the '3 months f011oWing

her birth: :'At. 13 months-She was:referred by a.-:pediatrician

to an early; Otervention p.ogrgappc.4thttie.'actoMpanying diag-

nosis of'diplegia, visual impal: *)(retrolential fibro-

plasia), anc genti4developmental'delAy. Amy's parents have

been very activel.A. the parent meetings and workshops,

fringing Amy to ,tfie Program regularly, and performing learning

activities with her on a daily basis at home. Amy's grand-

plother, uncle, and father are to be applauded for their

'training efforts when'Amy's-thother was confined to bed with

her second high-risk pregnancy. The hard work of this family

is reflected by the gains Amy has made across all areas of

development.

(Note: The nates and identifying family characteristics

of the actual families on which these case study examples

are based have been changed.)
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4.

These four fatilies participate in 'the same intervention program

o deveropMentally.delayed infants and toddlers. :The brief case

studies highlight the tremendous diVersityof families served by a

typical early intervention program in a large metropolitan area.;

How does one prograi accommodate diverse families,. each of whoM

represents,a Wide range of needs and priorities?

modET for parent involvement that features fOurComponents.

serving various families is implemented throUghthe San FranciscO
. .

Infant Program,,a;ftderally funded ,(Office .of .Special Education,

Department. of Education). prograth for handicapped and "at- risk" children

from birth to 3 years of age. Families participating in this early

-

intervention program afe representative of the diverse population of

San Francisco; races and cultures represented include white, black,.

Asian and Latin families.

The San Francisco Infant Prokram combines center- (public school)

and hame-baSed service delivery systems in a transdisciplinary model.

Parents (orlicare givers representing the parents) attend the program

regularly with their children and also participate in periodic home..

visits by project staff. This partiCipation is required for a Child's

admision to the program for several reasons. First, children attend

the, program weekly for several short time periods, leaving the majority

of the child's time 'spent in the home or at nonschool activities.

Second, to change a child's behavior, training must also occur in the

'other settings outside the school.- Third, training foCUses on appro-

,Priate positioning and handling of children and consistent responding

to'child's actions, necessitating the active involvement of children's
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-Numerous poSition papers and studies eHkestabliSehed'the.need

for-a ctive parent participation in early e. n'programs The

rationale for parent involvement provide& se ,studies centers

on the-amoupt of time spent with thechfia,111$104& for consistent

caring -for the child, the quality of:Parent/Ohild,:iiteractiOns, the

reinforcing value of the parent, the cost effective n flf;-9a6nt-

.,

S.

delivered,services, and the success of parents in prod*Ong.:change

'through their training efforts (Bricker and Bricker, 1976; Lillie

Trohanis, 1976; Vincent aqd Broome, 1977). Thus parent involve- '

tent isviewed.as a 'O'titical component of the San Francisco Infant

;7Progedlv .

ODEL DESCRIPTION

The San Francisco InfantProgram features several components Of

parent:involvement, including classroom instruction on infant skill

. .

training and handling, hothe-training.activities counseling and support

ser/ices, and the presentation of new information materials.
p.

. Training in the classroom

The focus of the center-based component of the San Francisco
d

,
Infant. Program is on asSistingparents to correctly sition and ha

1

dle

their:shildren, teach their children new skills, and effectively inter-

act with their.youngsters. This is. accomplished through teacher ra-

pist demonstration of new techniques, systematic feedback Eb arents

on their performance of infant training programs, and consultation

with parents on goal setting, child development, behavior - management

issues, and scheduling.
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Shortly after a child begins the program, staff and parents.,

meet. .to develop an individualized education program plan for the child:

During this' meeting staff members present the resilts of initial

child evaluaticins and classroom obser °vations and together with the

parents develop short- and long-term educational objectives. At this

meeting parents also develop objectiveeefor thier own Involvement

by indiCating their needs on a Parent Involvement Plan (PIP). (For

further information on the PIP, see Brackman., Fundakowski, Filler,

1 .

andiFetersOn 1977; Filler and Kasari, 1981.) Parent needs ranging,

from medical and tt4nsportatiOn services to the need for instruction

in teaching
*
infanti specific skills.are identified on the PIP, and a

contractual arrangement for meeting, those needs is agreed on by staff

4 and parents.

_Since all parents dpsired to learn more; about teaching their

thildrgn, this is, the major emphaSis,in the Classroom. Children in

the program are divided on the basis'af chronological age into two

group's: 'infants and toddlers. Infants attend school for one 3-hour

session per week, accompanied by.a parent or care giver; toddlers,

such as Shurell, attend school three mornings per. Week: Parents of.

'toddlers.remain for the class program on two of the three mornings

and use the third day for respite. During classroom time teachers

and therapist. meet with parents individually and in small groups to

derive new teaching objectives and. plans for the children and to review

the children's iraininvprograms.

The exchange of information between staff members and parents is

facilitated by the use of a family notebook in which all plans are
4
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detailed. -Parents perform training; activitiesat home on a Gaily

basisand collect data using fOrms-proyided in the notebook. The

data collection system is a simple procedure in which a chart is

produced as data'are recorded,. allowilg the parent to determine through

visual inspection if the program is producing change. Thedata system

.. .

'^` used is the model described by Hanson (1977).
°

Parents are encouraged to integrate their teadhing activiWies
. .

into'daily routines,:such as diapering-and feeding; and implement the

programs and activities- -throughout' the day when the child is an alert

. ..4...

.,learner. ,Shurell'S father, for example, regularly brings his.daUghter
.

. ,

to school, 'where he,isassisted in.developingspecific programs.for

her Though he is rather shy aMd.Mondemonstrative, Shurell A progress

through the training programs. indicates.the commi nt of: her 'father

y

to carrying out and recording the home activities. Not all.parents are

regularly able to work with their 'children or collect extensive. neOr-,
. ,

mation as Shurell's.father does. Therefore the .number and type of

.

training activites as tell as recording procedures are:individualized

according to each familYs needs..' Multilingualstaff'proVide infor-
, . , , .10, ... \ ?

., mation to participating ents from.the4*ia and Asfan.coMmunitieS,

Additionally, though66-tb-Oneinstrtictionjs 4hilized *hen

,, ,
.... .

necessary in the toddleroproOtam during claSsroom timei: much'Of%pthe: 111.

..-"

instruction is. performed in sma14.'. groups to.,:better prepare thildeen to
.

benefit-from and succeed in integratedpresthOoland4indergartt .47Vt(it7i
,

II '' ? '1'7' :. "
,....r .. ,.., ; k,si, : .. /,', , - .. .'; ;;,f

settings when they -gradUate".Interested ..pirents :inihe-'tOdlilerVic.up '',:1,, =
.. ,..:,...,

-
,

_...._-,
...

;also, receive additional instruction on how to,plan 4"
,
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activities. Parent inaervice worksilops are held periodically to train

" parents in the activities, at which they wish to become proficient.

Activities range from reading stories to childien and planning; flannel

board story presentatrons to teathing,small groups of children to

discriminate and labef objects. Thus parent participants in the San

Francisco Infant Project receive sySEematic instruction in specific

infant skill training for their child and are provided the opportunity

to acquire additional skills in classroom teaching and managing small

groups of children.

Assistance in'the home

The home compOnent of,tfie San Francisco Infant Program also focuse

on active parent involvement. Home visits to program families are

periodically made by all staff members; the schedule for these visits

is determined oh an individual basis depending on family need and

desire for home visits. On the average, families are visited once per

Month.
A

Given that family membefs are actively involved in child teach-
,"

ing through the classroom component and that home-teaching programs

are developed during that time, that purpose of visits to families at

home is to discuss special ptoblems or concerns, review child=training

programs, and
,

adapt goals and materiali as dictated:by family circum-
, . .

stances and home'settings. Certain child-training needs are also

more easily_ and appropriately taught in the home using the family's

materials: and following the schedule.

Working with families in their homes also allows staff members to

better understand the family's cultural values and life style so'that



'.. 4

,.this informaiion can beused to develop educational plans 'for thQipild:

4 s

n

In addition, if the family is not English speaking; .6orversation between
b.

...

114

"4amily members and4 statf members, who
)

may be less fluent'idthe family's

, 1 A

, 4 i

,,-...../- native language or who mist rely on a'translator, may be head in a"less

6 -.
.

structured environment Where more
41

individual
4
time can.be'taken with the

°' .

.

'ftmily tb fully discuss their concerns and receive.,feedback from them.
-. .,

A
For example, Maria's mother. is able to more fully participate in the

home that, the scho011ibuiPonent of the program, given the restrictions .

0
placed on her by her hustlend. Since she speaks Spanish, the,home visit

proitides an opportunity for her tlb'express 4rself fully at a, time when
r

staff members can fecus solelyisn her.
ti

1,,,IThe final and perhaps most iMtortant purpose in considering a hOMe-

,

based comgonent to'an early intervention program is the involvement

of each family memSer. A home visit is an opportunity for staff members

to mpet with siblings and a parent or parents who are' unable to meet

. during'the claSsroom dalk,because.of their. schedule. The home visit,

program component was of special value to Amy's family, for instance,

when all_family meters had to work together to ensure Amy's continued

training at the time when her mother's pregnancy prevented her active

0.

involvement. As demonstrated by Amy's family, participation by all

AI-family members in employing training strategies and in understanding

avects of the i1d's development ensures more complete and consistent

assistance Ap4 response to the child.

Parent support activities

Many pareritsare faced with diffiCulties (e.g., marital problems,



41. .

*serious illness, unemployment), which must be alleviated before they are

11, ),6 7
. .

TT able to becgme fully invo,lved with their Child's training. Even in
.1'

Po, , (
Pt . 0

famil.es free'of such stresses, concerns
.
that dictate a need for support

it

servicat may arise.
4

.

-Thigh not adequately staffed to coungerana
. .

.many of these service areaa, the San Franeiaco Idfant Program has

a.
.

develhed'several strategies to accommodate.family needs that do not
.

,directly involve the child's education. First, one staffamember: the

- .

parent,program coordinatOr, assumes responsibility for providing direct

assitance to parents.'This assistance varies from performing an activity
$,

with ihe,parents outran application for. services) to

It giving parents inftrmation on available resources such.as lists of

I

:.-

' .babysittingveferral agencies, national and state agenciela serving
,

. e
. handicapped cii14en and their families, and local social gervice

Q Z
i,

r* ,

0 , agence ieil(e.g., welfare, mental health).

.01

11' Inpaddikn, parent support'gkoups meet bimonthly for an hour
4b Os.

.whible
children fre in the classroom. Sincearchildren are grouped by

r
kr PO a

chronobngical aie, parents Wttend support groups with other parents oof

Children ofi.be same age but withhdiffirept disabilitiesr The content .it
. Oiti 4 ir

of the meeting Wdetermined by the,p4fents.'sParents oipthe youngest
,'t 4 t

le ,

;children have used the groups as a counseling sitnetigm, ex Loring feel-
4 14 '0,

ings about having4a handicappee.child and demising strategies for 11

01
..

handling relatives' and stranger reapOnsesto ancinglitringOaboui' 0

the child-

-your child
0

'I structured

0 i,' .sa '

'(e.g., What do you tell a%stranger on the MIN who asks'why
4 . .

does not walk?). Parents of the toddlers requestedrequgated name
41 'it

I

discussions focused on topics such as discipline or behavior
! . 411

marimatamPrwt anti a'rhiwil nlArPmPrwt fnr rbildrpn'nfteir aridnatinm frnm



the infant/toddler program. Parents' evaluasion (anecdotal feedback

arid responses on a parent satisfaction questionnaire) indicate these

0
'-' groups are beneficial, and high attendance ratet even under difficult

I

circumstances suggest they are a,meaningfui experience.

A third support service component is the structured revw of

children's programs at periodic meetings of the infant program staff,
0

the parents, and all social service agencies in the community that are

involved with the family. At these meetings, organized by the infant

program, staff members present a report on the child's development and

progress, and all agencies discuss service provisions for the family.
0

These_meetings often represent the first time that various social service

agency personnel have met one another add ciird inated-services ____For

families such asFrankie's, his coordinipon becomes critical as a

means of ensuring_adequate child care and may involve additional meetings

or phone calls as necessary to arrange services. ,Thus the San Francisco

Infant Program services as the broker"'' coordinator in finding needed

services for families and for establishing cooperative ties and plans

among agencies providing those services.

Parent Workshops

'Having a young child with developmental problems is a new, experience
0

for most parents and is fraught with anxieties and questions. Many

parents.*re the same need for more information in specific areas,

In ordper to provide,information to all participants in the program

-and involve all family members who may wish to attend, the San Francis-co -'

o

Infant Program sponsors a series of dptional workshops held in the
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in the evening. Workshop topics are chosen by families in the program

and have included legislation and legal issues related to school services

for handicapped children, language development, genetics counseling,

behavior management, and common medical emergencies;
A

As w other program components, staff members furnish Multi-
.

lingual wri ten materialsor'translations as needed and facilitate

participation by organizing services such as transportation. ,Paren
0,

workshops provide a systematic and 'efficent method for presenting new

information, a tim,)for parents to socialize and get acquainced, and .

also a means of 1nvolvihg family members who are unable to attend day-

time activities.

STAFF RESPONSIBILITES

The staff of the San Francisco Infant Program include the following ,

members': a half-time project director, a quarter-time pareht program

coordinator, and a full -time= educational coordinator, teacher, and

physical therapist. A psychologist, pediatrician, and communication
..

spetialist also consult for the project. Staff members are representa-

tive of the cultural groups served in the city Sndmost are bilingual,

which ensures that culturally diverse populations can be served by the

project.

All staff members, regardless of :hpia:afwiipertise, work 4o

directly with parents,: :The jorojectlemphaskies a transdisciplinary ap-

proach in that each teal me practiceg "rale release" by training
Wage

I I

others in their spdcialty ar0. Parents are fictive membeis of this team.

Activities are, performed by all staff members in th.e.classrOom and in

1
the home. The project direclor manages the syitem to ensure that the

A 6..
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parents' needs are met and all staff members and parents are actively

included.

ThrOUgh the Paaent Involvementl,,Plan; the staff members of the

San Francisco Infant, Program enter into'an agreement with the parents

to assist them with identified needs. Many components for parent

involvement are offered to families. These include training in the

home and classroom settings, parent support groups, referral services,

workshops and frequent counseting,and discussions with family members.

All activities are structured to meet the needs of families from

various-cultures and family constellations. The Infant Program ser-

.

vices are evaluated by analyzing the number of parent objectives met

and parent satisfaction with the services provided.

Parents, especially those of very young children, bear reslionsi-

e0 a
bility for almost all, aspects of the child's life. Long before

.schools, peers, and other social institutions exert an influence

on 'Avedeveloping.child, 0arents must play the major roles needed
6

in raising'a child. Though program goals typically focus on assisting

parents iv'thes* roles% differei* parents will participate to various

degrees,, depending on family needs. Such factors as single parent-

hood,hood, needs of other-c ildren in the family, illness, employment,

culturallactoral-marital difficulties; or financial problems may

influenCe the degree of any parent's involvement at a given point in

time,.

-In addition, grams must be able to accommodate the shifting
. ;

needs of families, reflected by changes in American life style. tor

recentadata compiled by the U.S: Census Bureau showed an

64
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.4

increase fDom:5.6 million to 8.5 milliOn,in the number of households

headed I?y,singlewomen. TisreP,Ort algo-iridlicated thatatilieS

maintained by women with no husbands farbd lepOrei1.!econOMically

than others and had a median iffccmie%signifiCaAtle*Ow011it;O'the4 4"
Q

national average for all faMilies, Thes early interve4tiohprOgram
,

modelsust.present.a.fleXible. approadvt6, type and degreecif:Aieitt:'

invoNement.
''

Intervention p ogramSparticglai-li.thaSe7p metropolitan areas,
,s.

also-must be.ableto offer services. appropriate to a .ide:variety.of

cultural/ethii/cgrodps. In SantrandiA6o,ifor exak le,'categorization:

of the pOpelaton by ethnic -grOup,and reCtfrom Currie data (1980

U.S. Census Bdteau) estimates, that 111

22%Asian, less than 1% NatiVe4Metican,'

AMerican,: .and'7%',othec ethnic groupg

perspe.CtiVe,2.16Sgeg ikserving.A:cult

ation is Black,

w.

providing services O,'families in the

gram development.:

se popullionincludeJ

anguage, ecknowledgi

family value's and FirdrIties'dictated cdlture, and incorpor

training into the:familyrs d

tfta0.141.,family st

0
fined roies7700*-Pailenti§sandeliiliW

Pan
4

cture Oethe mother'assumes

tieeponiVilfty:fOrChild-rOated activities the father e
4,f

acavoly participate),
M ti; 6: ' 0 ,

7- WprOgpAcah be elq)ecte& to satisfy 11' community ne How-.

4§r,

eve ,,, the established practice that parents can and 'mould
.'. .;

4,-, ,. ,,

A

Ws
,,,

an egralopg f an early intervention effort, models specifying

services to

and,degree of

..41' 7 411 ,
psrent. involvement must present a spectrum

pare ts'needS and a flexible approach to thett

0"

V



piinCiple dictating services avai

services.:are in the best iiHereSt

The underlying

foi:Nparents must :be that.
.

ethiid:

those
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7.

Introduction

Role of Cost-Effectiveness Analysis in Evaluation Research

:Evaluation research should provide a decision-making framework to
#

identitfyyrogramand policyoalternatives which achieve social objectives

(Levin, 1975; Thompson, 1980). Unfortunately, evaluation researchers

have traditionally only focused on the identification and measurement

4,

of program benefits, typically dwelling on the statistical significance

of the outcoine measures.. Because any social alternative results kft

outcomes as well as expended resources (costs), a truer indication'of the

netvorth, r impact of a given alternative includes not only an assess-

ment of program outcomes or effects, but also a concurrent examination

of program costs or sacrificed 'resource's. The vast majority of program

-evaluations in human service research do not even report casts, let

alone analyze them. With thirgrowing consciousness that public funds'

and other resources are, finite, evaluators and decision- makers are

recognizing that program effects which are not tonsiddl,ed in the context

of associated ,sacrifice4 costs may not suffice to justify program funding.

The primary role of cost-effectieness analysis in evaluation

research is to, identify that alternative or strategy that maximizes the

desired utcome for any particular resource or budget limitation (Levin;

.

1975). the current realm of social program policy-making, the costs,

r.
as weir'

.1. NI

e effects of alternative strategied must be cOnsidered in

order ma ize the use of liinited resources devdted to the public

11.
welfate. .To botpresent a responsible allocation of scarce, resources, a

program will be required to demonstrate the practical significance of
47
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its benefits. It will no longer ffice to base policy and program

decisions on statistically sign]. -eht results in outcome alternatives;

the alternttive which appears. more effective in terms of, comparative.

outcomes may have costs associated with. it which outweigh its superiority

in outcomes.

Cost- effectiveness analysis does not represent a radical departure

from conventional evaluation research- Rather, it provides a framet;zork

.

for integrating cost variables into accepted experimental or quasi-
4

experimental research designs. In order to make cost- effectiveness

comparisons; data regarding.the differences in'the effects, of particular.

alternatives are.combined with data on the costs of implementing the

alternatives. FroM'among.two or more alternatives, these comparidons

identify 'whith alternative will maximize desired outcomes) for a given

level of. 'cost.

tl

Cost-Effectiveness and Cost-Benefit Analysis Di.fferentiated
* ;.;

- ,

For purposes of clarity, aillhoef.comparison of'cost-effectivehess

analy:A with the closely related method of coqt-benefit analysis is

useful. The framework from which c.St-effectiveness analyslif is. derived' .
,

;is the more general ceist-benefit analysis (synonymous With b nefit- ,

44 t
cost analysis.).

.

. Cost-benefit analysis provides cleans by whic both
v ,

the value of the benefits and the value of the costs of .a partitultire

P
,

, 0
alternative are compared directly in monetary terms. 1A major advantage,

, . A.

of attempting to compare both benefits and costs im monetary value la.

that a common metric (e.g., dollars) is available by-which the re$ lative

attractiveheas.of alterngtives can be assessed. This permil4p the,d



comparison of alternatives even when common outcome meas es are not

available. Cost-benefit analysis tvaluates the worth fan alterhaz

tive by-comparing the money-valUed amount of "good" program effects

(benefits) with the moner.-valued "bad" effects (costs). Cost-benefit
)

_ '-
ratios are calculated by dividing.theMonetary value In the expended

resources by the monetary value of the deYived benefits. Uslig this

:

methodology, no alternative ..would be selected when costs. exceed bene-

fits,, and in general-, the alterPatiVes-AsenWould be thOse that

.°444- .

'yielded that smaller cost to bepefit'ratios.:the cost-benefit approach'

is preferred when"decision-Tmakes oethods for valuing .'program effects

monetarily."

One diffidulty in many areas o
t
social.progr; evaluatIon, hoWeyer,.

, .

that decision makers disagree. both on the methods t$ be used for

the 'monetary valuagon of outcomes and on the-monetary valuesobtainedi7

An importanti,. t for most cost - benefit analyses of alternatives

is thatthat the dht9qm tan be valbed
u
by their market prices% However,

the outcomes of most socialprograms have-no' market counterparts. . For

example, what is the market value,Of'henefits associated with an in-,

crease'in reading level, on toileting skills, or communication skills ? -`

In such Situations, 'evaluation methods 'bhailtdO not require monetary .

valuation of. irogrim outcomes become more attradtive.-COSt-effeetiyeness

ana>tis avoids the difficult problems of valuatiOn of outcomes
s

. -

relating the monetary measures of resource cost to the effectiveness .

of a prograni in Producing a particular impact, When program effective-
,

ness in achieving a particular objective is associated to costs, the

approach is considered to be a cost-effectiveness rather than a cOst-
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benefit analysis. Cost effectiveness ratios are calculaled by dividing

the monetary value of the ,expended resources by a unit of efrect or.

outcome,. For eXaMpie, .$680/Reading GradeLevel increase. In cost
.

effectixeness analysis, describing the exact value of ac)tieving a

particular objective in monetary terms is 'not critical--what is important

is recongizing that the social objective is deSirable and it ,is best

achieved in.a way that minimizes costs. -Therefore, even' when cost

benefit analyses.Cannot be accompliShed becakise.pf difficulties. in

setting a. value on the benefits,of'an.alternativb, the rankings of coet

, ' //'

effectiveness ratios represent a viable meansf4 chdosing among programs

that have the same Dr:similar objectives.

Many'of the issues Vihich are aadressed in this ostef ectiveness

paper are common to both costbenefit and costeff- tiveness analyses.

Purpose

The purpose of this paper is to report findings of a critical sur

vey selected cost effectiveness- analyses in'human services research.

This survey critiques primary research based on several criteria corE

'-sidered. essential to high quality.costeffectiveness research- These.

h
, .,

.'0' Criteria address (a) whether two Or more alternatives were compared;

, k

i(b)
whether appropriate outcome measures were used.,.(c) whether the

program ingredients included in the cost analysis were comprehensive,

(d) whether appropriate methods were:employed.in the valuation of

Afgredients, and (e) whether costeffectiveness ratios were appropriately

constructed.
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a.

.
A (1'.

f.
Methodology ..,.

Cost - effectiveness studies were inclA ude4.from three human service

. ' tia
.

program.areas: (a) handj1capped early intervention program, (b)

410',', ..._ fl:
mental halth programsand (c) special education programs. The 'Tof- 4% /

lowing computerized data bases were searched in locating studies in the
'1

.
three areas: (a) ERIC, (b). Exceptional Children:qc) Dissertation

4M
Abstracts, and (d) Psychological Information. The following key des-

criptors were used to identify potential articles for th.papier:

(a)"cost-efkectiveness(b)",cost-benefit analysis," (c) "cost

analysis," and (d) "program costs." All studies included in this survey
N

contained a "cost term" either in the title, the abstraV, or in the

descriptor list.

4

Critical Criteria Considered

As previou mentioned, several critical 'criteria were applied
. h
..0

to assess each of the ,reviewed studies. Each of the studies were

critiqued to(etermine whether the followingng desi e elements were

.

,

included as'part of their design:

1. Alternatives compared., Did the studies compare alternatives

1'
in determining cost-effectiveness? The purpose/of cost-effectiveness

S

analysis in human serNace research is to identify the alternative
*N.

whichgbcomplishes the 'desired social oldective for the least sacri-

ficed cost. Inorder to conduct a true cost-effectiveness analysis, the

question must be posed: "Is alternative 'A' mote cost-effective that
*

alternative'B'?" An alternative or prOgram cannot besatisfactorily

'compared to doing nothing. Comparing a social altynative with doing

it
4:1
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nothing distorts t1e cost-effectiveness ratios and is similar to ask4g,

"Which is bettef: any social program which is implemented to assist
..

and imprdVe the lives of individuals or doing nothing?"

2. Outcome measures. Are aaropriate outcome measures used to,

assess program effects? The purpose of this paper,ig not to address

the standard methodological concerns regarding appropriate selection

and application of outcome measures (e.g., reliability, validity, testing

bias, psychomeiric propertiqp, etc.). Rather, the comprehensiveness of

the outcome measures are considefed. Most. eost-effect-iveness analyses

are based on only a-single or narrow range of outcome measure (such

as IQ scores) rather than taking into account the diverse and long-term

impacts that the program may have-had. Also', cost-effectiveness analyses

should include the measurement of disbenefi4 as well as benefits.

3. Resources considered.: Are all resources which are neces-

sary to iniplemeet an alternative considered in-the analysis? .A critical

feature of Conducting a quality cost-4ffectiveness analysis is to con-
,

Bider 'not only budgeted items but to consider those resources which

are "hidden°' or^ not obvious from the operating budget. The position

is taken that these "hidden" items represent real costs to the program
c.

and typically iindlude such ingredients as volunteer,pime, dona ed

facilities, and donated equipment

are often essential'to'the.implementation and operation of the program

and.often represent a significant portion of the actual resources

and materials. These i 4 resources

expended.

4. Valuing nonbudgeted resources. How are nonbudgeted costs

valued,? An interesting and often controversial area,of cost-effective-
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ness analysis has to do with the valuing ofthose ingredients or

resources for which no market value presently exists. For example, some

invvtigators might assign a cost value to parents' volunteer time as

the(minimum wage; others might argue that parents' time is worth that

1 .-)0y,ich the parent would ordinarily earn during his or her regular job.

Osill, others would indicate that the value of parent time is equivalent A

44Y.'y

:cs10 the cost of a progriam intervenof. At any rate, it is important for

the researcher to consider and report various pqssibilities for valuing

items such as volunteer time and other'ingredients for which no clear

market value exists.

5. Costs and outcomes analyzed jointly. Are.cost and outcome

data integrated? A highly attractive feature of cost-effectiveness

analysis is the ability to refate costs: directly with units of effect.

The result of this joint analysis is a cost-effectiVeneSs ratio.

Several studies have included a tost analysis and an effects analysis.

However, the data were not presented in a way which allowed the determin-

D

ation of a 'cost per unit of effect (i.e., a cost-effectiveliess ratio).

kesults

A search of four computerized databases yielded a total/of 214

articles. The articles were rategoriged as follows:

1. Articles which are erroneously labeled- These articles con-

tained a cost-effectivenegs:term in their title, abstract, or descriptor

list, but did not deal with cost-effectivene ss-issues. -A total of. 113

articles or 52% of the 214 4rticles were categorized as "erroneously

labeled." Ascan\e seen in Table 1, the remaining'101 articles Wpre

sorted into the.following categories.
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Cost-Effecti,yeness Atalysis

, .
. ;

Table t

Types of Cost-7Effecliyvness Articles

,

Mental, Special Early Totals
health -education 7irbter'vention Other ( %)

.

"Low coSt"Yartfles .6

.:
"Should be" articles

Cost comparison
articlds

''Cost- effectiveness
r- . articles

, 0 )
21 01:21

4.?

1

5 19
(19%)

-6 -52
(51%)

"12 6
(22%)

di.
Totals,- 32 43 14 12 N = 101

(100%)

a.

a

87.
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,V

"Low cost' articles. TOese4, o,re artic

to examine low cost or cost saving methodEt of ac

social objective'.

which puhortee

ng a certain ,

These articles did not compare:

+were any cost data included. A total of .19 articles

.

-category, representing ap roximat

, .

Of thtse 19'articleat.6 fell
-.

fell intothecategory of spec
.

of earl fritervention;

which indicated

three humaii

A

n y of mental

fell

and 5 were under the

I t
that the articles dia'47 , ,ply fall i

..i0
.;

,4.14
- I

service program areas. 4-.-i,

3.7.' 14rStiOuld be"

oriental discussion and

to carry out cos

cost data A total

into tHis category:

education area,

4. "Coot

I .5 ;:c .
articles. cle. cons - o...noniexperie-H-.:---the -;'aiNt.,;i:k iseet

,

review,papers whiCh7typgxklly, urged teseatebOra..4.:

ecti:veneasLatndiea..:Thesertidlea did:nat*cbritain

Of 5 2Aartic1es or 51% of th

21' intt rarit al healih Aare a

4 in the,%eat ly titventi4nYarea, and 6

400

data; however-, ts4 to were not directly,relited tothpse 6o

Cost-effectivene s ratioa:were-notdionstructed: A 1 of 8 arti

=si!
fell into this category: 1. in the tientarbealith area, 4-iWn the

-le

21 in the special

aii?!otllex'",41;

d aot."TepOrt!cost

education area, 2 in the ear y intervention arda, and Pin the

category.

- 4V

5. "Cost-effectiveness" articleai., These

,114,2y,

eteilLies in whlch

both cost: and effects data were presented., A total of 22 .article

.

or 227 of the 104 articles fell into this category (this epresehtedn,

-dpproximately 107,Of the total number of articles survey 'ch
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purportedly contained cost-effii4veness data''. A totalof 4 of these
.

articles f e ll into th* mental h 16.14are
'

the special
It

education area, And Order garty iiterltentiori.

From these data, it appeals: the thdterm "cost effectiveness"'

(or similar cost terms) is ude&gfequentlyin huma& service literature

.However, only a small portiort5bfAhesqloworks.actUallyredent cost-1:
\

, v .

effectivenessdata per g . . Puother4e, thost WOrks Which do not pur-'
lt"

,, 0.

t,).
. - ?.

port ,to contain cost effectiVenessvan aly%ep,gften misuse:` the tern
,- .

. .. ,

"cOst7;effectiveness" in an effor'!t"f9.conhOy tlle Alotion,of 1!t# costl
, k . u . , ly .

The aforementioned criteria.wftleargiOonsidered;.e'441entlaVt0 ,

. 4 ,

4 it iS : kik '41-7 ' w 44.*
4.

high quality cost - effectiveness 'apalysis Are applied/to th% 2i stod48

which were-categorized as "cost-effettiveness4 ar lescAls eakbe,:.
... 1

40.,

seen in Table 2 a relatively low percentZh 9f st ,
, '

lifffies adequately

he ,,i
;!I .

, t'
failure to include all costs (resources?) astabci wictp program impleT . ,

,
;.

0 N
s A

ttmentation. Only 27.3% of the article veiriellift codlidered non dgeted, , o

as a.ccimponent of their analysiti The 6Fond tfrequen
,

i.:

abuse of the suggested cost-effectivendsq p *rim waa the,failure tO

value items which did not have market values.
a

'This i@snotsurprisitig t .

the crit*cal criteria. The mast frpuen*shortcaming w'

,resources

considering that most items which do not have market v1 Ties fell' into

the category of nonbudgeted resources. Oftly'40.9

tained at least some valuing of program ingredients, which. Alpot have
ID

readily available market values. Fifty percent Of 'the AitIes rimiewed'"

contained outcome: measures which were comprehensive ansi.considered
e

of Ehe
),
artia con-

.w)

appropriate for the goals of the programs.

-*or
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Cost-Effectiveness Analysis

Table 2

Per Cent Articles Conforming to CE Criteria

ntervention
area

ntal health

pecial education

arly intervention

Total

Two or more,
alternatives

Appropriate
outcome .

All resources'
considered

Items without
market.values

valued

Costs and
effects analyzed
simultaneously

9.1% 9:1% 0% 0% 18.2%
->

36.4% 31.8% 18.2% 22.7% 31.8%

9.1% 18.2 9.1% 18.2% 13._2%

54.5% 50.0% 27.3% 40.9% 72.7%
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The follovimng:points regarding a relatOpely welt-conducted

cost-effectiveness analysis of a residential prografor behaviorally

disturbed children (Yates, 1977) typify three of the most frequently

. occurring problems found in human service cost-effectiveness studies.

Basically, the Yates study assessed the cost effectiveness of a behavior

management program designed/to increase socially desirable behavior

and decrease undesirable behaviors.

1. Valuation methods unknown. Costs of different components

of the program were calculated from both budgeted and nonbudgeted cate-

gories. However, the method for valuing personnel facilities and equip-
,. ).

ment was not specified. In order to make intelligent decisions using

CE ratios, it is crucial that the valuation method(s) be known.. Se-

lecting an evaluation method over another may drastically alter the

110 resultant CE ratios,'

V

0

2. CE ratios were developed without inclusion of nonbudgeted

costs. Considering that personnel costs are by0far,the most costly

program ingredient and that nonbudgetedlpersonAlcoatt represented about

twice the cost of-budgeted personnel costs, it is nfo unate that' the

Bost- effectiveness ratiis did not include nonbud A figures. Better

4yet, CE ratios might halm been calculated both 14.15-s, thus proViding

valuable information to-decision-makers who can assess how different

sources of resources affect program viability.

2 t3. Alternatives not compa red. The study did not actually compare

two or more program alterna es in developing CE ratios. Rather,

ratioe'were generated by co ring the effedts'peasure (i.e., behavidr,

frequencies)* with the comparati4behavior frequencies of normal

.:
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children. (Z'spores were calculated so that a positive Z score meant

the child was "better" than normal. A.negative 2: score meant the

4 ,

child was "worse" than,normal.) Comparing tti6i behavicir frequencies of

handicapped with nonhandicapped children lends additional perspective

to the impact of the study. It abetter addresses the impOrtant goes-

tion, 'Is the program facilitating normalilation?" However; this type of

comparison does not serve the same function as does comparing two alter-

.

native Methods for achieving a particular set of outcomes. We are still

left with no answer to the critical cost-effectiveness question: "Is

the program cost effective compared to an alternative?"

Several strengths of the Yates (1977) study,are also noted.

1. Disaggregation by ingredient and by child. The,data are-

disaggregated by the various program ingredients (personnel, facility,,

equipment, materials,. etc.). Alsd, costs are disaggregated by child.

This typeof disaggregation allows the researcher or decision maker to

identify the specific costs for a particular program component or far

a. particular child. 9Th2,'r type of information can be particularly, useful

to human service program managers as they assess which program subcom-

ponents maximize effects for which child (or subpopulation q. child).

. Optimal attendance considered. Fluctuations in costs and

:effects per child are shownas a functiOn of time. The authors point

:out that variations in attendance probably account fox the changing

per child costs. This type of information may give hanagers.an indi-

cation of whether the program -can reduce per child coats without ad-
,

versely affecting positive program effects.
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3. Disadvantaees considered. The study assessed the degree to

undesirable behaviors changed as a function of program impaci.

This strategy is sound regardless of whethet behaviors increase or

decrease.
.

In this study, undeskrable behaviors. increased and the authors

showed how this information was used to adjust future prOgram&atic

procedures.

4. Outcomes were appropriate and longitudinal. The study included

the measurement of both fine and gross indicators of program impact.

Frequency counts of individual behaviors were kept via anobservation

system, and gross indicators of program impact consisted of an assess-

ment of recidivism. Recidivism measures were available for up to

three years after program termination.

Summary

S,

The evaluation of. human service prograMs has too long focused

only on their main effects without considering the costs associated

with attaining such effects. In times of economic austerity, especially,

researchers who do not consider cost factors in the evaluation of

Ir.
social, programs are remiss regarding their most important function:

to provide information which is useful in identifying and choosing the

best alternatives to accomplish social objectives. To date, only a

very small percentage of the research efforts inf social programs have

attempted to tonsider the cost component. Related tothe implementation

of any social alternative is not only an effect or impart, but also a

cost_or expense associated with accomplishing such an impact.' Tradi-

tionally, program evaluatioh efforts have compared' the relative

93
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effectiveness of alternative methods designed to accomplish'the same

social objedtive"( ., better educated children, reduced rates of
fl

crime, more effective interventions for the mentally ill and develop-

-

mentally disabled, etc) only with respect to their. results. The costs

.or' resources expended
t
o Accomplish these results have been large*--..

i:

ignored. :To accurately assess the'imPact of any social alternatiVe,
o

the true:"worth" of the,alternative must be measured not only in terms

of its results,. but in terms of how much ,ie.c9stAto accomplish those

results.

/
Since no social progr4ps can draw upon unlimited resources to

accomplish their objecti}ks, it is clear that; the preferred alternatives

are those which obtain their desired results at the least cost. 'The,

lower the cost of-achieving a particular outcome, the greater the impact

of the avilable resources.

The purpose of cost-effectiveness analysis in human service

hresearc is to identify the alternative whiCh accomplishes-the desired

/ 4 )1,

social objective for the least sacrifice or cost. Unfortunately, very

few human service research studies have incorporated a cost-effectiveness

analysis. Those few CE studies that have been conducted have iovariably

. -

been lacking in one"or more'criteria seed as essential to the ''conduct

of a comprehensiVe and high qualiti cost-effectiveness study.

°
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iTo.deterthine the value of locial progr a simultaneous evalua-

n,of the costs and tie effects is necessary. An incomplete picture

. /
/-

..ig
.

ir formed if ograms are compared on only one dimension (cost or)k
r ,, ,

. )
effectiveness alone) and the other'is ignored. Decisions based on an

e

analysis of only'costs or only outcomes can lead to ineffective'pro-
,

lects. For example, it woiala be foolish to adopt the cheapest treat-
.

went regardless of its effects. Likewise, the most effective program

may not proddee the highest per-dollar return.*
?

A/is workshop will present a conceptual framework and the major

steps necessartz to obtain the successful union of effectiveness analysis

And cost analySis to determineNthe relative cost effectiveness of pror

grara alternatives.

There are two requirements for a good cost-effectiveness analysis.

First, decision alternatives must exist. .Cost effectiveness is a tool

of comparative analysis; 'without feasible alternatives to comp"ate, it
,

makes little sense to conduct a cost-effectiveness evkllation.

Seconct, a cost analysis must accompany the evaluation_of the a-.

fectiveness (or impact) of each alternative. Usually, educational

research and evaluations compare the effectiveness of programs and ignore

the availability, cost, and use of resources, liglopver., because re-

strictions on program election and implementation (duration and intern-

.
sity) are often a direct function of available funds, program costs

8999



should be an element in any analysis of impact.

In cost-effectiveness analysis, all expenses (costs) associated

with he program are examined. "Costs" are define4 as the value of a

resource that would be available for alternative"use if not used for

the program. Unfortunately, most analyses which have used the'term

"cost benefit" or "cost effectivenesS" have simply computed per child

cost (total budget i number of children served). Because the financial

statements required by most Federal and state funding sources.ao not

e"-=-
include all the "costs" incurred in program implementation, extensive

data collection is frequently necessary to ferret out all the resources

expended. Therefdre, cost-effectiveness analysis involves much more

than implementing "cost saving measures". Instead, an exhaustive

examination is conducted of all elements (and their relationships)

of programs being compared. Furthermore, underlying all quality cost-

effectiveness analysis is a rigorous research design and detailed cost

documentation.'

This workshop is designed for administrators and evaluators of

social service programs who want an introduction to the economic model

of cost-effectiveness (CE) analysis. .Emphasis will be placed on

applying methodologies of cost analysis to programs in education.

During the workshop, participants Will conduct a simulated CE analysis

to develop a list of expended resources, price resources with nd mar-

ket value, compute cost-effectivenesS ratios, and make program decisions.

Discussions will include the techniques 4needed to select, appropriate

program alternatives forcomparison, to collect appropriate'cost and

'effect data, to simultaneously analyze both costs and effects of programs,
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and to interp

This nianual co

lts for decision making.

6/0 types of materials: (1) infOrmation on

(including relevant overheads used duringcost-effectiveness.an

the presentation, andq(2) worksheets forconducting the simulated

ysis. 'Topics to be covered in the workshop are
I

cost effectiveness .a

listed below.

-Workshop Objectives

Paricipants willbe able :

t!ti

1

-t

1. Define cast-effectiveness analysis.

2. State the criteria of a rigorous cost - effectiveness analysis.

3., Distinguish between the four modes of cost-effectiveness analysis.

4. List the steps in cost-effectiveness analysis..

5. Identify the cost ingredients of a program.

6. Given cost and effectiveness data, compute CE

7. Make decisions using CE ratios.

ci

8. State the advantages and disadvantages of conducting cost

Inn

effectiveness analyses.

4 01
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,Proposal Summary ,*

The special serxice agencies. on the Black Feet Reservation iden-

tifying, evaluating and serving special needs children'ages birth-
,

through-five are proposing to develop and implement a process of coor-
,

P.

dinating all referring and receiving agencies. Major emphasis will be

on ensuring that identified aid at-risk chil. .n do not "fall through

-0Y:cracks" when progressing from one agency to another., Thai is, to'
4

4

ensure a smooth, efficient transfer of each child and his/her individual .

records, teaching strategies and other recommehdations.. Anindividtpl

with special education training and early childhood experience will

be hired to develop and coordinate this effort. This individual. will

,

alsn work with concerned agencies and families as a consultant to those

who work directly with diagnosed handicapped and *non-diagnosed\at-risk

children. Involvem0ent will ipclude referial decision 4akiing, evniun-
,

A

4
?-ion scheduling, education plan development for school and/or home, and

,arranging materials and transportation as needed,for children.

A part -day classroom experience with parent participation will be

developV and implemented for severely to profoundly handicapped children

of kindergarten age. This classrooin will be in additfbn to and coordi-

nated with each child's mainstreamed kindergarten and all 'other suppoR

service expel-lit-Ice.

44-
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'Statement of Need'
\'

The proposed project will develop.a,transition educational service
. ;

program for young.handicapped.and "at- risk" children who reside in r

r

rural/remote regions of Northwestern Montana-. The monies requested
. .4,

will permit development of this project which will be implemented

:annually therafter by local educational agencies. Due to the large,

rural geographic area served; cooperation among LEA' 'and.o0er special

. service agencle is needed -to ensure full and appropriateset-Vices to

young handicapped children; and to assist in the smooth continuity of
, \

services, as children pi-ogress froM one edUcational agency to another.

The Blackfet Tribe Head StartProgrjserves approximately 90% -

of the 3-5 year old population residing in this are It is the pri

mary agency responsible for early childhood identification, evaluation

and slrvice provision for young handicapped children eged birth through

five in a cooperative agreement with the three local educational

agencie;"(School,DisErict #9, #1, #50). During the 1981-1982 scho

year, approximately 20% of the'kindergartenTopulation participated

the previous year in the Blackfeet Head Startprogram and received
-

annual developmental screening performed by Head Siartstaff. Of these,'

children, approximately 5% were directiy,referred-to the receiving local

educational agency with cooperative efforts in assessment and individual

educational program development occurring. Because of,the parttime

kindergarten program currently operating in.the loCal districts, children
/-

with severe or profound handicapping conditions have a more limited

opportunity 'for provision of needed direct special services or educa

tional training as well as adequate participation in the mainstreamed

94
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a

classroom. Utilizin,4 an !cindergartvn placymen

t ,
Start-Kindergarten plac ment have been attempted in the.past with vary-

,

dual Bead-

ing degrees of success. Lack of personnel time to coordinate communi-

cation regarding progress or-teaching strategies, and/or admin/fetrative

regulations area 4w of the known difficulties impeding the quality of

these placements. The transition classroom targeted in this proposal

will ensure fuller possibilities for answering these needs for tbe young

severely handicapped children.

Of the 1981 -1982 kindergarCen population, an additional 16% were

identifi5d by the Head Start Special SevicesComponent as being in need

of specific developmental rescreening, monit ring of.developmental
-

status, or implementation of suggested teachin approaches, upon enter-

ing their kindergarten year. Efforts to assist in follow /through have

been humFered by high teacher turn over rate shortage of available

personnel, as well as a_system for transferring information efficiently.

The mellowing information provides a summary, as well as a commen-

tary on the nee'i to increase the transition of developmental records
-

of children more efficiently. These.efforts will: be aimed at increasing

preventati.yeeducatipnal services by developing a format to improve

`abilities to_vomote individualized- teaching strategies. This in turn

ien
reduce potential learning failures through creating a qUality

early childhood educational apprciaqh for all children, specifically

identified children with special needs or at-risk children ages birth,

through five with carry ove4effects through age eight, the early primary.

developing years.
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In Browning School District #9, approximately 14% of the total
)

first grade population werereferred for Special Service evaluations.

Of these children, 32% had been recommenloq f'or !ApOcifie developmental

screening and/or monitoring of, specific developmental areas with recom
a

mended classroom adaptations by the initial or referring educational
A

ncy prior to their entering the kindergarten year. An additional

18% of the referred first4graders had received developmental screening,

provision of consultative setvices to regular classroom teachers, and
16.

.41

monitoring (such as periodic developmental rescreens or observations),

during their Head Start pregch6d1 years. This careful looly'the

'cooperating educational service. agen'eies suggest that 50% of the.referred

first grade children could have potentially benefitted by.parlier

referrals, or evaluations resulting in--d-ix.vt special services or

classroom and home consultation and adaptations regarding the child's

learning or developmental strengths and areas of need during or prior

to their kindergarten year.

, Thus, Jihe needs tq.be addressed in this proposal are: 1. the need

to develop and implement a plan for toordinating the interagency trtn

sition for special needs and atrisk children ages birththroughsfive.

2. The need for an individual to consult with 111.95ncies and families

providing special services to children ages birth-.through=five by

participating in evaluationinterpretation, intervention strategy

development an& staff and family training. 3.' The need f part day

Preprimary Developmental Transition Classroom fpr severely to profoundly

. t
handicapped children'of kindergarten age in addition to kindergarten

mainstreaming And other required .support services.
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Objectivesiect

In accord with the stated needs, the objective's to be accomplished

through this proposal are:.

1.1 At the conclusion of the 1982=83 school year, a TTansition Plan

will be developed and implemented to ensure that all special service

referring an receivinkagencies are fully informed of the.history,

needs, services provided, progress and recommendations of individual

children..

1.2 he implemented plan will ensure during the fall, 1983, and annually

thereafter, that needed evaluations and services are provided
.4o

in a timely manner.

2.1 By September 1982, a certified special educator will be on staff

to coordinate the development of the Transition Plan. The position
A)

title shall be Early Childhood Coordinator/Itinerant Special

Educafon Teacher.

2.2 By May 1983, 90% of teaching-and supportive staff will have re

ceived training in the identification and referral of children

with actual, potential or suspected educational handicaps.

2.3 By May 1983, and annually thereafter, the.Transition Coordinator

will have provided and/or ensured needed training and materiaikto

all teachers to increase their abilities to individualize for

their Wecial needs children.-

,2.4 By May 1983, 60% of parents of s e 'al needs children will have
414,

received training and support to increase their abilities to
ed.

assume an advocacy role for their 'child in the Child Study Team

process.
4 -
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.3.1 By November: 1982, a Preprimary Developmental Transition Classroom

will. be implemented for severely Co profoundly handicapped childrep,

of kindergarten age.

Activities.' -and Methodology"

In accord with the stated objectives, the activitiea.and method-.

ologyto be addressed thiOugh this proposdl are:

1.1.1 The Transition Coordinator will develop and implement an

agenqy network for the transferringof idEvidualdchild

andirefertals.

,1.1.2 The Transition CoOtdinator will ensure that r

involved agencies, participate n individual eWild special

'education planning at least into the. early elementary levels.

1:2.1 The Transition Coordinator will. assist involved agenciea in

evrdinatingthe scheduling and, when needed,. the payment for--

diagnostic evaluations for. children progtessing from dne agency

to another and for newly identified children as needectin each

0'

agency.

1.2.2 The 'Transition doordiriator:-Will have th'e primaiy.responsibility

for receiving, reviewing and iMfilementirig action on tefe'vall

for children who are age eligible for kindergarten.'

). 2.1.1 By June 1982, a comprehensive recruitment effort will-have been
1

''initiated to seek.an individual with early childhood special

education exp,erience.

2.2.1 The Transition Coordinator will plan and .kOleMent a.training

program to increase, teachers' and other staffs' abilities to

ideltify Ildren with actual, potential or suspected educational

handicaps./
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22.2'The.Tradsition Coordinatbi will :meet' with teaching and other
4 J

staff to review children identifili-and to:cOOrdinate appropkiate,

.110referrals as needed..
"./"..z

2.3.1 The Ttansition'Coofdinator will berespbnsible for establishiri

1

ti

'a consistent schedule for meeting withLpersonnel and-parents

working with special needs children ageS birth-through,-five.:

Agencies will include, but not be limited to, Birth-to-Three

Home-Based/Center-Based Program, Blackfeet Head Start,Browning

Public Schools, Heart Butte Public Schools, East Glacier Public

Schools, Indiah Health Services., Project RURAL and the Montana

University Affiliated Program. These meetings will be to

identify and ensure provision of individual staff training to

increase their abilities to plan for and to individualize for

special needs children.

2.3.2 TheTransition CRordinator will actively assist and encourage all

Agencies in parent education to increase parent advocacy skills

especiaily as they relate I'S parent's understanding and assuming

an actiVe role in their child's education planlIKhg, placement

and revisions thereof.
'

2.4.2 The Transition Coordinator will actively-assiat_and,:encourage...411

agencies in providing individual and group parent education in

early childhobd velopment and iso a, parenting skills and

otherllome. stimulation techniques.

244.3 The Transition Coordinator. will work Qlth all appropriate agencies

)'
to Combineand revise existing orientation pamphlets, slide shows

, and other thaiiiials for parent and public awareness regarding the

availability and organization-of localre s rces% Cultural



4

uniquenesses common to this community will be given'speeitic

attention in public awareness materials ariU presentations.

-3.1.1 The Transition Coordinator will be responsible for the developm

and staffing of the PrOPrimary Developmental Transition Classro

for Kindergarten age childrenxith severe to profound disorders
N\

This part-day class will be limited to approximately six childr

and will be in addition to and coordinated with each child's

mainstreamed kindergarten class and all other needed home and

school support services.

3.1.2 Parents of special needs children will be encouraged to activel
6

participate in the Transition Classroom.

Evaluation

1.1 An updated evaluation form will be completed for all students

(ages 0-8) referred by agencies on the Blackfeet Reservation inc]

ding a summary of current level of perforMance, services provide(

progress, and recommendations. This information will be dis-

seminated in person by the Transition Coordipator tothe parents

other referring and receiving agencies (administrators, coordi-

nators, and service delivery personnel).

1.2 Questionnaires and survey forms will be distributed to parents,

cooperating agencies and districts requesting responses to the fi

lowing questions.

-Were referred children evaluated and served on a more timely ba

- Were the eValuations conducted comprehensive?'

- Did the Transition Staff assist in the carrying out of approprii

treatment programs (incl g audiology, speech, motor, and ofhl

consultant,'contractual and direct services)?
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-Did the Transition Program Staff communicate (verbally and in

writing) wittryou on a regular basis regarding the referred'

children?

-Was the transition program supportive and sensitive to the needs,

of the referred students?

2.1 Three formal evaluations of the Transition Coordinator will be

accomplished by June, 1983. A variety of Oservation and measure=

ment techniques will be utilized.

1'2.2 For all training sessions, participants/trainers will complete

the appropriate inservice evaluation form. By June 1983, a compre-
.c

hensive evaluation'of the impact of the training programs on the,,

school and community will be conducted.

2.3 A record of all ill terials and equipment checked'out to teachers-and

parents will be maintained. An evaluation and comment form will

be completed by the borrowers when these supplies are returned.?

Responses to the following questions will be ,obtained:

-Were you adequately trained in the use of these materials?

-Did the materials apsist,you in treating the student with respect

to the goals and objectives in his/her individualized educational

program?

-Would you like to utilize these materials again with the student(s)?

2.4 An evaluation of parent participation in all CST meetings will be

maintained. This evaluation will include the following data:

-Attendance of parents or family members at CST, including rela-
,-

;

tionship to child.



Minutes of the meetings, including all parent remarks will be

attached to CST report.

3.1 An evaluation of the growth achieved by the children in ehe Pre-
-

primary Developmental Transition Classroom will be accomplished

by June 1983. Methods, for this evaluation will include screening

instruments, diagnostic tests, criterion-referenced checklists

and other systematic observation methods.

Continuation

9

The local education agencies and BlackfeetHead Starthave committed

instructors' and administrators' salaries and fringe benefits, classrooms,

materials, and equipment and will continue to do so during the 1983-84

school year through their special education and general operating budgets.

No further grant funds are considered necessary to maintain the transition

services to young handicapped children described in this proposal.
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Early InterventionIntervention Research Institute

Cie Taylor, Ph.D.

Kay Walker

Early Intervention Research Institute

Exceptional Child Center,,UMC 68

Utah State University

Logan, Utah 84322
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Utah State Irniv'ersity's.Exceptional Child Center (ECC) is currently

Conducting a. five -year, 1.8 Million doilar::research program: the Early

Intervention Research Inatitute (EIRI).. The EIRI is one of the three
.

Early Childhood Research Institute contracts in the nation awarded,

by the Office of Special Education and Rehabilitation-Services of. the

U.S. Department of EducatiOn begnning' in October; 1982. Each Insti
_

tute focuses on one broad aria/of research relevant to the early.inter-
- z,

6. /

vention with handicapped children (infants through 5 years). The EIRI.

is focusing its research on the,efficacy and cost effectiveneRs of

early intervention.

BACKGROUND

Duri4g the last 20 years, millions.of dollars.have been spent on

the development, implementation, and evaluation of early intervention

program. A major contributor to the amount of resources devoted to

early intervention programs far the handicapped has been the Handicapped

Children's Early. Education Program Originally.funded by

Congress in 1968, HCEEP began with 24 demonstration projects in 1969.
a

Since that time, literally hundreds of-demonstration projects have been

developed and many of these projects have been widely replicated.

In the past 12 years, HCEEP demonstration projects hate served nearly

all categories of handicapping conditions. The ages of the children

served have ranged from birth to 8 years with over 50% being under 3

years and nearly 90% being 5 years and under:

105
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Resources for early intervention have not been limited tb the

federal goNieFnmene.i. According to the Department of Education; for

ipach child who received early Intervention services from federally
4

funded demonstration projects, four children were being served by other

agencies through a combination of service programs and replication

models.

PROBLEMS TO ADDRESS 4
I

While the.concept of early intervention has been widely eridorsed

by individNal practitioners, states, and federal funding agencies, the

research evidence on the effectiveliess of early intervention is often

paradoxical, confu5ing, or incomplete. The most frequent problems with

existing research result from inadequate measurement of the "effects"

of early intervention, difficulties in summarizing apparently discre-'

pant. results from various studies, and lack of consideration of long-

term effects from early intervention.-Unfortunately, most of the

)

existing research on the efficacy and cost effectiveness Of early

intervention has failed to deal adequately with these problem's. Also,.

to determine worth, one must simultaneously consider both benefits or

effedts of the program and the costs of the program. Most efforts to

analyze the cost effectiveness of early intervention have either been

superficial or have failed. to simultaneously consider costs and effects.

MISSION AND RESEARCH THRUST

The mission of this Institute is to expand the knowledge base

\a.

I

with regard to the efficacy and cost ffectiveness of early intervention

for handicapped children. During the first year of the Institute (1982-83

1"



, this.Mission is being'. addressed by three interrelated research thrusts

and a number of other. activities involving training, disseminat4on of

information, and eyalPatlion of the Institu.te's ,impact. The unique .-

answer,
.

_ .
nature of the three research projects will ri

)n
portant quettions,,

concerning early intervention as well as providing the folgidatiOn for

plat4ing andAirecting the efforts of Years #2-5.
-.... .

-.. .
.

. . . ,.

Meta- analysis:, integrating completed research., A major thrust
4,

of the first year has been the utilization of recently developed 'meta-

-
analysis techniques for Integra ing the hundreds of completed research

i

reports' concerning early intervention with handicapped populations.

More than 1500'articles discussing the effects of early intervention have

been collected for analysis. Those which describe actpal research

projects (estimated to be about 250) are'being syStematically coded

and*analyzed to determine the effects of early intervention and the

variable which cOvary,with and contribute to effective early interve

tion. From this systematic and comprehensive integration of existing

research, the Institute will determine what conclusions can be drawn

from existing researchiwhet laps exist, and'how conclusions about'

effectiveness are different among various subgroups of children

families (e.g., severity of handicapping condition, type of handicap,

level'of SES).

Comprehensive cost-effectiveness analysis. .State -of -the -art

'1
techniques have beerk developed for"analyzing thelostrd ost effectiveness

(CE) of. early intervention programs for, handicapped children.

Currently, the CE data from two populationt are being compared:



(1) children who had home -bas 1 intervention prior to prescnooi enroll-

m nt, and (2) children who did not lave intervention prior, to presc

A -major outcome of this first year study will be an in-depth analysis

of the relative effects and a gociated costs of providing intervention,
,

in both the ho e and center versus in (inly the center. 'To collec

and analyzetke cost data, the EIRI Cost Protocol has been develop .

This manual specifies the steps to use in disaggregating resource

expenditures across varipus.program components.. .In'subsequent years,
; .

the EIRI Cost Protocol will be applied in other field settings to

questions and issues which are identified from meta-analysis.

Longitudinal effect of early intervention wi.ff hearing. impaired

children A research thrust for Year #1 is collecting longitudinal

outcome data far fo ups of hearing impaired children (25 children 4

per group). Group 1 received home-based intervention before 30 months

of age (the interventiori'w delivered by Project SKI*HI, a nationally

disseminated early intervention project for hearing impaired children

based at Utah State University). Group 2 received home-based interven-

tion (again from Project'SKI*HI) after 30 months of age. Group 3

reived centerilmsed early intervention, an Group 4 received no early

intervention. Children in each of the groups ve been matched on age

(flow 9-11 years old), severity of hearing loss; presence of other

handicaps, and type of educational setting after age 5. Data from a

wide variety of outcome Measures are being used to determine the ef7

fects o various early intervention alternatives.

Dissem na ion. In addition to the research thrust, the Institute

is dissemilting information to a broad national audience of parents,
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professionals, and policy'makers concerned with early. intervention.

;The EIRI is,also training graduate students, collaborating with other

Institutes, and working with a broad range of practitiOnersVand

researchers in the field. Several workshop's are being co ( ducted which

'describe the Inst-itar-and its research findings and train others in ,

(

the techniques of meta-analysis and cost-effectiveness analysis.

THE EIRI STAFF

The principal. staff include Co-Directors, Glendon Casto (Associate

Director of the ECC) and Karl White (Director of the Planning and

Evaluation'Program; ECC) and Co-Principal Investigators, Cie Taylor

(Research Associate,. ECC) And DaVid Shearer (Program Admiyistrator,-. \,

ECC).. The Advisory Committee for the EIRI includes Tal Black (Univer-

sity of North Carolina), Peter Fanning Otace Office of SPecial EdUcation

Services, Denver), Gene V:Glass (UniVersity of Colorado),Sharon Hixon

(Northern Kansas*Educational Services Center), Merle Karnes (University,:,

of Illinois), Henry Levin (Stanford University Jessica Strout (Utah

ARC 'Salt Lake City), Craig Ramey (University of North Carolin

Jackie'Walker (Yakima Indian Nation, Division of Ed une

Simeonsson, (University of North Carolina), and Phillip St n (Univer-

sity of Pittsburgh).

For additional information regarding the Institute, please forward

inquiries to/Early Intervention Research Institute, Exceptional,Child

Center, UMC 68, Logan, Utah 84322, or telephone (801) 750-2029;
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Project Upstart

Model Demonstration Continuation Proj ct

D. Lee Walshe, Phte.

as presented by fe

Larry Szuch

Joan Frain

Kay Kincaid

D.C. Society for Crippled Children

Southeast Center

3640,Mardrt Luther King, Jr., Avenue, S. E'.

Washington, D.C. 20032 :.
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FACT SHEET

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF SERVIbES

Project UPSTART provides an'adapted Neuro-Sensorimotor Program

for infants and preschoolers, who are profoundly through moderately

mentally and/or physically handicapped. This program provides:

1 Diagnostic Educational Precriptive Program

2. Therapeutic Activities with an Adapted NDT/SI Approach

3. Professional and Para-professional Training

4. Volunteer Training

5. Orthopedic, Neurological, Pediatric Clinics

6. Social Work Services

MODEL DEMONSTRATION CLASSROOM

LOCATION

I D.C. Society for Crippled Children
Southeast Center-
3640 Martin Luther King, Jr., Avenue,
Washington, D.C. 20032

CONTACT PERSONS

D. Lee Walshe, Ph.D., OTR, Director of Program Services (301) 262-5550

Joan Frpin,. Outreach Project Coordinator (202) 563-0410

Norma Evans, Southeast Center Coordinator (202) 562-7112

HOURS

Office: 8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Monday through Friday.

School: ,8:45 a.m. - 11:45 a.m. Monday through Friday
Half Day Sessions

8:45 a.m. - 11:45 a.m. Monday through Friday
Half Day Sessions

I
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12:30 p. -,3:30'p.m. Home Inter ention Program

12:30 p.m.. - 31'30 p.m. Out4atient Therapy"Program

POPULATION SERVED

Severely handicapped chilareivare identified by showing a develop-

mental delay of 50%. or more in two or more curriculum areas on the

Denver or Early LAP, or 50% delay in one curriculum area, and one

severe behavior problem. ProOundly handicapped c4ildren are identi-'

fied'by showing. developmental delays of 5% ii.two or more curriculum

areas on the Denver or Early LAP.

llildly/moderately handicapped children are identified by showing

Z5% of developmental delays in one or more areas on the Denver or Early.

LAP.

Thi's program was developed under fun ng'from Special. Education

Programs, U.S. Department of Education. The D.C. Society for Crippled'

Children now s9pports this'model demonstration program on -site.

AUA SERVED '

District of Columbia, metropolitan area.

ADMISSIONS PROCEDURF,

Call the Southeast Center Coordinator at (202) 562-7112,

Agency, medical, parent referral accepted. Appointments will be Set

for, initial screening.

SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES

Project UPSTART provides diagnostic educational prescriptive

activities integrated with adapted neurodevelopmental and sensory
.

integrative therapies. The rationale for the integration of..educatio

and therapy in meeting the needs of severely/profoundly Nandi
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. .

very YouagYchildrea-resis UpontheaWareness.oftheneed:for improvement
,..

,
. . . ., .

.

of aeuroseneOrimotor Nnotion as a basis forkogreSS in the child'

. . .

educatiOnal prograM.',-A-plan for aeqUenCing:actiities has been developed

aid is individualized for each child. The classroomserves severely/.,

TprOfoundlymild/moderately handicapped. There. are 10.children per

session in the classroom with-Programming for:a halk,,day; with lone.

session being twice weekly and the other session being three times
,

weekly.. Staff consists of: teacher,occupational therapist, physical

therapist, Speech Pchologist',', an teacherLassistant utilizing the inter

disciplinary team approach. Pr gram eotponents address all curriculum.

areas., A behavior program is deVelopeci,' if behavioral assessment indim

cates that it is necessary.toilet training program is deireloped

with parents; utilizing techniques of behavior ModifiCation. ..A theta

peutic feeding prOgram is pravided for children with orarneuro-Muscular
.

. .

dysfunctioh. &gnitive/laaguage
.

prograware.,de;eloped for each
.

. _

.

.

and children are grouped appropriately for program activities. The

.-

: gross and fine 'motor ,program is -totally integrated' into the 'classroom
. . . .

.

. .- . . .

atructure'and consists of individuaLhandling, positioning, pre-ambor-
,

.latioh4-control of the'sehary-eaVOOpMeat through cherapeuticoihter-

- ventiOn,,ambulation, perceptual-motor activities.

SUPPORT SERUCCS. TO, THE 7.FAMILY
.

Parent training progralasate-iittAridei:in.areaf.:. feeding..
"

leting, positiohingand handling, personal carehygiene, adapted

equipmeat Counseling in behavior management is offeied. All pare kit

training is directed toward enhancing parent skillin reinforcing,

their child's development in all curriculum areas. Social work

4



services consist of parent interview, support in crisis, planning

for and provision of respite care, assistance in referrals to outside

agencies and'future placement in another agency. Teachers and thera-

pists visit the home and provide counseling and training. Recreation

and social opportunities are provided for parents.

DEMONSTRATION SERVICES AND OUTREACH

An opportunity for members of the community to visit the model .

. program on-site is provided. Workshops are offered to professional

.4

groups. PreseptatiOne are made off-site to interested parents, pro-
.

fessionals, and para-professional groups. Slides arid video tape I

presentations have been developed.' Care- takers, such as baby sitters,

are offered assistance'in acquiring skills. Semester7long training'

prOgrams are offered.to universities for clinical training, pre-clinica:

experience and practicums. High achbol volunteers learn parenting

skills. Consortiums and'associations have been established which

coordi9rate servicesand.develop quality programs.

PARENT AGENCY DESCRIPTION

D.C. SOciety for. Crippled Children is an Easter Seal Agency,

private,, non-profit serving multi-handicapped Infants; preschoolers,

and adults, with ProVision of an education and therapy program and

Counseling for parents. Services are .offered in Washington, D.C.,

SouthernMaryland,and Prince George's County, Maryland. Diagnostic

evalpations are made throughout the early interveriltion program by

, .

,

.
interdisciplinary teams. Piatric screenings are provided by a consul-

404

taut physician to children enrolled preschool. Orthopedic and

neurology clinics are held for handicapped children and adults.

-Individualizek,edugational plansarewritten for each child. Instruc='
Yl

re 11

tional objectives for' therapists andA4ealers are itatediiniaeasureable



terms. Services offered to handicapped children, their parents, and
-

the community are as follows: educational programs, ootupational

therapy, physical therapy, psychological evaluation, laUguage therapy,

social case work, counseling, diagnostic evaluation,,"Pediatric examina-

tions, medical clinks, staff consultants to community agencies,

training of student educators and student therapists, and opportunity

for on-site visits from professional and community sources.

PRESENT OUTREACH SERVICE EXTENSION

Handicapped Children's Early Education Program under Special

Education Programs, by granting outreach funding, has facilitated

developing outreach services offered by *the D:C Society. The adapted

Sequence Neuro-Sensorimotor Program (SNSP) is being replicated by the

Infant Education Program in St. Mary's County, Maryland, the F.B.

Gyynn Center in Charles County, Mhryland, the United Cerebral Palsy

Center of Bowie in Prince George's County,'Ilaryland, and Sharpe Health

;

in Washington, D.C. Project,UPSTART staff will also instruct graduate
.

students at the University of the District'of Columbia on the inter-

disciplinary team approach to intervention.' Project UPSTART anticipates
4,

assisting other communities through consultation, training, workshop

and conference presentations.

PAST OUTREACH SERVICE EXTENSION r
Past outreach services has'included training; and consultation

to St. Mary's, Calvert and Charles Counties in Southern Maryland, and

Washington, D.C. The outreach staff has presenttWiational conferences

and has'disseminated information regarding intervention forhandicapped

infants and preschoolers in response to national and inter-national

inquiry.
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Project Upstart
9

Oureach Services

D. Lee Walshe, Ph.D.

as presented by.

Larry Szuch

Joan Frain

Kay KincAid

D. C. Society for Crippled Children

Southeast Center

3640 Martin Luther King, Jr., Avenue, S.E.

4 Washington, D.C. 20032
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FACT SHEET

1982-83

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES

Project UPSTART's outreach services are directed\toward stimula-

ting increased high quality services for handicapped infants, preschool-
,

ers, and their faMilies, while developing an effective outreach model;

This outreach phase follows three years of model demonstration.

For three yeArs, a program was developed; the Sequenced Neuro-Senso-
.

rimotor Program (SNSP). With the assistance of outreach, four eites

are replicating the program. In addition, outreach activities thii

year will include: produCt development, training, consultation, work-

shop and conference presefitations, and stimulating state involvement.

PROCEDURE FOR SECURING OUTREACH SERVICES

Contact: Project Director D. Lee Walshe, Ph.D, OTR (301). 262-3776

1') ,

Project Coordinator: Joan Frain (202) 563-0410

MODEL DEMONSTRATION LOCATION

D.C. Society for Crippled Children
Southeast Center
3640 Martin Luther King, Jr., Avenue, S.E,
Washington D.C. 20032
Contact: Ms. Norma Evans .(202) 562-7112

OFFICE HOURS

aToo a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Monday through-Friday

`,1



REPLICATION SITE LOCATIONS

United Cerebral Palsy Association
of Prince George's County, Inc.
Bowie; Maryland
Contact: Ms. Paulette E. Paolozzi

(301) 262-4993

Sharpe Health iphool
Public Schools Off the District of Columbia
Contact: Mrs. Marian C. Siler

(202) 576-6161

F.B. Gwynn Education Center
Charles County Public Schools
Contact: Mr. Raymond Bryant

(301) 934-3884

SECOND GENERATION SITE LOCATIONS

Infant Education Program
St. Mary'S County Public Schools
Contact: Mr. Walter Frazier

(301) 862-2174

F.B. Gwynn Edutation Center -
Charles County Public Schools
Contact: Mr. Raymond Bryant

(3.01) 934 -3884

PERSONS SERVED

One hundred eighty-three handicapped infants, preschoolers, young

adults, and their families have been impacted through.outreach services.

Approximately 75% are severely or profoundly handicapped. The less handi

capped provide us the opportunity of field testing the developed program

among a different population. The staff at the replication sites have

been, receiving training and hands-on follow-up consultation. Many

,other persons have read our materials and attended local, state or

national Conventions, where we have presented.

AREAS SERVED

Northwest and Southeast, Washington, D.C.

St. Mary's, Charles and Prince George's Counties in Maryland
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FUNDING

Through the Office of Special Education, U.S. Department of Education

Grant No: G 008202872

In-kind support from D.C. Society for Crippled Children

.SPECIFIC SERVICES

ASSISTING REPLICATING SITES

By providing workshops, pragmatic "hands-on" training, consul-

tation, demonstration, instructional., materialst, information on equipment .

adaptation, information resources.

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

Outreach funding assists Project. UPSTART to further develop its

Sequenced Neuro-Sensorimotor Program and accompanying materials. Outreach

also enables the staff to implement the program in rur* urban and\

suburban areas.

A

TRAINING

Training reaches many persons aside from those at 'the replication

sites: special educators, occupational therapists, physical therapists,

. speech pathologists, para- professionals, administrators. These persons

are reached through workshops, presentations, practicums and field work.

AWARENESS

These activities generate inquiries regarding the model program,

the SNSP and materials that accompany it. They focus attention on the

need for intervention for many young children and their families. Such

awareness stimulates state involvement resulting in collaborative

efforts in program development and avoid areas of duplication of services.



D.C. Society for Crippled Children is an Easter Seal Agency for

Washington, D.C., Prince George's County and Southern Maryland.. It is

private, non-profit, serving multi-handicapped infants, young children

and adults. In addition to services in Northwest. and Southeast,

Washington, D.C., D.C. Society is also developing programs in Prince

George's County and the tri-counties in Southern Maryland. 'Services

offered to handicapped children, their families, handicapped adults and

their families and the community are as follows: physical therapy,

occupational therapy, speech and language therapy, education programs,

diagnostic ev
14

luation, pediatric examination, orthopedic/pediatric/

neurologic clinics, staff consultation to community agencies, training

of student educators and student therapists, equipment loan, informa-

tion and referral, and the opportunity for on-site visits from professic

al and community sources.
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The Macomb 0-3 Project:

Providing Services to Handicapped Infants

and Their Families in Rural Areas

Sue Marshall

Training Coordinator

Macomb 0-3 Regional Project

Western Illinois University

27 Horrabin Hall

Macomb, Illinois 61455
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The presenter of this session gave an overview of the compo-

nents of the Macomb 0-3 Project Model,a rural, home-based early-

intervention program for handicapped, at-risk or developmentally

delayed infants and toddlers and their families. Topics included

in the, presentation were:

1) Historical. perspectives, project goals and JDRP data

2) Outreach services

3) Project operating principals and general assumptions

4) Project components: Home Visits, Sharing Center, W.A.D.E.

(Water Activities for Developmental Enhancement), and

Program Evaluation. ,

k
Historical PerspeCtives/Project Goals/Data

In 1975, 'the year in which PL 94-142 became the legal basis

for providing educational services for handicapped children ages

three to twenty-one, D. Patricia Hutinger and Dennis Edinger

applied for and obtained funding through the Handicapped Children's

Early Education Program (kCEEP) to develop a model early intervention

program for those children who were excluded from services by that

law, namely developmentally delayed, at-risk, and handicapped

children ages birth to three.

The main goals of the project are to provide an educational/

122 132
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remedial program that is effective in promoting child development,
ik

and to help parents develop skills that enable them to be more effec-

tive in dealing with their child. The model is designed to be imple-
,

mented in a rural area.

The Macomb40-3 Model was approved by the Joint Dissemination and

Review Panel (JDRP) in 1980. Approval was.granted after review of

child progress data collected on The Developmental Profile (Alpern-Boll),

and the Receptive and Expressive Emergent language Scale (Bzoch-League)

and subjective data. Data indicated that the project is effective in

producing developmental change in the areas of Physical, Self-Help,

and Communication as measured by the Alpern-Boll and in Receptive Language

as measured by the REEL. 'Parent satisfaction data indicated that

overall, parents were satisfied with services prgNed them through the

program. Also a majority ol'parenta-inditated-they-had-gained-knowledge--

of their child's problems, acquired greater skills in working with their

child and learned new techniques to 'use when working with their child,

Outreach Services

In 1978theMacomb.073 Regional Project became an Outreach projecti

di ected by Petri a Hutinger, funded to provide training on the. Macomb

0-3 Model to birth to three servipeProviders; Training is offered to

professionals who already have a 0-3 program and to those who tare

developing a new program. In the provision of Outreach services; pro-
,

ject staff:

1) Conduct awareness activities through presentations and workshops;

123
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slide/tape productions;

3) P ovide,consultation on a wide variety of topics;°

4) Conduct staff development activities; and

5) Train personnel to adopt individual model components or the

model in its entirety.

Model components include: flame Visits, Sharing.Centers, W.A.D.E.

-(Water-Activities for Developmental Enhancement), and Program Evaluation.

This training can be Conducted at the Outreach site or at the adopting

11110ncy. Printed materials and staff are provided at no cost. Agencies

are asked to make partial coniribution for staff travel and lodging during
4

\,../.training if it is not conducted in Macomb.

Operating Principals/Project Assumptions

, .

The Macomb Model operates on speral basic principals and assumptions
.

1. Parents are the primary change agents for their children. They

are involved in all aspects of the program from providing input

, ..- -..-
.

concerning the scheduling, planning, and implementing of all

r !"

prograM componentnto.serving on advisory councils and providig

support, to othe'r project fam*1ies.

2. Service delivery in rural areas is vastly different than in

urban areas. Resources, supp rt services,: rtc. are scarce,

,thus is'important that var.' us profeasionals providing ser-
.

0

vices to'families work together., cooperate and coordinate

services. Community awareness, and involvement are' necessary

as well. Because of the sparCity 'Of services and the fact

that'children in rural areas exhibit a wide range of handicap-

ping conditions, the Child Develbpment Specialist (CDS).MOst be
,



p pared to fill many roles from.direct service provider

to iperapist, case manager, public relations,person and

counselor. ..In the - Macomb Model, this is termed as an

"undifferentiated staffing pattern ".'

A develoPmenril curricular approach is effective in facili-

tating child progress. The philosophical foundations for

the model also involve Piagetian thepry. Because it, is

important for children to explore, manipultd4.,,.,experiment

with objects and interact with pepple, preparing the child's

environmentTfOr learning is vital.

Pro dilitCOMOonents

Home Vilits

When a referral is made to the project, the CDS screens the child

An.the home. using the Steps-Up screening instrument. Those children

ShOWitigA4ttle delay are. Served'rin. a "monitor" basis, often by attend-
, 6,

ing-bi-monthly regularly scheduled home visits. The CDS helps the

. . _
faMilYA:btain medical services forthe child and directs #em,to

diagOoStic services such as neurological examinations. Home Visits
, ,

are scheduled according to the needsWthe child and family.

,
They may take place weekly,.bi-weekly, or. bi-MOnthly.The.child is

-assessed during the first weeks of Home Visits. in a variety of ways..

Two standardized tests,-the Alpern-B011 and the REEL, are administered.

'Observational checklists are used to assess the child's behavidr and

,environment. An intake form is completed including medical information

.e"

-add the child's characteristics. Parental concerns are assessed in-



V

formally. The CDS Must Icalow the parents' needs and desires for the:
.

child because the parents will carry the main responsibility for

implementing the child's;progrim. The CDS and family members work

together as a. tears: 'Using i.infOrmation generated during this

assessment period, the CDS and parents together formulate biyearly

goals for the child. Objectives and'activiiies designed to promote

. growth and development are derived 0-3 Core Curriculum

4 .

, The tDS.develOps activities to facilitate goals and models the activV,

ties for the caregiver during Home Visits._ ',Then the caregiver 16-
, .

encouraged to demonstrate the activity with the child. Also, a specific

objective is chosen at each visit and activities developed for the

family to work on during ;the week. Parents are taught fhow and en-

couraged to chart child progress.

_Sharing_Centers

"In addition to Home Vsits, parents participate in Sharing.Centers
'

whichteet monthly or bimonthly in area churches, community buildings,

or parents' homes. Sharing Centers, which evolved fXamthe'coAcept

, of a parent-cooperative nuuserx school, function as.t transition be-

tween home and\ceiter-based ,programs in addition to providing a4form

of mainstreaming children4siblings and invited- ,.

4participantsYare.iUV41ved. Sharing-Center groups consist of-six ,

or seven families and maintain constant membrbhip Unless a family 4:),

leaves the area. CDS plan activities geared lo the childrenlevel

that are designed to promote, development andganeralizationof skills:

Often.parents'are involved in planning and bringing activitiesas,well:.

4

as accompanying new parents, providing transPortationj and,condUttiilg

Centers in their homes.
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W.A.D.E: Watek:ActiVities%for-Developmntal Enhancement,

Another initi?of Sharing Center is'the W.A.D.E. program Again,

"this is a least restrictive e0iiciwOnt,.as siblings and !"typical"

children are involved. All familYifltmbers.are encouraged iapartici-
..

,...pate. Activities were origniaity:.aevelapad under theluidance of

physical and ocCupatiOnal therapists and are designed to promote

gross motor development althoug4.1aiiguage,E:self-help;4nd social skills

are facilitated as well _W.A.D.E. sestiOaa_arearranged to take place

once or twice a month at a local pool located at a YMCA, park, Moteli

or family's home.

Program Evaluation

Training an the Program Evaluation component of the Madomb 4)-3

Regional Project is designed to help professionals develdp a success-

ful program evaluation strategy. Outreach staff work-with 0-3'program

,410

staff to design specific training schedule content. InstrU4ional
,..

aids include 'forms to develop programavaluation strategies:4nd a

'sequenced series of activities to help:plan, collect data, 4nalyte

Aata -.sumnarize data, then choose appropriatetarget audiences for
A.

:dedohatration of inforMation regarding='!Program.effectivenesS.

1'27
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FIELD TESTING CORES' ctirincuLuM
r.

1. Requests for Field Testing CORE Curriculum. must be made'in writing by
requesting agency.

RequestinAgency must sign an agreement for the following:

a. Complete an initial Survey Sheet about their agency including the
following information:

1. Agency name 5.

2. Address. 6.

3. Phone number 7.

4. Contact person 8.

Number of part/full time staff
Source of funding
Brief description of program,
Description of children serwd:%
(number,, age, and handicapp-ing'-cond$tion)

b. Agree to field test curriculum for a period of at least: 10 months.
(Parts of the curriculum may not be reproduced without'our permission

/c. Agree to collect child pre-post test data, on instrument(s) to,b
agreed on,between site and Outreach staff, and to share that infor-
mation with the Outreach Project.

d. Achi relevant, worthwhile activities and adaptations to the curriculum
that the 'agency develops during field testings:

e. Agree to -provide the Outreach Project with copies of the sitelsORE
Curriculum Child Record Sheets. In order to ensure child/family con-
fidentiality, delete child's name and replace with an-. identification
number.

.
f. Agree to submit:Wlgrftten evaluation by January 1, 1984, examining th

strengths and4e4kneSses of the curriculum,suggestions for improvemen
along with Ar.description of how the curriculum was used (which column
were of usVused to write goals/aCtivity plans, etc.) and other
comments.

3. At the end of the ten-month period, the agency should request to renew
its application for further Field Testing OR they should return the cur-
riculum to our office. The curriculum willbe given to agencies repli-
cating our program without charge.

4. The Outreach Project agrees to the following:

.."

a. Agrees to provide sett-Of CORE.Curriculum free ofcharge one set
per person involved in field testing.

b. Agrees to provide consultation with the site on curricular matters by

phone or on site depending on the availability of funds, during the
field test

c. Agrees to contact field test site? three months into field test and
before field test is completed.

e '
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Agency.

'Address

:FIELD TESTING - CORE'CURRICULUM

Site::Wdrmation
.

Date

Phone Number

Contact Person

Dumber of Staff: -Part Time Full Time

Source(s) of Funding

Brief Description of Program

Description of Children Served

if e Ran :e Handica.. n Condition

4
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AGREEMENT: FIELD TESTING CORE CURRICULUM

Outreach: Macomb 0-3.Regional Project

agrees to field test the. CORE Curriculum

as developed by the Macomb 0-3 Regional Project. Field testing will-

involve staff members, serving children.

agrees to:

1. Complete initial survey sheet.

2., Field-test the CORE Curriculum for a period of ten months.

3- Each staff member using the CORE Curriculum will complete a CORE
Curriculum Evaluation Sheet.

4. Reapply to field test the CORE Curriculum for additional six month
period or return the curriculum to the OutreaCh office.

5. No part of the CORE Curriculum may be duplicated.

Date Field Testing agency

130
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Date

Macomb 0-3 Project

CORE CURRICULUM - EVALUATION SHEET

Agency

Position

Number of handicapped children rved

Please respond to the following questions:

1. What are the strengths of the CORE Curriculum?

z/ Horrabin Hall
Western Ill, Universit
Macomb IL 61455

by January 1, 1984

2. What are the weaknesses of the CORE Curriculum? Please include suggestions
for improvement.

1

3. !Please comment on the order and content of the skill sequences and note_
specific discrepancies And/or deletions of relevant skills.



4. How did you use the CORE Curriculum? (Which columns did you use? Did
you use the curriculum in writing goals and activity plans, etc.?)

r

Did, you add adaptations to the CORE Curriculum?

Yes - No

If yes please enclose.copies of the pages where such additions are made.

Did you add activities to the CORE Curriculum?

Yes No

If yes, please enclose copies of st e Pages where such additionS are made.

7. Did yoti.use,any4oth.er curriculum in addition tCr7the'CORE Curriculum? If
so, what ?:..

8. Overall, were you satisfied with the CORE Curriculum?

extremely not at all

satisfied satisfied satisfied

7 6 5 4 3 2 1
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9. Do yoU wish to renew your application for further field testing of
the CORE Curriculum?

Yes No

Comments:

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:



OUTREACH: MACOMB 0-3 REGIONAL PROJECT

27 Horrabin Hall
Western Illinois University

Macomb, Illinois 61455

Request for Information About OUTREACH Services

Name/Position:

Agency/School: t

Address:

Phone Number:

Indicate interest in obtaining information about the OUTREACH:
MACOMB 0-3 REGIONAL PROJECT services listed below by,placing a check
mark in the space provided.

AWARENESS:

Our presentation of the MACOMB 0-3. MODEL familiarizes
you with the benefits that can be gained by the use of
our model and our involvement with: your staff.

PRODUCTS:

#4\

lk

;CONSULTATION/STAFF DEVELOPMENT:

Identification of program needs

Chisld development and
assessment. DOomenting Prop

Parent involvement and
aff,ectiyenestt.,

parent groups

Management systems

Materials/product development

c Program evaluation

Grant writing and obtaining funds

Oit:AjdOOTION: .

Baby Buggy Books

Baby Buggy Papers

Slide/Tapes

"Community awat'ene

Working with eit
medical ComMuni4)

ies for ....-..

Pr'Ocf4 'i ning

.1
.,1

WADE (Water Activities for Developmental Enhancement)

When you choose to adopt the JDRP (Joint Dissemination
.Review Panel)-approved MACOMB 0-3 MODEL (Home Visits,
Sharing Centers, and the Core Curriculum) you receive

' training and assistance in implementing the components
k Of'the Project as well as, ongoing involvement with us

atno cost to participating programs.
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OUTREACH: MACOMB 0-3 REGIONAL PROJECT

Description of Dissemination .Materials

Baby Buggy Paper #121 - WADE'cWater'Activities to Enhance Development

for_Handicapped and. High RiskInfants1

The water activites program developed by a CDS in the Macomb

-0-3 Project for handicapped and developmentally delayed children from**.

birth to three is described in this paper. The program is designed

as a medium for body and head control as etil as physical development
&

_ exerciaes,. along with being another means for socialization among

children in the Project with typical children. Included in-the.paper

are methodi for organiling such:a program, activities used in the p06.1:4-A
4'

. APi''.)11

and-various stages, of water adjustment. (8 pages)

Baby Buggy Paper #122.- Sharing Centers

An overview of the component and curriculum deVeloped by the

. Macomb 0-3 Regional Project. Shaiing centers are places for parents

and children.o interact and share ideas, activities, and experiences

.for mutual growth. . They involve handicapped and delayed young children

and their parents, siblings, and typical Children anti their parents.

(3 pages)

Baby Buggy Paper #124 - Six Model Sharing Center Kits

The contents of six model sharing center kits are described in

this Baby Buggy Paper. Activities in each kit are categorized under

the headings of grossamtor, fine motor, cognitive, sensoniandl.ahguage,

although there is a certain amount of overlap. (19 pages)

Baby Buggy Paper #131 - Using a Mobile Unit in a Rural Infant ProjeCt

for Handicapped and High Risk Children and Their Parents

The Jamboree Motor Home is used by the 0-3 ProjeCt as a."ro.06 on
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wheels" to work with the parents and children in outlying rural areas

served by the Project. Included in this paper is information on

specifications, maintenance, and cost figures for a three-year period.

(8 pages)

Bab) Buggy Paper #140 - Developmental Language Chart 0-6

chartThe developmental. chart Oresents a breakdown of language develop-

ment by months from birth to six years into the three areas of semantics,

syntax, and'phonology. (5 pages) .

Baby Buggy Paper #151 - Integration of Uzgiris and Hunt Ordinal Scale

(I V) of Psychological Development with the Vort Behavioral Character-

istics Progression Chart

The materials contained in this paper describes how the staff

of the 0-3 Project integrated items from the Uzgiris and Hunt Scales,

with the Vort Behavioral. Characteristics Progression Chart, therefore

combining Piagetian concepts with behavioral concepts. These charts

were used by staff members in planning goals and activities for children

for two years during developmentof the model. (10 pages)

Baby Buggy Paper 4152 - Staff Activities;-ACcOuntabilityProgram

The Staff Activities Accountability Program (SAAP) was developed

originally as,a cost accountability instrument for the Project adapted

from a similar program conceived by Dr. William Gingold. Some of the

-other uses of the SAAP are briefly described in the paper and a copy
t

of the program is included. (15 pages)

Baby Buggy Paper #153 - 'using the Staff Activities Accountability Program

Information is provided on procedures necessary to implement-the

Staff Activities AccOuntability Program (SAAP). The paper includes

categorization,"recording and coding procedures, steps to take in

. initiating a SAAP, and Sample computer printrJ (4 pages)
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Baby Buggy Paper #154 - Sta f Activities Accountability Program

(Replication Edition)

The replication edition,of SAAP has been modified-to fit other

agencies' needs; categories are more general-in-nature. (15.pages)

Bab; Buggy Paper #155 - A Fortran IV Program for the Generation of

Child's Progress Chart .

This material describes the procedure used in setting up a Fortran

IV computer program for child progress charts. (8 pages)
,

Baby Buggy Paper #156 - Annotated Examples of Child's Prbgress Charts

Examples of children's progress charts point out, the'validation

of the choice of activity or the need for revision on the part of the

--\professional. ,(9.pages) ,

Baby Buggy Paper #157 - Parent Charting .of long Term Goals

The charting system used by the Project with selected parents

is-described in detail in this paper. Sample task analyses, daily

recording sheets, and frequency graphs of data collected during -one

week of charting are included. (13 pages)

Baby Buggy Paper #158 - A Design and Timeline for an Early Childhood
0

Handicapped Project Assessment/ Evaluation:, The Macomb 0-3 Regional

Project

The purposeof this paper is to present .a summary of an evaluation

plan which can bid for gathering necessary data,for internal*

decision-making while at the same'time'meeting criteria needed for public

accountability; a two-year timetable lists the evaluation measure, time

interval, and dates for accomplishment for children, parents, and staff.

(8 pages)
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I
-Baby Buggy Paper #161 - Cross Referencing: Core Curriculum Items with

Alpern-Boll, REEL, and Uzgiris-Hunt Items

The cross-referenced materials pt.egencedin.this paper present

Core CurriucIUMactivities(the.most used goals anciaciiiiiiei used

by the Macomb 0-3 Regional: Project) and their relationship to sific

test items in the testi4ftery4 (20 pages)

Baby Buggy Pper #162-,Cross Referencing: Alpern-Boll and REEL with

Core Cutkleu/unl'Items

The crops-referenced material; presented in this paper represent

specific test items from the test battery and their relationship to

Core Curriculum activi ies.(the most used goals and activities ad

determined by ex n of the Bi-Yearly Goals for the children who

participated in the Project). (17 pages)
PO

Baby Buggy Paper #163 Curriculum Development in the Macomb 0-3

,Regional Pfoject

This paper presents Information regarding curriculum development

in the Macomb 0-3 Regional Project, including basic assumptions about

thejoung child as learnei and the conditions necessary for learning to

occur, characteristics of the Core Curriculum, and'an account of the .

development and actual use of the Core. Curriculum. (15 pages),

Baby Buggy Paper #164 - DevelOpment of Bi-Yearly Goals

Development. and use of Bi-Yearly Goals; the basis for individualized

educational programming in'<the-Macomb.0-3.RegiOna Project, are des'

cribed.in this paper. The reader is-lencourageor to refer'to Baby'

Buggy Papers7#163 and #165 for more complete information about individual

programming. (9 pages)
`
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Babybuggy Paper #165 Activity Plans for Horleisits.

The activity plan,)basedon.'the child's individual' plan 7of.

Goals, is a list of experieriC.ea-that are to be provided"fOr the child

during the course of each home-Visit. A sample activity plan is in

cluded. (5 pages

Baby Buggy Paper #171 - Developingua Ileferral System

*i4o major steps are involAvedn the important task

rei-errai system in a parent/infant 'projectC. development of a-referral

met4ork,(cooperating local agencies) and_development of a system to

process the referral as soon as possi4e after it-haSsbeen received.

Both steps are described in this paper. (5 pages)

Baby Buggy Paper #172 - Development of General Awareness of the Impor-
,

of developing a

..-

tance of Early Intervention

-
A description of general awarepies0 procedures geared to a variety of

-A,

target audiences in a rural area is contained in this- pages)

Haby,Buggy Paper 1173_- What Happens When aChild Turns Three.

This paper'describes the procedures and placement alternatives

4r

-available to parents and Child Development Specialists-aa a Child in

an infant project nears the age of three. (3 pages)'

Baby Buggy Parr #174 - Maintaining Communication and Coordination with

the Medical Community

This paper outlines same.of.the procedures used .by the Project in

developing and maintaining a referral and'inforMation network with

physicians, nurses, and hospital personnel in the area. (8 pages)

Baby Buggy. Paper #175 - Establishing a Functional Advisory,Co4hcil.
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A-
Inf4rMitiOn on selection of, member0.propedures for 'holding meetings

and .a- description of the services provided by the members oftlie-,,

Advisory Co Unal are contained In, this paper. (6 gages)

Baby Buggy Paper` #201 - Toy'Worke4cps for ParentsyBridging a Gap

./Itby-making workshop. is an.example (5fa successful. activity involving

'parents. 'It has been instruMental.in bridging. -the gap between patents

and professionals, Details of how to conduct such'a workshop and'

suggestions for-activities'areContained in this-paper. (57pages).,_

Baby Buggy Paper #240'- SeleCted *blingraphy7forParents!..Reading."

The bibliography includes selections of,(bOoksinthe foilowing'area0

ActivitYideaajor. Parents, General Infant Development, Technique

4-
)3

,
Books Parents, and Specific. (6 pages)

Baby. Buggy Paper # 241 :1:anguage Development: YoulDoet BU It at the

Store.

This paper providesmany useful suggestiOna-fer enhancing children's..

language. development, as well as a description of the develOOment of.:

grammar-in thildren:frOm the beginnipf:linguage'upto the age of 5.

(6 pages)

Baby Buggy Paper#242 - Toilet Training Your Child

Toilet training a child is not..ae-upsetting for parent and child.a6.

it may have been in the past. This paper describes how both h-parents

-
Can work together in a poSitive, natural. way to-ted.14.train.their

child. (9 .pages):

Baby'luggy Paper 1300 - Selected Ilibliogra0i fi:TSt4ff'1(4edgeand'

Skills

. .

This list cf-booksnCXUdes-readings in thf0140WtiA atiien*al areas;

140
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Curriculum-Related Materials. Evalyation Materials, Chijd Growth and

Development, General Early Childhood, Handicapping Conditions, Infant

Development, and Working with,Farents. '(6,pages)

BabyBuggyl'aper=#401 - Working Together to Serve'Language-belayed

Children-
t,0

The purpose of this paper is to do6iMentlJn.detail the cooperative.

v.
activities. betviden the Macomb 0 -3 Regional Project .and the Speech. and_;

Hearing kiences DepartMent of Western Illinois University in serving

language-delayed,young:dbildrent describes the proVision of the

Project as a praCticum.site for liSdnate students in speech pathology,

the participation of'-,th.e.students in home visits with the CDS's,.and

the benef .f this Orqram to both the students and the Project.,,

(4,pageS)'

Baby Buggy Paper 4411 - Undifferentl6ed DS Staffing pattern
C

DeliVery of sarv,ices in a rural area calls for a staff of

adaptablkndividuals=in other words, an undifferentiated
,

p,

'stiffing pattern This paper describes the:roles and resionSibilites

sensitive,

/..' 4
'of-:theCDS.in conducting home visits, sharing centers, water activities,

r
C' ..§,

wOrkingWith college students, fifhviding in-service trainingdevelop,-

0 '

.ment.of dfSsemination materials, and other services.' (5 pages)
.u; , ...
.. . -

paby Buggy Paper'4501.- The Storyof'"Baby Buggy" or the Development

of the Project Logo

One of the first tasks facedby an HCpEP.project in its first year
. -,.

.

is that ofJ3eginning to develop dissemination materials to "spread the

word" regarding the project's activities. The Macomb c1,71 Regional Pro-

jedt met that task through the development of alunique log, the Baby
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Buggy', which has heen the unifying element for a series of baby Buggy a

papers, Baby Buggy books, and othej materials for

This paper tells where the logo "Baby Buggy" game

ways it has been used to disteminated inforMatiouP

(4- pages)

0.

troj Act' dissfeminc ion,

froi and the any f't
about the Project."

*

-03aby Buggy Book-Al Have Wagon:. WiWTravel - ShartnieCenters for
- .34

RuiaI Handicapped Infants, Toddlers, and Their Families

This curriculuM guide for initiating, planning, and conducting

sharing centers for handicapped end delay$0 infants and "toddlers from

a'rural_Otea includes illustrations and pictures, activities, snack

ideas, supplier list, and baCkgraiund information about sharing centers.

'(122 pages)

Baby Buggy Book #2 - Everything AND the Kitchen Sink - Ideas for Making

Toys from Household Items.

'Ideas for parents for making toys from houSehold items at different

levels of aychild's development'are contained in_thiS book. -It des-

tribes how to make.the toys, materials needed, and area of development-

tOlich the toy is geared. (23 pages)'-

Baby Buggy Book #3 - Your Hotise or04rs - Home Visits ioi Rural Handl-
.

Capped Infants, Toddlers, and .Their Parents

=
This illustrated home visit overview includes a section on early.

04

intervention, 'a description of Project', staff, procedures foi referrals.

o
. and home visits, preparation, planning, ancyvaluation procedgres'and

u,

a description ofwhere home visits. may take place. -(11, pages)

9. 1424

.
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Baby .Buggy Book #4 - You Can Make It: You Can Do It (A group of toys

and games to make for little children)

This book contains patterns for toys and games that can be made at
..01

home. It includes knitted, crocheted, and sewn toys, wooden toys and

games, and toys made from household items. (134 pagds)

5:15.
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SOCIAL INTERACTION
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Prompting and Praising Social Interactions

(Adapted from Social Integration Project Basic Skills Manual;.

Teaching Basic Skills to Handicapped Preschoolers in Integrated Settings)

John Killoran
Sebastian Streifel

. Joseph Stowitschek
Sarah Rule

Mark Innocenti
Craig Boswell

UMC 65, Utah State University

Logan, Utah 84322
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Graduated Prompting

Graduated prompting is an intervention, strategy which is designed

to provide the student with the least amount of assistance needed to

complete a skill. It.refers to,the verbal and physical guidance a

teacher gives to thechild. The essential point to remember when

using graduated pratPtitgAs-to provide only the minimum amount of

help needed to have -*the child complete a task.

Initially, a Child is prompted verbally. A verbal prompt is

simply telling the child what to do, If the student does:hOt respond

or responds incorrectly to the verbal prompt, the teacher then models

the'task to the Child while repeating the.prompt. Modeling is simply

demonstrating or showing the student what to do. If modeling is also

unsuccessful, the teacher must then physically guide the student

.througbmthe task. For example:

(a) The teacher has just given Johnny the verbal prompt, "Share

your crayons with Susie". He does not respond. The'teacher

must now,

.°
(b) repeat the original command while showing Johnny how to share.

the crayons. If he still does not respond correctly,

(c) the teacher must now repeat the verbal'prompt while simul

taneously grasping his hand and guiding, him to pick up the

crayons and then give them to Susie,.

There are variations within each level of prompting. A verbal

prompt can be general, describing a terminal skill ("Share your. crayons '

with Susie") or a series of specific prompts ( Find'tbe crayons";

/46



"pick them up"; "pass them to Susie", etc.). As a child masters the

steps within each skill, the prompts are faded to where only the ter-

minal skill is prompted.

Phsyical prompting can be doing every part of the task with (for)

the child or just touching his or her arm to initiate-movement.

,Again eh'd'less help given the better, as long as the skill or behavior
.

somPleteci. When using a physical prompt, couple it with the original

Verb prompt; Then repeat the verbal prompt giving 'the child an

4

,-7..1.Appportunity:tvperfgorm the skill alone.

\'
-

PhYsicial.prompOng.hal a major limitation in respect to verbal

responding. That is, it is not possible tcOphysically prompt Speech.

If the teacher prompts, "Say hi to Susie", and the child says nodiing'0.

the teacher:cannot physically force the child to speak. If a child'

does not follow a verbal prompt on a skill which cannot be physically

prompted, it is sometimes effective to ask a different child to complete
a

the skill. When that child responds, he:Should be enthusiastically

praised,for completing'the skill. It mayalso be possible. to substitute

and physically prompt a motor responge; such as waving to Susie.

40.2:

Praising4.:

Praising is used to reinforce'the child for responding appropriately.

The-moscommon type of praising utilized is social- verbal praise.

There. are threWrules for praising the preschool aged child.
.11

I. Be specific.

2. Be immediate.-

3. Be enthusiastic.

147
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en'..pratSin: tell the child exactly what he is dol., that you

"COodshsrl.ng the- crayons!" is much more effective than "good

:Jraise:the child as-soon as he completes the skill, but be

careful caught praising Johnny for hanging up his coat

a030on'SsAie'Stands up. He maywalk right past it! Be enthUsiastic

*A.:Sineere'i4hen'praising the 'child:

'10.Tert,Arkaise should be ,coupled with social praise. Hugs, pitS,1,..

.yandSmileSSboUld come from:the student's peers as well as teachers.

, ,

HIgitiallyAiraiSe the OlildSach and every time he CompleteS a prompt.

s ,the skill ,becomes mastered and,, part of the child's' repertoire;

eyserriAO:cally ta0 the ratestiof Be generoUS:in'the use of

praise.. ..6cood attempts;-des vie praise, :a, skilled resPOnSes.'

Quiet sitters and listener esery raise as do active participants.

.Altethate praise of individuals in EigroUp with praisSof the group
,-

.AS' a WhOle.

Ptaise should be gien,1ectiateik:-aftethe child`, does the desired

,

Jaill.(or makes an attemptY..-Praise,ShOUld,i4scontingent, that is,...
,

' .,,..'i; , --". '.. \,,,
,..::

....it 'Should be given when the child doeS'khe:01511VAh#d' 01941d not

given ;when he or she doesn't.40-iifrif00.SitOae40:**041d.be

giVen sincerely and the form should varTh4:.14ii:thing Sler

over again becomes boring and loseal4setfectivenea

It is possible to overpraise,)If,,thSChiii,t4aSsSop# ,,fre-
,

quently on his own, that skill tahould be raise less
.. ,

4 ,

which is still developing.- Lessen !0(qonnt ofAliaise0given'to

larSise

A.nterrupts an ongoing behavior and child f#U46-1190.40e0t1Onothsthe

an acquired skill actually serves, to str thin that

148



adult, the adult is probably overpraising. A final note: when in

doubt - praige- immediately after the child does what you want.

I
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Succe'ss in Education:

The. Assimilation of't elgognitive and the Affectivg
J,

3

Mer111014CUlloChl.Ph.D;

Star Route

' Soda Springs, Idaho 83276
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Education in American today is primarily a cognitive experience.

Even then most,pf the cognitive production comes from the levels,of

knoilledge and comprehension.

It is not the purpose of this writing to disparage" the' cognitive
. -

domain. °ithe contrary, the; °Olt/ye levels of knowledge, compre-
-

hension application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation all have

great and, lasting value and are a vital part of our total education.

The skilled educitor will use them wisely as -a part of the total

school program.

The wise and conscientious educator will see the wisdom in assimi-

lating the cognitive and the affective domains in the education process.

Both the cognitive and the affective are important, but one without

the other leaves avoid which will present the student.with-a.less--

than-ideal education. It is easy and convenient for educators to

live within the comfortable confines of the cognitive in their grading

it
and reporting system to parents. Grades and progress from the cogn-

,

tive process can be more easily explained to parents but actually

can't be justified because of the great amount of ambigUity which

surrounds this type of grading and reporting.

In the affective we are dealing with such things as attitude,

values, interests, feelings, emotions, self-worth, acceptance or

rejection4, appreciation, biases, mood and temperament. It is much' more

difficult to measure success and achievement in the affective domain
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and to report this to parents and ers, but rich rewards-will follow

the .skilled use of such,a resoUrcef..

Teachers,, should never) p#Vr,.-le.41hp4take any derogatory or
"

potentially damaging remarkaabout a t ehbanytime or anywhere.

Remarks such as dummy, stupid,:prats,'ign and', worthless 46i114

.

be extirpated ftom a.teaCher s vocabulary while-Makting.referenca to

the student. A teacher should always look fot w at ts right with the

,student and then emphasize the positive. ,ItIt actually works! Remarks
A

:sucha "You really have a cute smile", "I really like you","Thanks

!for being my..ifriend", "I surely am proud of you","I have heard good

.
(e'

reports about you", "I am:pleased with your progress", will bring

absolute and positive results. Students will tespond in apositive

way if they are treated in a positive way. Even sincere compliments

about a student's dress, shirt, belt or some other item of clothing

bring positive feelings and positive results.

Until we can get something better than grades and credits/in our

schools we should emphasize the pbsitive. Compliment the student

on what: he or she did right, on the questions they answered right

and set reasonable goals to continue to impr in the future.

Have you ever noticed that dome teachers are "popular" with

students? Stugents havp a tendency to seek advice an counsel from

these teachers. This type of teacher becomes a great model for the

4

student, in his or, her progress in becoming a responsible and productive

citizen in society. The teacher always has a positive attitude

about the weather, sports, politics or whatever. They also abound

with copious amount of smiles and cheerfulness. This teacher is al-

'ways anxious to help the student and is not afraid to go the "extra
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mile" in their behalf. Unfortunately, in some cases, the teacher may

be the only friend the student has. That is something to think about.
4 '

'Jr
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)44

0 ' New skills and technologies are continuously accruing from the

growing knowledge of events that'influence learning. It is the purpose

,

of this pager to present a,set Of principles that underly some of thesE
I. 4

*
t . .

sklals and technologies. ang thereby facilitate the teaching/learning
e

.process. These principles are Fefeired to as the process of direct

instruction 00I).

fv,

Dii4ct instruction is defified as a pre - determines and systematic
.

4.

0 ..i
, ...

method of instructional deigvery which is, designed'to maximize the .41,

aCN
tffi ency ofethe teaching/learning pfbcess. The teaching part oft this

1

4
process is bot' pre-determined and precise. The efficiency of the II

teaching/learning interactian.is measured by the rate and accuracy of

student resgionseS.

It is recommended that direct instruction be employed when

teaching outcomes are clear and betViorally stated, and the measureab]

t .

responses of the children are the criterta for determining the level

of successful teaching/learning. It is not suggested ellat the entire

AL
irhool.dayTe spent iri the direct instructional process; rather, when

,

the gOil.11 is.to teach precise responses in the most efficient way,

DI techniques are recommended.

. One 'of,the obvious goals for pre-school handicapped children is
.

to master self-help .skills at the level needed to participate to the

( .
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fulles& extent possible with normal children in the reguSr classroom,
,

whet,,theylknter first grade. It is our experience that many of these

ittioskills deficiencies can..be c8rrected by teaching the skills ak-a

--kPfaster rate than.these children ?ould normally learn them. Skills'in
.. 4 x

khe areas of dressing, expressive language, and motor training arse
.

.

often taught without planning, consistency, or thought aboUt the level
4 Z

0

of independence needed by the child after he/phe leaves the nurturance
,

of the preschool environment.
ef.

Before engineerifig a direct instruction sequenct, a tremendous.

amount of planning and rehearsal is necessary, for each step in the

40 ft .
quite'"direcr instruction process occurs quite rapidly. It is.typical to

10 . *
' illicit four to,;eight reiponses per minute, minimum, from each child.

4within the instructional group. The result is Anfincreased number of
0. t

c.s. response opportunities for slower children. DI prerequisite::: include:

6'

A.

rt
'Mt , .

ci
11/3

4 .derination Of the necessary learner information through psychd,
f ,'

.

'0,

*educational assessment; a curriculUm match statement; learning con
.t,

if I"
tract-Wintluding behavioral/instruAional objectives and related

; .'
curriculum materialS);behairior management systems; studett grpuping;

6
.4 A

clia40ogengineerkg.; and accountability strategies:
Or

Many curriculum mpteriallIdaknot provide tit necessary Warming..

.
'4''.

.

4o

or directions. Therelkore,' we suggest tiot the'tea011er.be.prepared to

%..

develop or modify any exifting plansby completil, a task sequtce ,, ....

4

. 4Y . ' 0
planning form and teacher behavior present tion planning form 0 to insure

consistency in the presentation.
4
fhe task dBence planning-form is.

L e

kli
--4-7-,--

used to identify a terminal selfzhel1;00avictr. The terminal behavior

is operationallled into a behavioral objective. The-.behayllor is then,

157
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r.

broken down or task analyzed into from two to nine sequential steps

which lead up to performance of the terminal behavior. The steps in

0
the task analysis are stated only in'perfOrmance.terms, with completioi

of the previous task becoming the stiraulus for the following step. Th(

student progress.level per period of Instruction is charted by circlinl

tit; number pf the instructional period which'corresponds to the highest

level of performance demonstrated by all the children in the group..

The teacher behavior presentation.planning form is used to identii

specific applications pf'the DI components needed for teaching the be-

haviors in the sequence identified on the task sequence planning foim.

A teaching routine of teacher presented signals and demonstrations,

chird responses.and teacher feedback is develpped. This routine shoub

incorporate those DI skills stilissted by learner information.

particular attention_should be given' the column on the teacher

.behavior presentation planning lorm labeled "Teacher Input, instances/

non- instances. ". For teaching each skill in the task sequence, consid

tion must be given to new concepts which are to b learned. The prese

tation and curriculum materials use4'need to observe the following

rules:

1. Concepts-are not taught in the abstract. Instances must pin-

poinX observable characteristics.

. Concepts must,be taught through more than one instance.

4

3. The presentation must never vary or change the determined

discriminative characteristics when presenting instances/.
4

4. The presentation mist vary the non-discriminative chairacteris.

tics when presenting instances.
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5. . The presentation must include both positive and negative in-

stances of the.concept'being taught.

The sequence of the tasks presented to the children should also follow

First, present introductorytasksusing instances which have

the discriminative Characteristics of the -concept but vary

the non-discriminative characteristic,.

2. Second, present contrasting tasks using nonrinstances.

3. Third, provide terminal, or application - tasks to determine N

if the child has reached the stated terminal behavior.

It' is critics& in using DI with young children to, use language that

is familiar from prior learning. The teacher should also place those

concepts that are difficult to discriminate from one another.in the

final part.of.the instructional sequence.'

The suggested student grouping procedure involves three separate

groups of three to "five children each, with the classroom, engineered

into S. minimum of three centers. .Center one is the direct instruction

c.76nt_er from which the teacher presents all direct instruction. Center

,..t

two is supervised by an aide and provides an opportunity for the

repetition of concepts taught in Ctkone. :Center three is the mastery
ii

center in which 'students wor1 .:4ndeplehtly-on concepts previously
4

rs5
1

1 '

acquired in-Cente'!" and two. It- Is ttapurpose of each direct in-,4
e 1

.4*.... ' . . . , ...
struction'activity'to,introduce new concepts at a rate which will pro-

I
1-

vide the slowest rember of the group with functional mastery of the

self-help skills pregented.

A

o
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A typical direct instruction presentation is designed for fifteen

minute time periods. Thus, during a typical fifty minute class period,

all three instroctionargroups'rotate through the direct instruction

centers. By the time students have rotated through the three centers,

a tremendous amount of concept repetition has occurred. It is this
ef

teacher specified repetition that facilitates long term mastery of the

concepts taught.

Direct instruction dbnsists of thefollowing 18 skills. Most of

these skills will be used in every direct instruction preSentation.

However, due to the uniquenes's of objectives and materials to be used,

some presentations will not use Al the dirdct instruction techniques

discussed. Nonetheless, the objective is for the teacher to master

all 18 direct instruction techniques and incorporate as many as,possible

into every direct instruction presentation,
A

The following is a list of suggested Direct InStruction skills.

71,
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1: Attention. Signals

DiredtinstructiOn Skills

The' basic. principle isthat beforeladte4h1*legi Oicierfy teach
,, 4

a student anything,.the teacher Aubt.haVe the stiiidents atfentiOn. MOSt

teachers however were nevertaUghr:hoW toobtainatUdent:attentipn-end1

° dismiss the idea
,%

as imliosSible.taining the atientiOnot:all Stndents:

.. .

in a small group is A. relatiVely SiMpteirocess, -However,:thisfeat
.

.

-.
:, . . .

requires some planning andteaphing:, Students;' frequentlyleatn,that
.

it is unnecessary to attend in orderito obttreinforcement." students

learn AuiCkly froth the :teacher'. and' .ach otheiliiltewhentheY,dofor

attend'rhey,come up winnere.move.

,

Rules:,

Train student attenti

attentAmwould.b con: ughout s

-garten through 12th gr

Devdfop a variety of at o.aignals or cues.

. Teach thd des ed srudenPpondb(e), to.aglecte.
* , ,,-

:.Aever, begin %tior< 411 all students are

Immediately'reinforce those students who res..
0

tion signal.

.... -,
c

P4'' . never accidentally reinforce the non-attend student with

JPention! that *lid 'SP' interpreted as positi e.

,

sure phat thestimulus,that. attention_sign0I4

.'

:reinforcing r
r

'to students. ,If' what llows the attention
0 k , .

is cpnsistently borifig or:i#e

gnat wiWiOon 'ose its eff4tsieri44.

nt, the attention

". . 4

i .
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.

'cihe hand; teacher turns light

Exathples of attention sig

teacher says "listen,"(

Attention signals should ,be

"Coo

nOude: visual teacher raises

h#diOnrapidlyt'e4. Auditory:
-

.

otsounds.a 1:4z.i.er or bell; etc.

iCed: several tiimba.before. Using.

Example:

Teacher: have somethi

hold my hand u

what you,,rd doi ig,

IssatSnoW and

Whene0er the

that concept in a

Non -Ins

concept

you today. When

models), it means

chairs, and listen

twostep00era

is. For example, if the
a

the logical first st,

it-to the grOup and na

I

stop

to me":

llows, it.is advisable to teach

Fitst, teach what the concept

jt-ttemptingto teach the color red,

Select onewome= red object and present

s is red!", . Most teachers do this well.

The problem is 'that mosteachers stovhers;',but this is teaching only

ilOtances/pf.the 'othe 'It is equally:important to teach what red
(!)-.

is not. This pro tCes the teacher to teach cleanly; that is,
.

, 4.

,

on COAdept4ata tithe. -It also facilitates :student learning.
li:i.

: .,..

Rules.:..

eaCh eat the concept is..

.of' the a cept.

2. Teach what the concept is not.. Give several non-examples

(non-instances)-nf the:Concept..

.A suggested forMatjor-an,insitance/nOninstance presentation is

shown beldw. The soundbeing.taughti' "g".

Give aeVeral examples (instances)



* Example:

Teacher:

Teacher:

Student:-

Pointing to. the s in the center of.the group of

letters, teacher says, "This is 'sssssss'."

After repeating the above several times:

"Group, what is this; it i

"SSSSSSS"

Teacher: "Good.°" The pointing to another letter, teacher

Student:

Teacher: ,

says, "Ts, this

"No."

"Good, you are right!"

3. Response Signals.

To facilitate teacher, control of thestudent group it is necessary

program which students, will respond at what time to's given stimulus..

To do this, the teacher must develop and use signals which elicit res
.

ponses fram students. The general rule.is: .wait until you see the

student response signal before responding.

Rules:

1. Develop a variety of response. signals.

2. Develop signals,which elicit both individual and group responses.

3. Teach what the signal means through mOdeling,_reinforcement,

and CONSISTENGY,..

Never accept a response from a student .to whom a signal was not

presented. Do not be guilty of accidentally reinforcing inap

propriate behavior, even occasionally.

5. Immediately 'reinforce students who have responded on cue for:

a. waiting for the cue; and b, the accuracy of the response.
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if followed. immediately by the desired:response, is.effective and without

harm. 'Theprinciple is, when a responSe is given by the student, the

teacher reinforces the response if it is acceptable or immediately.

corrects the response if it is unacceptable.

Rules:

1: Provide feedback immediately. If a response needs correcting,

do so with a'simplg "no".

2. Provide props or cues to ilicit a correct response, or model

the correct response for the student.

3. Use a variety of reinforcers for correct.resOonses.

4. Praise specific behavior rather than non-spgscific behavior.

Example: "Good counting!" rather than "Good job!".

5. Ensure that a positive to negdtive feedback ratio is never

less-than three-to-one.

6. Ensure that.teinforcers are reinforcing to the recipient.

Examples of feedback include: yiSual: displaying an-accepted

manual sign which conveys the intended meaning; body language to convey

the intended meaning; etc. Auditory: presenting selected verbal:rein-

forcerpfor appropriate responses; saying "no's, and model the, correct

response; etc.

Examples:

Teacher:

tUdent:

"Who has the answer to this problpm?" (4. + ? = -5)

et give's. response. signal (pointS.to Bill, and
'Or

sa ill. f,

"Nine.".
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Examples of response signals, include: :visual: pointing to a

'student with a finger erihand; using apointer; using an exaggerated

.
.

sweeping hand motion fot group:respOnse; tc. Auditory:. calling.a
.

,

, .

,;.

,student by name ; - giving such cues av"eYeryone, ' roue, etc.
6 4 '

. .. .
f.

Mr-Controlling student responses the-teacher can easily indiViduali2
..,

response-rate, incre or decrease reinforcement, and.contral the

amount of student repetition and general rate of instruction.

Examples:

Teacher: %

Bobby:

Teacher:

4. Feedback

'"When I want you to respond, I will call your name

and point (teacher models). "If .I want

everyone to answer I will say "eyeryone 'and:point

lae-this" (teacher makes a.sweeping.mOtion toward:

the group).

Repeats the response signals instructions;- then;.

"Bobby, what doesthis'Mpan?" (pointing to ,Bobby).

"I can talk".

"Super, you rem bered the yule"

The concept of proyiding feedback to learners is universally

accepted. To effectivelyuse the feedbaCk process the teacher must:

a. elicit a high rate.of student reSponse,'and b. react to each studen

response in a way the;studentis able to judge the adequacy.of his or

her response.

Some teachers feel that correcting a student's response wilicause

.rychological harm to the student. , this is a false assumption. To

respond to a students incorrect response with a simple "no", especially
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Teacher:

Stuctent:

, Reinforcers -

411

"No, the answer t t. What is the correct answer

Positive reinforcement is one of the basic
tl

change, and- as such is the premier change agent available to teachers.

tools of behaViOr

Ever3, teacher should program the activities of each school day insuch

a way that every student in the classroom receives a tremendOuS amount

of reinforcement. It.is essential to the direct instruction 'process

that students receive both primary ared secondary reinforcement as

n ce sary (see Chapter 28. for primary, and secondary reinforcers)'.

Rules:

1. Use a variety of reinforcers during each direct instruction

presentation.

2. Use a treMendous amount of verbal reinforcement,

3. Use physical reinforceMent. Touch studen'ts.

4. .nsure that each student receives atlefst'three positiVe

reinforcers to each instance of negative feedback.

6. Pacing

Learning occurs when one reacts to the stimuli being presented

'Effective pacing of instruc nal.delivery can be a tremendous aide

citing reactions and intaining attention to concepts presented.

ctional pacing is defined' as variance lithe rate of instruction.

1anned and,cootinuous variance of the rate',Of inatruction,.the

.teacherNan facilitate increased student-attentiodand reaction to what

is being-presented.

166,
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Rules:

t 1. Teach fast: Directinstruction should 'Proceed at a faster
,

rate than'non-diract instruction.

.

;Nary the pace of'instruCtion. When a particular point is Ito

be made', either increase or decrease ihe-rate of instruction.
4

Students, will predictably respond with increased attention and

4
7. Pauses

I

'The effective: use of. planned pauses (actual stops) during instuc-
'

tion can be effective at recapturing the wandering attention of students

'or emphasizing ,a particular point. Pauses are effective

time, but are particularly valuable: 1. After

presented; 2. after

almost any

attention, signals are

a question has teen asked. and before:a

signal is given; 3. immediately before's majbr"poirit is made; Or

immediately after .a major

Rules:.

response

pOint has been macre!, '

Plan pauses into the content

2. Pairpausea with other:methods of'instructiOiai

instruction.,.

Control.

0

3. Use body language to emphasize the effect pauses-, -
.

114
PaUses, especially when, coupled with proper pacing, can be of

effective measure of attention control.

Rhythm

Rhythm is defined as the'Cadenoe or floW of the instruCdOrk

C.:

4

delivery.. Instructional rhythm is distinguishedfroM pacing that
.

'rhyttim.invOlVes the cadence 'instruction, whereas locing'in

the rate of instruction. Rhythm, in conjunction, with

167yry



and volume, are three of the four basic tools of the actor. Thus the

process,of designing and delivering a good direct instruction presents
,.

tion 4losely approxiMates the des*King and acting out of a good one

set play. .Inorder to establish.an acceptable instructional rhythm,

.theteacher should vary the cadence of the instruction: loud-, soft,.

fast slow; stop, etc.

Rules:

1. Use a.variety of iOng, volume, and intentional' pauses
c

..-
order to construct, t1 instructional rhythM.

2. Pradtii.

9. ReSponae Rates.

n

Response rate is defined. as the frequence of student responses.

,

Just as student attention is a necessary part of the instruCtional,c

high-rate of student response..
,

process;;'

1. Plan'a'presentation which requires a minimum.of 30 verbal or!

graphic retponse$JOYstUdent fnr-each fifteen mlnUteAdirect

'instruction session.

2. Provide feedback for student responsetc.
;I, :11t

.3. .MOnitor respOnsetto ensureminimUM of 8t% accuracy.

When the'abcuracy:of response fail,sbelow 80% ,,ccinsider. it a Big*
4

that instruction is Inadequate. Give honett-feedback relative to .the

accuracy -of-student 'responses.

10. Volume

'No. single direct instruction concept is more

_attention and eliciting strident response than the

178
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volume or loUdness with which an oral lesson is presented. Increase

. and decrease voltite.aslappropriate when emphasizing a point of.instruc-
-.

tion. Alternating from LOUD to soft (voice inflection) is DYNAMITE!

Rules: -

1. Plan variance of volute as part of instructional content.-

2. Pair with other methods of instructional control,, espedialllY

pacing.and.pauses.

3. Use appropriate body language to.,accompany volume variance

.0 -4. 'Prdctice.

11. Body Language ;"'/

Body language is defined as the planned use of body-part movements

for the purpose,of increasing teaching effectiveness. Body language

can be used to accentuate a point, reinforce a student,facilitate'the

correction.a. a student 'response, etc. Body language'involves.bUt is

not. limited to: planned motion Of the hands and/or feet; proximity.of

the body;relative to the student; fatiial gestures; etc.

To this point eleven fondamental skills of direct instruction have

been identified. Mastery of these eleven skills constitutes, the mos4t work

for the beginning student of direct instruction. 4 ond is successful,

at mastering these first eleven skills, those skills that folloW can

be'easily accommodated into teaching methodologY, As such the remaining

seven direct instruction skills will be discussed more briefly than, the

preceding skills.

12. Enthusiasm.
Ilr

Teacher enthusiasm is contagious, and inspires student attention,

motivation, and learning. Enthusiasm can be conveyed,by voice volume,

79
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INS

Act'

fog

inflection,and rate; body language; mood; responliVeness; active

listening; facial expwe'ssion; etc.

Rules:

.4;, -
ali.V'

t ks.

1. Be genuine and natural with your u.:,'aWbf enthusiast s gnals.0/

2. Use a combination of enthusiatm signals whenever posaible,
. -; -,' :.: c,A

such as smile, body gestures,' -and Voice inflection.

3. Combine positive reinforcement withenehusias"ignals.

4. Do not reinforce non-target behavior with.enthusiasm.signals.

13. :Attention Spart..
rcw

.,
.

Students, even those with short attention spans, attend to Various

stimuli with varying degrees of attention for yawing ;periods. of time.

le

Student attention span is therefore relative to the concept being

taught, the stimulus materials being used, wand the ski/1 of the teacher..

Nonetheless, when student attention is less than 80% direct intervention_.'.
I.

9 called for.
4

Rules:

ti

'PriOr'to the beginning of, instruction, select some method of

continuously assessing student attention level. .

.

Z. During instruction, monitor the attention level of each student.r7

3. When any student attenclf less than.80% of the time, intervene.

4; Attention problems are ,rOblems with instruction, not the students.

14. StiMulUt Chapge..

Stimulus change'is defined as the teacher pretentation of.new

11° stimuli to which students are expected to respond With a frequency

equal-ta.that of the student with the shortest attention span in the

'group. '.ToO-frequently one stimulus is presented to which all students

..
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are expected to attendjor the duration of the planned instruction,

The stimulus change idea is to piesent new andlhanging.stimuli at a

frequency which maintains a high degree Of student attention.

Plan to change stimuli frequently, and plan a variety of stimuli.

When a student's attention begins to wander, pretent'a new stimulus to

which the student is expected to respond. A variety of reinforcing

and wallused stimuli related directly to attention span.-

Rules:

1. Plan every presentation in sich away that the primary stimulus

changes at'least every five minutes (orl tore frequently with

problem students).

2. Use a variety Ri stimuli that are known to be reinforcing to

the students.

Plan at least three different activities for each fifteen
. .

iinutes of instruction.

4. When any attention level in the group fails to reach 80%,

change the stimulus.

15. Surprises.

Seudents, from kindergarten through secondary level, enjoy surprises.

Cy

Most teachers, however, fail to utilize this effeCtive method Of main
s;

taining oereobtaining strident attention. Examples of surprises could.

include: dropping a book; breaking a pencil; slapping the desk or

table; etc. The point is, when attention begins to fall below 80%,

do something different, such as create a surprise.

Rules:

I. Plan at least one surprise for every.fifteen minute presentation.

18 1 -

11.
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2. Practic6surprises before instruction.

3. Develop a list of surprises that have proven successful for

various student ages.

16. Intentional. Mistakes.

By making intentional mistakes during a direct instruction presen-

tation, the teacher can accomplish at least two things. First, the

teacher can teach, through modeling. that the consequences of making

a mistake are not disastrous. 'Second,.'students appear overjoyed at
4

discovering teacher errors. Such mistakes, especially if.the students

have been alerted to deliberate teacher mistakes, will increase student.

motivation and attention span.

Rules:

1. Make a minimum of two intentional mistakes during each presen-

tation.

Once the mistake is made, continue instruction as if the mis-

take had not been made unless students discover the error.

3. Once the mistake is discovered by students, act surprised.

Praise the student or students responsible for "catching"
e

the mistake

4. Encourage the atudevs to continue to look for errors.

Examples of intentional mistakes include: ping a 'letter on the

r.
felt board upsid.doWn; misspelling a word on. the chalkboard; leaving a

word out of a sentence; an incorrect,answer. to a math problem, eta.

18. Mastery.

--Enste thae'lhose.concepts elected for teaching are worthy of being.

taught. Briefly, teach only necessary concepts Then ensure mastery

104
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of,all concepts taught.

Rules":

6

I

l. Select and teach only necessary concepts.'

2. Rkuire mastery before proceeding with'addltional instruction.

a

#49
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Over the past ten yebrs'there has, been an increasing effort 'to
0

identify the developmental linqetween cognitive thought. and symbolic

language deveIopment.(blooM,and Lahey,,l978; Chapman, .1982; McLean

and Snyder-McLean, 1978). ,Gene011y the atus of this Work hap beerici
, .

0

to discuss one form or anotitier ofphd cognitke hypOthesitit.(Cha ian, N

1982) . Results of stddies in this area have belpn equivocal in th
. 'T ter« ig r-

'sense that there is no clear vide e to suggest bs one4p-one Msppinfit' t i'''.
. .. ,, ,

A l' Fre "V - IV
\

of symbolic 'language ont? cognitiie skill. 'Rathee'.there,appears

to be a more simultaneous-scquitiod of4Cognitive atiOangusge ' t .-,

abilities in,enctuations in4hict some c itive i i ieS:consistent y x .,.
4w- 40,n. 4i.i. . . i '-- i.abilities.

4'

precede .or. follow the deVellopmenE 411k 'verbal language.'` Thfa type oi
..t1 0

simultaneous development describes t is al*.the corfeisteional
4

.

Or N - v 1444,1 :%...: ...

0.,.,;,..4

form of the cognitive hypothesis4(Chapkani 1982), Wept& (1980); ;01'
k 44
,.... '

.,
Chapman (1982), and others have Wcently begun to elama

guage from the perspective0of this ctrrelatrna

1 g AR
% .

(1980) argues that because-of theloimuitaneons ac uiaition.of
. 4 .

cognitive and language abilitieA, it 11101. 14p Bible to develop

. WestNy

cesbtai

Z3K,
a scale to examine cognitiVe pnd 1anpage Skills

. It consists ofAs

en stages which begin at the nine-tot month lev or 'St fe

.

One and go to the fifth year for Stage'Ten At alL ges,both'lad-

E 4 16 4
scale developed by Westby is the Swdbolive Play

guage and play are
.

made to expand the

form of

examined. In the pre'sepr svilly an attilapt wgs

Westby Scale in accordance with the treelational

the. cognitive hypothesis. l'he Westby Scale,watfex.panded to
, .

establish a more complete picture of the child's level of representa-

tionS1 thought at any liken age' on the scale.

k75 185



-Syribolic play and language are both cognitive skills which re-

quire the child to. mentally represent reality at various levels of

abstraction (Fenson and Ramsay, 1980; McCune-Nicolich and Carroll,

1981; Lezine, 1973; Westby, 1980). Another developmental cognitive

skill which requires_the child to mental* represent reality is

drawing (Goodnow, 197.7; Goodnow and Friedman, 19/2; Piaget and Inhelder,

1967). Lowenfeld and Brittain (1975) argue that drawing, because of

vitival-motor and eye-hand coordination limitations, does not begin

to become functional for-'the child until approximately twenty-four

months, i.e. , in the form of an unstructured-scribble. Following this

early pei.iod, however, drawing rapidly'becomes an important form of

graphic symbOlic representation for the child. This is evidenced

in children's drawing as they begin to demonstrate an understanding

of such complex cognitive skills as conservation and decentration

(Goodnow, 1978; Lowenfeld and Brittain, 1975).

Basically, there appears to be a codable and identifiable

developmental link between the representational abilities of symbolic

play, language and drawing. The purpose of this preliminary study

was to begin to investigate this link in Ogo ways:

1. To develop a drawing scale which can be directly interfaced

with the Westby Syliabolic Play Scale.

. To assedif play, language, and drawing in normal languii0.-

learning and language delayed children in order to inve'Sti-

gate patterns of developmentpwithin and between each group.

176
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S

Subjects. The subjects were four normally developing' children between

the ages of
,

three and five. They were attending a university labora-:,
- -

.

,

,

tory preschool and h d.been diagnosed by the preschool, being free

If
from physical and intellectual problems. In additionT=4ive language-

iii

%,

delayed children between the ages of two and one-half and six year

were assessed. These five children were identified as language-

.delayed based on a complete speech and language evaluation in a public

school setting whiCh included results from formal. language assessment

procedures. All subjecp had normal hearing and were free from all ,

physical or serious intellectual handicappingconditions. Children

identified as mentally retarded were specifically excluded from this

investigation. -

Play Language/Drawing_ Scale.
1

A revised form of the Westby (1980)

scale which included play, language, and drawing was

,

procedure used with all subjects. jrhe.rovisedscal consists of,
. 4

eleven stages whiO begin t the 90 moih level for stage one and

to the 5th+ year for estaTg eleven. n st es one through four, the

the assessment

t

scale addresses behaviors only in t 'language and play areas. Stages

five through nine consider behaviorOkin play, lAtguage, and drawing.

Stage eleven in concerned exclusively with drawing.

The segue e for the play and language stages of the scale were

derived from West (1980) while the sequence stages for the drawing

i:k1 .

Copies or he scale. are available from the authors n request.



portion of the scale were derived fOkLowenfeld and Brittain (1975).

Basically, drawing behaviors were used ilysthescale which related

developmentally to the various play and

original Westby Scales

to all subjects in a single,

language behaviors in the

Procedures for Administering the Scale. The,scaie was administered

continuous session. The observational

data for play and language were derived from engaging the child in

structural free play activities with the examiner. For the drawing

portion of the scale, each subject was required to complete at least

the following three drawings: 1) a free drawing of their- choice,

2)a drawing of an animal of their choice, 3) a free drawing of their

family or a family member.

To insure inter-rater reliability, the scale was administered

and scored only by the three examiners who were directly involvbd

in the original development of the scale. Simultaneous independent

coding orrandomly selected portions of the scale by the' three examiners

indicates an inter-rater agreement of .93 with both a
"ss

language-delayed subject.

normal- and a

A

Scoring. Items on the scale were scored using a plustminus sYstem to

indicate the presence or absence of a given behaviorin any one stage.

For a child to be given credit for,achieving a particular stage on the
0

scale, he or she could fail no more awn one item at that level.
4 U ,s7 ?

Analy is. Ddia for the present pilot study were graphed and studied

visually in terms of distribution and level of function across the

s,three areas, of symbolic function

drawing:

exampled i.e., play language and

"A descriptive analysis of tie data provided Within and

4; 2

across.auhAct groups. .
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RESULTS. AND DISCUSSION

The rehults-of administering the play language and drawing scale

to the two groups of normal and language-delayed subjects are presented

in Figures 1 and 2 respectively.

These data suggest that the normally developing subjects func-'

tioned at or,near.(+3 months) age level in all three areas of rdpre--

sentational thought addresSed on the scale. Language-delayed subjects,

however, all demonstrated delays in the three representational areas,

of. language,' play and drawing.' Lt is noteworthy that the lanihage

level of all language-delayed subjects on the scale was equal to or

below their respective levels for play and drawing. Additionally,

three of the five language-delayed subjects showed ,a performance pat-

tern on die scale which suggests that. language is lagging at least

six months behind the development of their play and drawing behaviore.

These data suggest language-delayed children may not demonstrate

age-level cognitive skills, in the representational areas of play and

drawing. Language-delayed children, however, may possess represen-

V
,tational:skills in play. and drawing that are either equal to or above

their level of langudgelunction. Based On this finding, a possible

inference is that .play and drawing may be appropriate for lase in the

4

remediation process to improve, a child's level of language function.'

Certainly these results suggest'Oot,only.a series of conclusions, but

also a clear direction for the next phase of.:;the project.



.A7

CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of-the limited data collected in this pilot study,

the following tentative conclusions may be drawn:

1. .It is possible and appropriate to interface a drawing scale

with a sale asseasing other areas of representational
.

thought, i:e., tannage and play.

2. Normally developin ildren should,perform an appropriope

of language%":'age level, plus or minus a stage in the areas

play,and drawing ability. They should not demonstrate un-

explained splinter skills in any of these three areas.

3. Ira child is language'-delayed in relation to his or her

chronological age, delays in play and drawing may be pre-

dictable due tb the fact that all three skills are related
-4.

to the representational thought prOcess.

4. Language-delayed children should shAw a delay in play and

drawing relative to chronological age. These delays in play's

and drawing, however, should be no greater than a child's

language delays.
. *

5. Based on the above mentioned conclusions (#4), it may-bg

possible to use play and drawing in the remediation processrl,,
I

! .ir.

to improve a child's level of language,function.
0,5,

.
6. Language-delayed subjects should demonstrate splinter skille4':

in play, language, and drawing above their highest level of

achievement on the scale.

180 19d
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DIRECTIONSFOR THE NEXT PHASE OF THE PROJECT;

In order to further substantiate these conclusions and ideiltify

others, the most basic needs in the next phase of the present study

are to:..
0

1) Operationally define and explore the notion of splinter.skills

in,,,these representational areas.

2) iRevise.the language.section so that the.iteMs examined are .

sensitive to language behaviors in the areas of both compre-

hension and production..

3) Redefine behaviors in.the play category to increase reliability

and validity of that section.

In this study, language - delayed children were assessed using the

play /language /drawing scale and other procedures which identify the

fr ,

language.level of thechilc4 'Based on the results of these concurrently

administered proceduresoit is-evident that the language p&tionofU
the wale' needs to be ore senalti#e in order to establish accurate

2 language lev-s in the chIld. By appropriately modifying the language
rYt

portion of e scale An the areas 'Of comprehension and production,

e -
both e'reTikbility 4Fincurferi:t validity of the procedure will be

.4

,

improtred. Redefining the terms of the 'play 'portion of the, scale' will
.

'4imilarily imOrhe both the internal consiatency and Itelevalidiey-Of

the scale.
r

A ,13ncv the scale has

investigation will be, underfaken'in controlled assessmelitenvirotimeq

.

4

k
,

been revised relatiVe tothe above'. Suggestions,

4.to accomplish the,follawing:
r. , P

1) Establish the' reliability and

I,



Idkntify patterns of performancp on _the revised scale within

and between noial.;.Unguagerdekayed, and mentally retarded.

children.

13)..Atteppt.to identify-the sequence of developmental arid prere-

quisite skills which may be'prediCive of a child's laterl

repiesentational ability.

4)? Explore the phenostenon of splinter skills which. emerge on

this scale.' ::SpecilOally, consider the relationship Of

irou ,
.

splinter skills:tO the above. mentioned handicapping conditions,

and, the teaching process.

5), Consider.the usefulness of the scale inn. planning and imple-

menting communication behavior treatment with language-
4*

delayed and retarded children.

f.
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A number of medical conditions, including renal failure, men-
,

tal etardation, cancer trel.tmws,and drugs forrhyperactiVity_resW.t

in e tingdisturbances. Such failures to develop normal'eating
o

patt rns are referred to by a variety of labels. Anorexia (long-term

loss of appetite) and failure-to,thrive are:probably the most commonly

"-
used terms. The problems presented by many children with medical con-

.

ditinsior handicapping syndromes are multipled when those same child-

yen, :re anorexic. Feeding problems often complicate the required

medi ations, indicated- treatments, and nutritional reqUirements.

The eryyoung child with such problems problems an even greater chal-

leng because of his/her lack of language and immature reasoning abil ty.

All too often neither parents nor pediatricians are prepared

to,p operly intervene with the anorexic child. Ultimately, however,

:the urden of feeding falls upon the parent if the child is to remain

in 'he hothe. This is true whether the child is breast; bottle, spoon,

on ube fed.. Too often parents become frustrated, resort to use pf

exc ssive punishment techniques and/or press for hospitalizatipn,or

_ins itutionalization of the young child when such directions may not

be ectssary.

Although anorexia "usilally originates from medical conditions,

.if.these feeding problems cannot be readily corrected, behavioral

1B4 , 194
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interventions are warranted. The rationale which supports this

approach is two-fold. First, the aversion behaviors that young

children exhibit are learned; gle'se learned avoidance technique& are

built and strengthened because they allow the childto successfully

escape environmental demands. Second, proper behavioral interventions.
I

are far less restrictive and intrusive than medical interventions

which often involve removal of the child from the home.

The behavioral malikfastations exhibited by infants and toddlers

are quite varied and grow. in sophistication as the child matures.

Head-turning; teeth-cl'endhing, physical agression, crying, vomiting,
4

and self-mutilation are examples of behaviors commonly seen in child-

ren who wish ilbt to eat. These behaviors are, learned methods of es-

capingdemand. The demand is the external pressure to eat placed

upon the child by family members. Interventioni to ificrease.the

child's eating need to be based upon the orientation of escape behavior.

'Escape behavior was defined as early as 1968 by Reynolds. How-

ever, applications to specific interventions for such behaviors have

not been discussed until recently (Note 1 and 2). Although only a

q.

number of studies have validated individuals' interventions to es-
,

cape (Carr, 1977) quite an extensive body of research exists to sup-

portport the use of behavioral' approaches to remediate eating problems

(see Siegel, 1982, for.asurilmary). However, little discussion has

been offered applying behavioral, nterventiOns to the anorexic child.

This paper will discuss appropriate interventyans wick c'hn be used

by the parents of the infant or toddlfr who has feeding,problema.
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-General Consideratioris Concerning Food and Feeding

Before attempting to work with anorexic infants and toddlers,

.it is necessary ror parent and picifesSional alike to change his/her

thinki g concerning food. and the eating processes. First, this recon-

siderat on must focus, on the fact that food intake is critical to

the child, This fact supercedes all other concerns, including neat-
- _

. ness, proper manners, and independent feeding. Second, food is not

reinforcing to the child. Hunger, which builds the desire to eat in

.other children, is not present. Food is neutral and has. appeal. which .

\

parallels any other object. found in the child's environment. Third,
.

efforts must be met to keep food and eating from betoming negative

and aversive from the child's perspective.

. .

There are several other factors which should be remembered by

those working with the'anOrexic child. It is important to control

events associated with feeding. For'example, consumption of non7L

nutritious caloriesbefore and during-a meal.will interfere with the

child's ability to consume required nutrients. The novelty aspect

goof food should be consistently evaluated. Foods may be reinforcing

substances to a child if they are presented in varied forms. Colors,

consistency, temperature, and texture can all be modified. Further,

It may be necessary tovary types of foods on a daily basis. Parents

should remain_aware that children with eating disturbances satiate

on foods quite rapidly.

Adults may also have great reinforcing value to children. A

favorite adult may have greater success in 'getting a child to eat
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than other

child may prov4.

-parent withe.res

the other. hand, varying those who feed the

child with novelty while providing an individual

from the child. Both the needs of the child

and parents shoul4 be taken into consideration when,making such de-

Effective Interventions for the Anorexic Child

When, selecting appropriate interventions to feeding problems,

it is important to remember the child is attempting to escape the

demand of eating. Therefore,it Is critical to select 4nteryentions

which do not allow the escape and do not turn th&feeding process

into an aversive experience for the child.

With those two factors in mind, many of the approaches that have

rc

proven effective in controlling mealtime behavior in other children do

not work with the anorexic child. Such practices as removal of food,

sending the child away, anescolding allow the child to escape the

demand and/or develop an adversive relationship between the child

and the adult. There appears then to, be three general approaches

which-can he effective with the child who refuses to eat. These

approaches include continuing demand, .the use of fun and distraction,

and shaping the eating process.

The use of'continueddemand is by far the least complex of those

interventions. It is based upon the principle that a pre-determined

amount of food or formula must be consumed no matter what the child

does. This often involves the holding of the spoon or bottle in

front of the child's face and waiting for the child to comply and eat.
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4

11t is important for the adult not to become emotional or angry, but

to continue the demand to eat. It should be remembered that when

volume is pre-established it should not b'e increased when the child

has finished the given command. Intentional vomiting and other non-

.

compliant actidnies exhibited by the child Ore not allowed to alle-

viate OA requirement to eat. This approach(incOrporaqs positive

verbal feedback to the child on progress'he makes toward the goal of

finishing his food with continued demand.

The second approach revolves around making the eating process

fun for the child. This may be, accomplished in two slightly different

mannets. The'first is the provision of entertainment by the person

feeding the child or by otlier_ family members. This may consist of a

variety of activities including singing,.eating the same or similar

foods, moving around, and playing games with the child. The second

variation is:to provide items whicharpreptertaining to the child.

The alternatives are unlimited. However, novel and Unique items to

the child, such as kitchen utensils, are often quite effective. On

the othei hand, a favorite toy may, prove to be the best for some

children. Both of'these approaches in practice accomplish two ends.

The child does not view the feeding process as negative and may even

favorably anticipate feeding time Further, the child is distracted
4

from food and does not attempt to escape by exhibiting unacceptable

behaviors.

The final approach involves the use of rewarding substances to

shape appropriate eating.'The prodedure uses"high preference foods or

liquids as reinforcement for eating. Water, fOvexample, is often
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desired by children and infants. Bite; or sips on a bottle containing
th

formula are then followed by water. Gradually, larger and larger

numbers of-bites or sips of food or formula are demanded for the same

amount of water. Although this shaping process is slow, it is effec-

tive with some children.

Finally, it should be. noted that these three interventions are

not mutua'.y exclusive. In other words, they may be paired or even
5

used simultaneously with the same child., Parents and/or professionals
P

should continually evaluate the approach being used with the child

and should modify it when such interventions cease to be effective;

1

Discussion

The anorexic infant and toddler offer an immense set of problems \Ili

to the parent and professional. These problems can often be overcome'

through appropriate and consistent interventions. The parent must

rethink the eating procsses, arrange the environment, and ensure that

eating doei not become aversive to the child. The'most Appropriate

interventions seem to be continued demand,4the use of fun, and shaping ,

the eating process. Other more commonly accepted behavior modification

approaches may compound the child's resistance to eating rther than

decreasing such behavior. Use of behavioral techniques to encourage

and reinforce' healthy eating habits can prevent the use of more

radical medical interventions which might otherwise be required to

preserve the health of the anorexic child.

.1 n r(
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instructional intervention for children who haVv reading:diTfiC'ul

ties is the bridge between regular clasSroom perfAirmance and total fait

ure as a student. Realizing that intervention often is only, al best

k 1
a bandaide to instruction, the ultimate goal of.T.emeditiJn is a reader

who can survive the rigors of the educational system. Within these de
%

mands, successful intervention programs areassociated with a high,_

quality of instruction that is based on continuous evaluation of read

ing behaviors. These evaluations help to identify particular.instruc

tional.techniqUes the teacher can,utilize with a.high likelihood of

positive results. Thus, by necessity, effective reading instruction.

reflects apattern of Leaching strategies that arc.related to reading

.
behaviors rather than one. single intervention program (McDonald, 1976).

4

4iLhin the field of reading, a wealth"of instructional strategies can

be implemented to-remediate,inefficient reading behaviors. The appro

priateness of.each .interVentionstrategy for a particular student can

be identified through diagnosis and obeservation.. Research- suggests

that for the primary grades the use of a variety of instructional ma

terials based on accurate diagnosi.s increases the effectiveness of read-

ing instruction (Rupley and Blair, 1978). These basic principles of in-
.

tervention programs are incorporated in the reading clinic at Eastern

Montana College.

The'reading clinic at Eastern Montana College provides a centerfoi

preService training of eleme tary education anOppcial educatidn Major:
.

-Functioning as a referral base for elementary students ft.om nearby area

schools and the communities in central Montana, the cli provides re

medial tutoring in reading. Elementary students accepted for tutoring

-401i.
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by the clinic receive abouttwenty hours of one-to-one tutoring under

cloSe::supervision by college per:;onnek.

The-reading clinic maintains that success is the greatest motiva-.

ting factor in learning Lo read. The initial diagnosis using a pub.-.

lished informal reading inventory determines.anappropriaileinstrUct

tional reading level for each-student..' Schneider (1970-has found that

. a balance of high success reading and medium success reading

suit in higher student achievembnt. Thus, the level.of readin ater

ial isjvalidated by informal reading evaluations from ins uctional

material; Concurrent-to evaluation of.performanee ing level, the

strengths and weaknesses of each student are identified. ,Subsequently,

material is choSerirthat maximizes success- based on learnerstrenghS,,
"`

styles and Pii-fOrMance level. Specific methods are chosen to remediate
%

the identified weaknesses of each student. This success approach!to

instruction is inebrporated in a four-phased remedial, seskion,

each session begins with a directed readint-thinking activity using,

"material that reflects instrUcticinalreading. The student usually has

little difficulty in wo.rd identification or comprehension during this

phase of the remedial session. The selection'is also of sufficient

length to allow for comprehension of story plot and character develop- -.

1
ment; however, 'it As short enough to provide a sense .of clOsure for the

reader: .SecOndly, within the Session a variety of short activities are.

planned 'using specialized methods to ,develop and modify reading skills

and reading strategies. Third, each session contains an ongoing, in-

formal evaluation to identify patterns of reading behaviorS.and6mOnitor

reading performance'. I the fourth phase of the program student are'.
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engaged in at least five minutes of'sustained silent reading. .117

Leaching -Perms at: the Eastern Montana Coliege.Reading Clinic is cA
academic task of reading and each_student spends about sixty pert

of each hour readthg contextual material. .

.1\

Following the structured plan, the tutors. differentiate inst

tion to ttie strengths and proficiencies'of the reading whle incc

atingspecialized chniques to remediate weaknesses. ;or exampl

a stbdtnt who had a. limitedIttbility to deal with oral' langL

part.i,cipated in antxtended vqgabulary development program-and di

experiences with the prerequisite concepts which were necessary t

r.
read a particular selection,with understanding..-...Thus, the direct

reading-thinking activity required an exceptional amount, of time

the: introduction of semantic vocabulary. However, those-students

.experienced Jittle difficulty with semantic vocabulary, but extre

difficulty with oral accuracy, spent more time on word identifica

and fluency and less time on developing word meanings.
a

Although the-remedial session is not focused on specialized

. 1)1i4al techniques,. a. feW of'these techniques producedrapid gains i

-student'achiey,oMent aUringthe twenty hours-of instruction. To r

' diate oral' accur cy and o

nate
)

readingS neUrOlOgical_im repeated readings, andreade

t4gatre are used'.: Alternate rk adings is a form Of modeling appro

reading fluency, the techniques of a

oral reading:flueney where the .olinici.441 nd student alternate re,

paragraphs while the clinician models ppropriate phrasing, inton
, .

.

pitch and stress: In. the. neurological impress .met d the tutor

. student read aloud, together with the cinician reading.louder and
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slightly Paster then, the student. Thu clinician reads into the ril

ear while pointing to the line or print, being.read. Repeated rend

is a method of rereading meaningful:, selfselected passages until

speed and oral accuracy are satisfabtory. After each.reading diff

era comprehension quetions arc answered. Reader's theatre focuses

oral reading fluency and expression by reading play scripts. The 1

ician provides a model for the student.
r,

The techniques'of word games, word banks, and Fernald techni

are used to reinforce sight- word vocabulary. Word games include al

-tiv"itieS such as word concentration, word bingo, word fish that ma

a garge of learning sight words. Word banks include a set of word :

cards taken from the.child's reading vocabulT. The Fernald tech]

is a Multisensory technique' that involves tracing and writing the (

ficult words as they arc said.

A variety of. spcGialized kiteehniqueto imp -comprehension

II
study skills are a14p employed for those students using inappropri(

strategies_ Semantic feature analysiS are used to capitalize on U

reader's prior knowledge to increase semantic vocabulary. In this

approach the student uses a grid to classify salient features of vi

ulary words. A subskills approach to comprehension using the Barn(

Loft specific skill series is used to remediate deficiences in ides

fying the main idea, drawing conclusiori, etc. The recipricol ques'

ing teChniqve developed,by Manzo is used tp increase prediction st]

gies. In this approach the clinician models questivling strategie:

then the student questions the clinician. Semantic webs are also

to incredle,comprehension and semantic vocabularies. This process
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requires an interaction bct.wecn student. and Leqoher. to construct

vi:wai array ur :Amy eharacte :; and ideas prodocinv, ;t graphic

sentation or story cohesion based on personal knowledge and stor,

tent. Another comprehension technique is the Herringbone.tecin

where the student answered Who, Did What, When, Where, HOW,:and

questions on a visual representation. The traditional 41hod of

ing usiw the strategy, of survey, question, read, reciteand rev

sequence is'also used to improve comprehension. of content 4.0ea t

For some students the understanding of how syntax effects ccipv

is developed using the cloze technique and sentence combining.

the cloze technique the student must predict words that hav4 bee

lated from an extended passage. The sentence combining tecUniqu

i

quires stud nts to combine kernal sentences in multiple. ways. F
fl,

setting anc...creative,writing are also used to-increase compreher

Compiling Casc.Study Data

The data reported in.this study serves as a survey inter

technique used in the Reading Clinic at Eastern Montana CO11ege

remedial.cas'e study was analyzed to 1:,ontify the major concern :

ing reading achievement. These cotcernsfwere'krecorded with the

panying pre and post test scores on published §nformal reading

ies. Gain scores were then computed for each case study. This

tion was collected for all students ranging in age from five to

tt.c.

years old, who attended the tiding Clinic at Eastern Montana Co

during Spring, Summer and Fall quarters of 1982. These data we

summarized to identify with particular remedial methods appeari.

effect reading greWth. Eight techniques were used by:Sorty perc
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the clinicians during the twenty hours of remedial instruction (see -

.

.table 1).

TABLE at

11 INTERVENTION USED BY FORTY PERCENT

INTERVENTION

OF C,LINICIANS.

AVERAGE 'GAIN SCORE:

Repeated Readings 1.0

Play Readings-- .61

Language' Experience .7:

Timed Readings 1.0

Cloze .9(

Neurological Impress, Method .71

Flash Caixig .6;7,1

Progress Charts
-

1.0
*

*Gain Scores were computed from pre-post inforikal 7ading,inventords

One characteristic of the intervention strategies involves extex

sive student-teacher interaction. This allows for a teality approact
1.

to remediation, where reading strategies, rather than simple.knowledi

of right or wrong answers, can be discussed. The secor inteFesting

characteristic of these techniques is that the majopeby ofthe tech

niques were used in the contextual setting rather than wr h is ated

words or letters. Our analysis Concurs with Wilson (1981), w_o main-

tains that reading behaviors are more appropriately remediated in te]

of contextual print.

Of these eight strategiesfutilized, repeated readingS, timed re
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ings and progress carts resulted in the hest overall gain scores

One'charasteristic of these methods is that h technique required

that the student? aware of his progress and chart that progress at

each instructional sfttion. This charting activity concretely 'clemor

strates the student's response to reading' material, Some research c

Support the fact that inefficient readers are not aware of their owr

progress and. selfcorrect less frequently than a.le readers lAlling1

1977). These methods provide a vlpicle for enabling the reader to ri

itor his/her success with his/her own reading strategies. At the

time, these intervention techniques allow the tutor and student to 1

about *strategies to use to increase reading prayficiency. Specific

of concern were identified for each case study and appropriate inte]

tion techniques were employed;

To remediate comprehension difficulties, clinicians used fifter

different intervention strategies (See Table II). Of these,strateg:

the Specific Skill Series produced the most consistent reading gain

scores across all the case studies. Other techniques that proved st
4

cessful were the language experience approach, purposeful reading, 1

readings, and reader's theatre. The fact that oral reading.technicit

improved silent reading comprehension needs to be further inmestigal

in a more systematic fashion. These oral 'reading technique's, perhai

serveNthe purpose of bringing covert reading behaviors to the overt

attention of both the reader andthe clinician.

To remediate inefficient reading rate, twenty - three different :

tervention techniques were used in a variety of case studies (See

III). The most successful techniques for,inefficient rate were timr
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Z1

r.

f
readings and charting p-ogress: Thest: two intervention strategies

have been used throughout remedial instruction with success. .

v To remediate the inappropriate decoding strategies, sixteen dif-

ferent intervention techniques,were employed (See Table IV). However,

.

'the.most successful. f these techniques were the cloze technique and

the repeated readings. Again these techniques involved contextual

application of phonic priaQiples rather than isolated drill of specific

phonic rules.

To develop rapid recognition of words at sight twenty nine differ-

ent intervention strategies were used '(See Table V). Of these the

most successful intervention techniques for the most case studies were

repeated readings, thefflanguage experience approach and flash cards.

These techniques all involve:at least three repititions of new sight

words. The language experience and the repeated readings were in con,

text while the flash cards represented isolated drill. However, both

the repeated readings and the flash cards used graphing of daily pro-'

gress to illustrate the student's improvement.

Involving only six case studies; utilCng appropriate intonation,

stress, pitch and phrasing to co/ivey meaning, oral reading fluency was

remediated by a variety of techniques (See Table VI).: Modeling oral

reading behavior was the most successful intervention strategy for this

concern, while timed'readings prOved the least successful.

For those students who were inefficient at using syntax to predict

meaning, the intervention techniques of cloie procedure, creative writ-

ing and qenteAM4wombirling proved successful (See Table VII). Four

of the case studies. indicated thIt the students displayed visual track-
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ing difficulties (See TabletrTS). A variety of techniques We:
)

tWremediate this etincern; however, no intervention prograrvreSI

in an increase in reading performance.

. ,

In summary, a variety of techniques have"bepn used in the

ing clinic at Eastern Montana College. Some of 'these tec-hniqes

proved morn successful than others; however, none of the case s

were conducted -under rigorous experimental design.. It is neces

for clincians:to:begin collating the data from individual case

in order to evaluat ethe effectiveness of the intervention prog

Our intervention/f;rogram based on the directed readingthinking
c.

ity differentiated according to learner strengths and weaknesse

working, however the effectiveness of the time-spend in direct

tion could be increased if the precise intervention techniques
ah,

.

areas of concern were delineated.
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, INTERVENTION

BarneitlIoft

ClOie

Creative writing

Flashcards

Herringbone

Language experience

NIM

Playreading

Progress,,chqrt,4?p.

,

Pbrposeful reading

Sentence combining

Semantit mapping

SRA

Timed readings'

Word bank

1 TALE

CONCERN: CCMPREHMSION

NUMBER OF CASE STUDIES: 11

PERCENT OF CASE STUDIES 4

EMPLOYING TECHNIQUE

ti

SS

9

18

9

36

27

27

36

18

18

9

9

18

4

AVERAGE GAIL

1.0

1.5

1.0

1.0

1.1;

1.0

1.1'

1.0

1.2!

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.2'

18 1.0
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TABLE III /

CONCERN: RATE GAIN SCORES FOR CASE STUDIES

jiliABER OF CASE STUDIES: 26

INTERVENTION

PERCENT OF CASE STUDIES'
EMPLOYING TECHNIQUE .

Alternate reading 8

Bartell Loft 4

Cloze 27

Creative writing .8

Flashcards 38

'Glass analysis 4'

Herringbone 4

Language experience 46

NIM 42

Repated readings 31

Play reading 35

PI-ogress chart 35

Request 4

Rhebus 4

Semantic mapping 12

SQ3R
.$

4

Sentence combining 19

Story cards 4

Timed reading 35

Word bank 19

Word games 16

Work book .4

Work sheet

^202

Al

AVERAGE GAIN
SCORES.):

213

1.0

1.0

. 92

1.5

. 55

0.0

1.5

.87

.64

.94

. 55

1.5

.5

0.0

.66

1.5

1.2

0.0

1.5

.80

. 50

1.5
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TABLE IV

1

CONCERN: DECODING GAIN SCORES FOR CASE STUDIES

INTERVENTION-

NUMBER Ci7CASE STUDIES: 12

PERCENT OF CASE STUDIES
EMPLOYING TECHNIQUE

Cloze. 16

Creative writing 5.

Flashcards 26

Glass analysis 5

Language experience 58

Modeling 5

NIM 26.

Play reading 16

Progress chart 16

Repeated readings 21

Sentence combining 16

Story cards 5

Timed readings 16,

Word games 26

Workbook 16

Worksheet 16

214 203

GE GAIN.
SCOkES

1.34

1.5

.5

0.0

.71

1.5

1.0

.83

1.17

1.25

.83

0.0

1.34

.50

.50

.67



TABLE V

CONCERN: WORD RECOGNITION GAIN SCORES FOR CASE STUDIES

NUMBER OF CASE STUDIES:' 19.

PERCENT OF CASE STUDIES

INTERVENTICIN , EMPLOYING TECHNIQUE

AVERAGE GAIN

SCORES

Alternate readings 5 .5

Barnellloft 5
d ,.

.5

Board Forkt,
Cloze

Creative writing

5

5

5

0.0

1.5

1.5

Fernald \ 5 0.0

Flashcards 53 .45

Language experience (---' c 37
.58

NIM
9

37 '43

Repeated readings 26 .90

Play readings. 26 .50

Progress charts 16 1.0

Sentence combinin 16
..,

.34

Semantic feature lysis 11. -.25

Semantic mapping
is

5
, , A 1.0

Timed reading 5 1.5

Wordbank 21 .62

Word gaffes 32 .42

Workbook 11 .75

Worksheet 21 .37
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TABLE V?

CONCERN: FLUENCY

NUMBER OF CASE STUDIES: 6
t

..-- PERCENT OF CASE STUDIES AVERAGE GAIN

INIERVENTION)
,,..

TEQ1NI(JE SCORES

Alternaterreadings 33 1.0

Barnell Loft 17 .5

Cloze 17 0.00

Flashcards 50 .5

language experience 174' .5

NIM 83 .7

.
Modeling 17 ' 1.5

Play reading 50 -.67

Progress chart 17 .5

Repeated readings 33 .0
. ,

Timed readings 17 .0

Word games 33 1.0

Word bank
.

'33 ,. 1.0

..216
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4 TABLE. VII

CONCERN: SYNTAX USE

NUMBER OF CASE STUDIES: 4

INTERVENTION

PERCENT OF CASE STUDIES

EMPLOYING TECHNIQUE

1

AVERAGE GAIN

SCORE

Cloze

Creative/riting,

Flashcards

Language experience

NIM

Play reading

Progress chart

Repeated readings

Sentence combining

Timed reading

1

50

25

25

75

25

25

50

50

25
.

50

1.5.

1.5

1.5

1.0

1.0

.5

1.25

1!0

1:5

1.0

/I
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TABLE VIII

CONCERN: VISUAL TRACKING

NUMBER OF CASE-STUDAS: 4

PgRCENT OF CASE STUDIES

ENiLOYING TECENIWES

AVERAGE GAIN

SCORE

Boardtiork , 25 0.0

Cloze 25 0.0

Fernald 25 0.0

Flashcards 75 0.0

Glass anaylsis 25 0.0

lInguagp experience 50 0.0
4

,NIM. 50
N

0.0

Play reading 25 0.0

Progress charts 25 0.0

Rhebus 25 0.0

Story cards / 25 0.0

Timed reading 25 0.0

Wbrkbook 25 0.0

', Worksheet 25 0.0
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Featured topics:

vi.

Fifth- Annual Montana Symposium

Early Education and the Exceptional Child

April. 11-13, 1984

Parent Involvement
Early Childhood Research
Instructional Strategies Tor Specific Disorders
0-3
Home versus Centered Based.programs

9Transitions between Programs
Interagency Coordinator
Research, Data Collection'and Precision Teaching
Instructional Design and Implementation,,
ModiTying:Commercial Programs
Skill Sequencing
Social and Affective Development
Computer Application.
Mainstreaming procedures, results and.practicalties

Participants from last ear's conference have reqUested'an emphasis. on instructional
techniques 4d'hints fo teachers. There has also been a request for,MOre informa7 .

tion on working with parents and strategies\f,or regular classroom .teachers.

An additio to this year's symposiumwill be the poster sessions designed to
present ih ormation on Special projects, model classrooms, agencies, and research.
An:award will be presented for the best 'poster sessions. For the poster sessions
the presenter should prepare posters which can be read from a distance of 4 feet.
Pictures, )01.rochures, slide shows, and equipment may be displayed.or demonstrated.
PreSenterg4ill be available to ansiwerquestions and discuss their projects with
participants; such a format often provides valuable information for. those interested'
in specific. aspects of a presentation through allowing for dialogue on an informal

basis.

Details concerning keynote speakers Fill be disseminated with a general call for
papers later this month.

I
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RETURN TO: Dr. Christine Manson, Conference Coordinator
Institute for Habilitative Services
Eastern Montana College
1500 North 30th Street
Billings, Montana 59101-0298 '

FIFTH ANNUAL MONTANA SYMPOSIUM

\TOPIC:

oytylOuAlly '15, 1984

EARLY EDUCATION AND THE EXpEPTIONAL CHILD

April .11-13, 1984

TITLE OF PRESENTATION:

Contact Person:

Address:
4

Phone: (. )

Type of Presentati,on:/
Level Awareness Advanced Seminar

Skill Development & Applicatdoli Poster Session
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